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A B S T R A C T

The reuse of existing software libraries and frameworks, commonly referenced by their

API, has generally been established in modern software development. But as software

evolves, so do APIs and thus various reasons for an existing project to migrate from one

API to another can occur. To support research on such API migration, this work gathers

fundamental API usage data from real world projects. Such data can be helpful to identify

the most significant aspects of an API and those that need to be treated cautiously when

performing transformations.

The present work uses a corpus of 18 manually selected and mature open-source soft-

ware projects for this purpose. The analysis methods are driven by both static and dy-

namic approaches. A bytecode-based process statically analyzes the structure of a soft-

ware to discover its external API feature usages. Then, a dynamic analysis takes advan-

tage of instrumentation to collect data about the execution of the static feature references

as well as additional information that is only available at runtime like the type of the

receiver object of a virtual method call.

The collected data is evaluated to study several usage scenarios of external APIs. Exam-

ples include the analysis of subtyping, interface implementations and method coverage.

Besides, the static analysis methods developed in this work are also applied to the iden-

tified APIs themselves to obtain metrics that are interesting in terms of suitability for

framework-like usage.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The increasing complexity of software systems has led to the need of reusing existing

software components and thus to establishing the usage of frameworks and libraries in

the development process. Their integration is usually applied by means of the Applica-

tion Programming Interface (API) which describes the public interface being available to

other code. In this work, we generally reference to both libraries and frameworks by the

common term of an “API”.

1.1 motivation

With the software that is utilizing one or more APIs evolving, it is possible that a change

to some other APIs becomes necessary. There can be various reasons for this change. For

instance the referenced APIs might evolve as well by providing more stability or new

features or the requirements to the developed software might change so that some other

API proves to qualify better for the intended tasks.

For the purpose of researching such API migration issues and possibly automating the

migration, it is beneficial to gain an overview of how and what APIs are used at all. On

the one hand, pointing out the heavily used parts of an API reveals their importance for

effective and correct transformations to another API. An example for the application of

such data can be found in [TTBW11] where API usage data is leveraged to determine

the relevance of unimplemented methods of existing API wrappers. On the other hand,

the specifics of its application play a significant role for migration. For instance, migrat-

ing a framework API of which users derive many types must ensure that the possible

polymorphic usage of these types remains semantically correct.

By means of fundamental research on how APIs are used by real-world software, this

work gathers usage statistics that help in obtaining an impression of the relevance of

certain API features to assist in API migration related research. Basically, in doing so it

further advances the previous research on API usage by the Software Languages Team at

the University of Koblenz. In [LPS11] a similar study was performed on a large corpus of

1



2 introduction

open-source Java software. While this work focuses on methods towards an automated

large-scale analysis, the present thesis is more into studying a selected set of projects and

their runtime behavior.

Besides being motivated by migration only aspects, the presented analyses can also be

helpful for work on language conversion between Java and .NET. Both of these platforms

provide huge standard APIs which have some similarities, but also some differences due

to which they cannot be mapped directly to each other. Thus, such conversion issues can

be closely linked to migration. A related work on this topic can be found in [Zho+10]

where projects in versions for both Java and .NET are analyzed to extract mapping rules.

Furthermore, the results gained from the analyses done here can also be of use for the

development of new or to enhance existing APIs. Experiences made from observing the

usage of existing APIs show which features users require or which could be replaced

or simplified for more acceptance. Heavily used features might also be candidates for

performance optimizations.

1.2 contributions

The present work analyzes the usage of APIs on a corpus of software for .NET. The cor-

pus is made up of 18 selected open-source projects with a mature code base. The analysis

process is separated into two steps: At first, a static analysis is performed that examines

the bytecode of an application to determine its references to external APIs. Then, the exe-

cutions of the static feature references are observed by means of a dynamic analysis and

additional, only runtime available data, is collected. The data collection takes advantage

of unit tests for this runtime execution.

While there are already some works aiming at API usage analysis by means of a soft-

ware corpus, this work enables the analysis of aspects that are only measurable at runtime

like polymorphism. Also, all other works only target the Java platform. The range of de-

tected APIs is limited to the components of the .NET framework for other APIs not being

commonly used in the selected corpus.

In particular, contributions of this work are:

• Development of a metadata model to represent internal and external code features

and their references in static and runtime scenarios.

• Development of a software for a mostly automated
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a) static analysis based on CIL bytecode,

b) runtime analysis using instrumentation.

• Presentation of size- and inheritance-based metrics for the identified APIs.

• An analysis of .NET framework API usage in terms of

a) subtyping/implementation of API types/interfaces,

b) method coverage on a static and runtime basis,

c) polymorphism.

1.3 outline

After this introduction, chapter 2 clarifies the term of an API in the context of the .NET

platform and introduces the methods of the two analysis approaches as well as the meta-

data model that they build upon. It further discusses the creation of the software cor-

pus. In chapter 3 the implementation details of the methods that were explained before

are presented. This chapter can be thought of as an in-depth description of the analy-

sis software components for later reference and extensions. Chapter 4 brings up some

metrics about the identified APIs to state expectations about the following usage results

which are shown in chapter 5. The results are split into a general reference matrix be-

tween projects and APIs, a section about type usage and a section about method usage.

A presentation of related research can be found in chapter 6 whereas chapter 7 discusses

possible further work on the topic. The thesis is concluded with a short recapitulation of

the results in chapter 8.





2 M E T H O D O LO GY

This chapter gives an overview to the analysis done in this work. It first describes the

characteristics of APIs in .NET and establishes a definition for an API in the scope of

this work. Next, it focuses on the two approaches of static and runtime analysis and

explains the metadata model that the analysis is based on. While the diagrams shown

in this section only present some extracts from the full data model, the full diagram can

be found in appendix B.1. Finally, the project corpus that was examined in this thesis is

introduced.

2.1 apis in .net

As analyzing the usage of library and framework usage in .NET requires the definition

of an “API” in the context of this work’s studies, we have to take a look at the organiza-

tional structure of code in the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI)1. Code targeting

the virtual machine of the CLI2 is compiled into a bytecode language called the Common

Intermediate Language (CIL) and is contained in code units called modules. But such

modules are not directly referenced by the application using the code. Instead, they are

usually included in assemblies which again reside in portable executable (PE) files with

the extensions .dll or .exe. An assembly consists of one or more code modules3 and op-

tionally other resources such as images or texts. As an assembly shall be self-describing,

it needs some kind of metadata storing its version, name, culture, security requirements,

an optional digital signature and information about the publicly visible types available

in any of the assembly’s modules. This metadata is called the manifest and is stored in

one of the assembly’s modules [Int06, Partition II, Section 6]. Such packaging makes as-

1The CLI is standardized by ECMA International as the “specification for executable code
and the execution environment (the Virtual Execution System) in which it runs” [Int06, Partition
I, Section 6]. .NET is Microsoft’s implementation of the CLI.

2In Microsoft’s .NET implementation this virtual machine is called the Common Language
Runtime (CLR).

3There are assemblies without any code modules called satellite assemblies. Such assemblies
contain only resources and are thus not relevant to API usage analysis.

5



6 methodology

semblies the usual distribution unit for libraries and frameworks in .NET and for their

definition of the interfaces available to other code, they can also be easily referenced to

make use of them. So at first sight, assemblies look like a good choice for identifying

APIs.

There is the concept of a namespace, however, that proves to be better suited for this

purpose. A namespace is part of a type name and groups types together into a com-

mon scope for organizational reasons and to avoid naming conflicts. Namespaces are

completely unrelated to the concept of modules and assemblies and so an assembly can

possibly contain many distinct namespaces. Furthermore, they can be covered by sev-

eral different assemblies. For instance the assembly mscorlib.dll covers a long range

of namespaces like System, System.Collections.Generic, System.IO, etc. as it provides

the fundamental base of functionality in the .NET framework. Then there is the assem-

bly System.dll which adds new types to the same namespaces. Another advantage of

namespaces is the option to nest them in arbitrary depths to allow a finer classification

of coherent code. Referencing an assembly does not mean that all its namespaces will be

used, this choice is up to the developer utilizing the API. Thus namespaces turn up as a

better unit to identify and to group code so that it is forming an API.

Generally, we can distinguish between two types of APIs: frameworks and libraries.

Frameworks provide a wide range of functionality and often serve as a basis that suggests

a certain software design or in which other software can be integrated. Therefore, they

mostly consist of many different namespaces. In contrast, libraries primarily implement

solutions for one specialized task so that they usually contain fewer namespaces. As we

will see in section 2.4, this work focuses on analyzing the usage of the .NET framework

which is made up of a huge number of namespaces that spread over a smaller number of

assemblies. This fact again substantiates the decision to represent APIs by namespaces.

To have a clearer terminology when talking about API usage by an application we

separate all used code into two sets: project code and external code.

Definition 1 (Project and External Code): Declarations or implementations of code arti-

facts like types, methods, etc. in assemblies belonging to the analyzed project are called

project code (project types, project methods, respectively).

If the project uses any other code artifacts that are not part of its assemblies, they are

tagged as external (e.g. external types, external methods).

Throughout this work we will focus the term “usage” to “usage by the developer”.

There are numerous cases in which using certain language features implicitly causes the

compiler to emit CIL-code referencing external APIs. The simplest example for this is
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declaring a class without specifying a base class. The compiler will automatically derive

this new class from System.Object. This is not API usage though. So we will follow the

principle of analyzing “what the programmer declared” and provide further information

when dealing with such cases.

2.2 static analysis

The static analysis mainly focuses on determining how much and what external code

an application uses. It is static in such that it only analyzes the structure of a program,

but not its runtime behavior. Although we will see in 2.4 that all examined projects are

available in source code form, the analysis is done on a reflection and bytecode-based

approach. The data model described in this section is shared between the static analy-

sis and the runtime analysis that relies on bytecode manipulation, so the choice of this

approach was obvious. Also, thanks to the metadata stored in assemblies, looking into

the structure of a program and determining its external references is really a straightfor-

ward technique by using an assembly inspection library (see 3.3.1 for details about the

Mono.Cecil library that was used for this purpose).

Although the data obtained through the analysis done in this work is largely based

on the existing metadata model of the CLI, it became necessary to create a custom data

representation. Section 3.1 further addresses this requirement.

We will now start explaining which code parts were extracted by means of the static

analysis and how they make up a metadata model that describes the structure of the

program itself as well as its references to external code. All collected data is stored in an

XML-based database (see 3.4 for implementation details).

Assemblies and Modules

The database built up here keeps track of all project assemblies that were defined for

analysis. Assemblies contains modules, which in turn contain types.

Types

Since we want to look into the behavior of all instructions that the project executes, every

(reference and value) type declared in a project is added to the database. This includes
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Figure 2.1.: Assemblies and modules in the metadata model

internal and also private or protected nested types. External types only cause an entry in

the database to be created when they are referenced by some instruction. This practice

already leads to first results, as only those types of an API that are really used occur in the

data. Project types are filed under the module that they are defined in and external types

get tagged as such and are stored in a section of the database called ExternalReferences.

We are only interested in a type’s namespace or assembly, so there is no need for storing

the module that an external type belongs to. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this.

Normally, two generic types that are constructed from an open generic type4 with dif-

ferent generic arguments are treated as different types, but for easier comparison, generic

types are always reduced to their open type definition in this work. That is, all generic ar-

guments of a (partly) closed generic type are removed and only the open type definition

is recorded.

Example
Assume the type List<string> is found during analysis. The generic argument

string is removed and the type is identified as List`15. If some other instruction

uses List<int>, this type would also go to List`1 so that the analysis records two

usages of List`1.

4An open generic type has no type arguments specified for its generic parameters. It repre-
sents a generic type’s definition from which closed types can be constructed by substituting the
generic parameters with type arguments.

5Typename`n is the default notation for generic types where n is the number of the type’s
generic parameters.
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Even though generic arguments are removed from closed types, our metadata stores in-

formation about the generic parameters of an open generic type. After all they can also

act as receivers for method calls or field accesses.

Figure 2.2 shows the data stored for types and their relationships.

Figure 2.2.: Types in the metadata model

Type Members

When processing project types, the static analysis identifies every member of a type and

creates a data entity for it. This applies to methods and fields, but nested types do not

count as members of a type. Instead, they are treated as separate types. For externally

referenced types, only the members being used in the project code are included in the

data. So on the first occurrence of an external type, the entity created for this type does

not store any members yet. Discovering a reference to some member of this type in the

project code then causes a data representation of the member to be added to the type.

Methods

As types may override virtual methods that are declared on the base type, the static

analysis determines the base method for each method. For class types this is always

the first implementation or declaration (if the class is abstract) of the method in the class
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Figure 2.3.: Type members in the metadata model

hierarchy. This also applies if the method is defined on an interface that is implemented

by the class (or a possible base class). For static methods, methods on interface types and

methods having the newslot-attribute, the base method is defined as the method itself.

Constructors are identified as normal methods. They are treated specially when being

used (i.e. when instantiating types). The paragraph below addresses this issue.

We also count properties to the methods, as they are in fact implemented as methods

with a SpecialName-attribute and a name starting with get_ or set_. Instance and static

methods can be distinguished by their method attributes.

Generic parameters of methods are dealt with in the same way as it is done with the

parameters of generic types.

Fields

Concerning the usage of APIs in object-oriented programming, fields are rarely used for

public interfaces. Generally, getters and setters or properties are preferred over the use
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of fields. This makes fields a rather uninteresting subject for this work, but for the sake

of completeness they are analyzed anyway.

Instructions

From the complete set of bytecode instructions (CIL instructions), only those instructions

that are interesting in terms of usage of external code are processed. Each of these rele-

vant instructions is represented by an operation entity contained in the method executing

it.

Figure 2.4.: Operations in the metadata model

Method Calls

Method calls can be classified as virtual or non-virtual calls. Non-virtual calls are easy

to handle. They represent a direct call to the method that is specified in the correspond-

ing CIL-instruction. But for virtual calls the executed method cannot immediately be

determined when processing them. The CIL-instruction responsible for virtual calls is

callvirt. This instruction is always called with the base method as its operand and dis-

patching to the receiver method is performed during runtime, depending on the receiver
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type. That means, that if the programmer expresses a call to some virtual method, this

call is emitted as a callvirt to the base method, even though it might statically already

be clear which method is to be called.

Example

1 Exception ex = new Exception();

2 string s = ex.ToString();

The method call ex.ToString() is compiled to the following bytecode:

callvirt instance string [mscorlib]System.Object::ToString()

Although Exception overrides the ToString()-method.

It looks like there is an information loss when only using bytecode instructions to analyze

method usage. But the static receiver type can still be determined by looking at the types

on the stack of the CLR (see 3.5.2 for details). So we end up having three different types

of receivers:

Definition 2 (Receiver Type Categories for Virtual Method Calls):

1. Base Receiver Type: The type in the class hierarchy that first declares or implements

the method to be called.

2. Static Receiver Type: The type that the receiving object is statically typed to in

source code.

3. Runtime Receiver Type: The type of the object that receives the call during runtime.

For every receiver type category there is a corresponding receiver method category.

Example

1 Exception ex = new InvalidOperationException();

2 string s = ex.ToString();

Base receiver type: Object (ToString() is an override from Object)

Static receiver type: Exception (the local variable ex is statically typed to Exception)

Runtime Receiver type: InvalidOperationException (this is not determined in the

static analysis, but in this simple example it is obvious that InvalidOperationExcep-

tion will receive the call)
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Though constructors are handled as methods, not all of their calls are considered method

calls. When instantiating some object, the constructor used for the instantiation is implic-

itly called, but the data representation for this call is a type instantiation (see next para-

graph). So when analyzing all the methods called (including constructors), method calls

and type instantiations have to be taken into account. In contrast, calls to constructors of

the base class (from a constructor) are stored as method calls.

There is one exception that causes constructors to be completely excluded from the data

though. When the program code does not explicitly state a constructor of the base class

to be called, programming languages usually emit a call to the default (parameterless)

constructor of the base class if there is one available. These calls are left out as they are

done automatically and do not denote a choice that the programmer made. We want to

determine how developers of a program use external code however.

For calls on generic types or calls to generic methods, we follow the same approach as

with types: all generic arguments are ignored and only the open generic type or method

is incorporated.

Type Instantiations

Concerning the instantiation of types, we distinguish between value types, class types

and array types.

In CIL there is a special instruction for object allocations (newobj). This is always used

to create class types so they can be handled uniformly. Additionally the metadata entity

for a class type instantiation contains information about the constructor that is used to

build the type.

Value types on the other hand, do not always have to be instantiated but can also

simply be declared or only initialized to their default value (all members zeroed). This

raises some difficulties in detecting their allocation. For this reason and the minor role

of value types in APIs or object-oriented programming respectively, their initialization is

not included in the analysis.

Array allocations are stored separately because programmers do not use a constructor

to instantiate them. We rather need to know what element type they form an array of, so

there is a special entity type in the metadata model that represents the creation of arrays.

Field Accesses

A field access can be a read or write operation on a field of a type. This also includes those

bytecode operations where only the address of a field is read (as opposed to its value). We
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already stated that fields do not provide much interesting information in terms of the API

usage done in this work. This is why fields accesses do not hold more information than

a reference to the corresponding field.

2.3 runtime analysis

After building up a metadata model that describes the static structure of a program and

its references to external API code, we can extend this data with an analysis of the pro-

gram’s runtime behavior. This runtime analysis steps into the running code to observe

the operations that it executes. For every executed operation it can then provide addi-

tional data that was not available on a static basis. The paragraph below shows that this

is especially useful to explore the use of polymorphism. In addition, the existing data can

be refined to provide more accurate data about how intensively parts of an API are used.

Whereas the static analysis might show only one call to some method, analyzing the run-

time behavior could reveal that this method is among the most used API features. For

instance, a helper method that wraps an external method could lead to such observations.

The following paragraphs shortly introduce the extensions made to the previously pre-

sented static metadata model. Basically there are new runtime entities that represent an

execution of their corresponding static operation. All of these runtime entities are stored

separately so that the existing static data remains untouched.

Runtime Method Calls

For non-virtual calls only their execution count is registered within the database. Virtual

calls, however, are much more interesting during runtime execution because of their dy-

namic dispatching characteristics. When explaining how method calls are represented in

the data model in 2.2, we already introduced the three categories of receiver types. Base

receiver and static receiver could already be determined from looking at the static source

instructions, but due to subtyping, the runtime receiver can only be identified during the

execution of the code. If the type that eventually receives a method call is different from

the one defined in the source code, overriding makes it possible that a completely dif-

ferent method will be executed. In order to investigate the usage of such polymorphism

the runtime analysis looks up the type of the object that a virtual method is called on.

Besides, it also looks up the runtime receiver method. Note that this method might be
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Figure 2.5.: Runtime entities in the metadata model

the same as the base or static receiver method, even if the static and the runtime receiver

type differ (this would mean the runtime receiver type inherits this method).

Runtime Type Instantiations

Considering type instantiations there is not much additional information to gain from a

runtime analysis. The type of the allocated object is already known statically. Anyway,

as the runtime analysis counts the number of instantiations for each type, it can point out

which external types were used the most.
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Runtime Field Accesses

Similar to the handling of runtime type instantiations, the runtime analysis only counts

the execution of field accesses without any additional runtime information.

2.4 corpus

The objective of this work naturally requires some applications that make use of external

APIs. This section therefore describes the process of creating a corpus of software projects

whose API usage will be analyzed. All of the software projects that were chosen for

the corpus are freely available with their source code and most of them are libraries or

frameworks. The decision to select these types of projects is based on some requirements

that are explained in the first subsection. Then the procedure of finding suitable projects

and preparing them for the analysis is presented. Finally, this section shortly introduces

some characteristics of the resulting corpus.

2.4.1 Requirements

When merely performing a static analysis, only the application code in the form of assem-

blies is needed which makes it easy to quickly build up a corpus of different projects. In

a runtime analysis, however, the project code also has to be executed. Manually running

the tested applications poses a complicated challenge. It requires detailed knowledge

about the structure of the program so that as much code as possible can be covered. Also,

the analysis runs have to be automated somehow. Unit tests already provide solutions

to these requirements. They usually try to test most of the program and of course they

are geared towards running in automated processes. So a candidate for the project cor-

pus must bring a preferably large and well developed test suite with it. This need for a

test suite mostly limits the selection process to open source projects as commercial closed

source products typically ship without tests. The search for projects with good test suites

revealed, that they can mostly be found in library or framework projects. Thus, these

projects form a large proportion of the corpus.

Sticking to open source software also offers a solution to another problem emerging

from the runtime analysis: assembly signing. If an assembly is digitally signed to ensure

its identity and origin, the runtime analysis implementation done in this work invalidates
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this signature when modifying the assembly’s bytecode. If a project makes use of these

signatures and its source is available, in most cases it also includes the private key needed

to recreate a valid signature.

Furthermore, the corpus is made up from established work only. That means, that the

chosen projects are well-known, widely-used and mature. We assume, that such mature

code bases possibly make much use of external API code and integrate it intelligently into

their own software. These projects are also more likely to include test suites that match

our requirements. In contrast, small and unknown open source projects often tend to be

incomplete or have an experimental character. This in turn does not represent a good

foundation to gain information about proper API usage.

2.4.2 Setup

Searching and selecting the projects for the corpus was performed manually regarding

the above criteria. The first consulted sources were open source project hosting providers

like CodePlex6, SourceForge7, GitHub8 and Google Code9. Most of these sites allow sort-

ing search results by the number of downloads, popularity, ratings, status, page views

and alike. Upon finding a promising project, the first thing checked was if it provides an

acceptable test suite. If it had one, additional web searches were done to determine the

spreading and the reputation of it.

Additional projects were located by searching the web and forums like Stack Overflow10

for popular and approved open source projects for .NET or samples representing high

code quality.

Preparations for the analysis started by downloading each project from its website and

then compiling it in its release build configuration. Two cases (RhinoMocks and Moq)

showed, that developers sometimes merge external libraries into their own library as a

post-build task to have only one .dll-file to deploy. This step was removed from the build

configuration so that the external APIs are detected as such later.

Then, the test suites had to be set up. For most projects this was achieved by simply

compiling the accompanying test assemblies and then running a test runner on them.

6http://www.codeplex.com/
7http://sourceforge.net/
8https://github.com/
9http://code.google.com/hosting/

10http://stackoverflow.com/
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Only some projects required more configuration like setting up a database or preparing

the directory structure for data files that the tests read.

After having the tests succeed, a project file containing information about which files

to analyze could be created that the static and runtime analysis work on. Section 3.2.4

explains the details of this process.

During the configuration of these project files, it turned out that it can be complicated

to determine whether code is part of the project or being considered as external. Usually

this is a simple task: everything that is found in assemblies shipping with the application

counts as project code and everything else referenced somewhere in this project code is

treated as external. Frameworks, however, consist of many different parts that reference

one another. Assume a Core-library that is used by all other libraries in this framework.

At first glance, this does not look like a problem. This Core-library would simply be seen

as part of the project. But building the Castle-framework (that contains such a library)

revealed, that each of its subprojects references another version of it. This prevents the

different subprojects from being united to one large project. It would lead to having Core
included repeatedly which would in turn invalidate the results. This issue was solved by

counting all the parts included in Castle as separate projects. The Core is then seen as an

external API in each of the projects (except for the Core as a project itself). This is also the

way in that the developers present and distribute their software11.

2.4.3 Profile

To get a general overview of the projects, figure 2.6 shows their sizes measured in byte

code (IL) instructions and, since we are interested in API usage, the number of external

method calls they make.

As we stated before, the corpus mainly consists of libraries and frameworks. For ex-

ample there are unit testing APIs and utilities, a text search engine, an object-relational

mapper, two application frameworks, a zip library and other software that is intended to

be used by programmers. This type of software mostly comes without user front ends,

which means, that we cannot expect much usage of GUI APIs. Furthermore, the ASP.NET

API, that makes up a big part of the .NET framework will probably not play a big role

since there are only two projects that target web applications (MonoRail and Spring.NET).

11see http://www.castleproject.org/castle/projects.html
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Figure 2.6.: Size of projects in the corpus

All three major versions of the .NET framework are covered by the corpus. It contains

six projects targeting .NET 2.0, six projects for version 3.5 and six projects that are com-

piled for the current version 4.0.

More detailed information about each project is provided in appendix A.





3 I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

In this chapter the technical implementation details of the approaches presented in chap-

ter 2 are explained. After having a look at the requirements to the analysis software

and shortly evaluating some existing tools in this domain, the general design of the im-

plementation is presented. The metadata model was basically already described in the

last chapter, but some interesting aspects of its development are pointed out here. The

specifics of the static and the runtime analysis make up most of this chapter. To the end,

this chapter talks about the implementation of the tools that were developed to assist in

using the analysis software.

For better understanding, code samples in this chapter will be written in abbreviated

C# pseudo-code and UML diagrams will only show public members that are relevant in

the context of the topic.

3.1 requirements

Metadata Model

Chapter 2 already addressed the metadata model that the analysis relies on. Even though

much of it is based on the existing CLI metadata, is it essential to be able to extend this

existing data. Examples for these extensions are abstractions of bytecode instructions or

types that have to be tagged as external. Furthermore, all data entities must be able to

reference each other in a simple fashion. This is especially needed during the runtime

analysis, that logs which instructions are executing and which of the artifacts that were

discovered earlier in the static analysis are involved in the execution.

Data Storage

All obtained static and runtime data must be stored in a persistent database that can be

queried to evaluate this data.

21
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Bytecode Analysis

Looking at the static analysis, an obvious requirement is to be able to analyze the struc-

ture of an assembly. The System.Reflection API that is included in the .NET framework

already implements the functionality to examine assemblies, modules and their types. It

is missing the ability to examine the instructions of methods in a practical way, though.

Base Methods

The assembly metadata does not store information about the first declaration of a method

in the inheritance hierarchy. To be able to perform an analysis on a base method only

level, the static analysis needs to take care of this.

Static Receiver Types

Chapter 2 presented the different types of call receivers. In CIL virtual method calls are

expressed by using the signature of the method on the base type at the call site. Since we

are interested in the static receiver type, some approach to determine it from the static

code has to be implemented.

Analyze Running Code

The runtime analysis requires observing the code that a running program executes. This

includes knowing which instructions are being executed, but particularly it needs to be

aware of the current execution context. Without this information it would not be possible

to find the runtime receiver type of a virtual method call.

Immediate Data Logging

Test runners generally shut down test suites after they complete. This would result in a

data loss of everything logged up to this point. So during the runtime of a tested process,

collected data has to be stored in the database directly.

Performance

Some test suites might already take very long to run, so stepping into running code and

keeping track of its execution must not affect performance too much.
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Automation

Every part of the developed software should be runnable from automated scripts so that

results can be updated or regenerated easily.

3.2 software design

This section presents the different components of the developed software and demon-

strates how they form a system to analyze the usage of APIs. It concentrates on giving

a conceptional description of the components. Further details about other interesting or

challenging aspects of the development are discussed in the following sections of this

chapter.

3.2.1 Existing Software

Considering static analysis there are quite some tools in existence. Most of them aim at

analyzing the quality of code by trying to determine if certain coding or design standards

have been followed. They therefore look more into the internal structure of the project

code itself instead of identifying their usage of external APIs.

Examples for this category of software include FxCop1, StyleCop2, Gendarme3 and

NDepend4.

NDepend is rather complex and can also provide detailed information about external

code usage. For the analysis of the data it gains, it includes a special query language

called the Code Query Language (CQL) that is similar to SQL. It turned out, however,

that it lacks some features that are needed for this work like an easy distinction between

external and non-external types. Since NDepend is commercial closed source software, it

also cannot be extended.

For complete runtime analysis there seems to be hardly anything available, but there

are some libraries for instrumentation or aspect oriented programming respectively.

1http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb429476%28v=vs.80%29.aspx
2http://stylecop.codeplex.com/
3http://www.mono-project.com/Gendarme
4http://www.ndepend.com/
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PostSharp5 is a high level library for aspect oriented programming (AOP) that instru-

ments assemblies in a post build task. It has the disadvantage that the source code of

latest version 2.0 is not freely available, so that extensions or adjustments would be im-

possible. Tests with the open source version 1.5 showed problems in certain scenarios

with generic types. Also, PostSharp itself is quite a huge software so that modifications to

our needs would probably have been as complicated as setting up a simpler, customized

analysis software.

Another high level library for AOP is Linfu6. As with PostSharp, it turned out that

there are cases in which the instrumentation fails and it was uncertain what efforts were

required to fix these issues.

The lower level APIs for code analysis and instrumentation that could be identified

are Microsoft CCI7 and Mono.Cecil8. Both of them are similar in their capabilities. CCI

showed up as somewhat more powerful concerning static analysis. It implements a cus-

tom code model for the representation of assemblies and builds up a complete AST. This

allows easy detection of the static receiver type, for example. Mono.Cecil sticks to present-

ing assemblies as they are defined in the CLI metadata. Concerning instrumentation, they

can both be used to modify existing metadata and instructions in assemblies. An evalua-

tion showed up, that Mono.Cecil is easier to use and also seems to be more widespread

than CCI. Thus it was decided that the developed analysis software would be built on

top of Mono.Cecil. More on it can be found in subsection 3.3.1.

3.2.2 Component Overview

To fulfill the requirements that were identified before, several components were imple-

mented that are introduced below.

Project Management

The project management API defines an XML-based file format to store information

about a software project to be analyzed. This information includes the assemblies to

analyze, the project’s name and more. The project file typically also holds the database

where all collected data is stored (but it can be stored in a different file as well). Using

the project management API, these files can be created, saved and loaded. After setting

5http://www.sharpcrafters.com/
6http://code.google.com/p/linfu/
7http://ccimetadata.codeplex.com/ and http://cciast.codeplex.com/
8http://www.mono-project.com/Cecil
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up a project by means of these project files, the project management API then provides

methods to start the analyses so that they can be processed automatically.

Furthermore the project API manages the different versions of a project’s assemblies

that are generated during the instrumentation.

Metadata Model

The metadata model implementation supports full serialization and deserialization of

its entities. During the runtime of the analysis software, the whole database is kept in

memory and when collecting data, new entities are created in the form of objects. When

the analysis has completed, the data can be serialized to an XML document to persistently

save it to disk. To evaluate the collected data, this XML file can then be consumed by an

external tool or it can be deserialized to its CLR object representation for easier access

from code. Deserialization can also be useful to run another runtime analysis without

having to perform a static analysis again. Moreover, a simple integer id is assigned to

each entity to store references between them and for a faster communication during the

data collection.

Static Assembly Analysis

This component represents the core of the static analysis. Using Mono.Cecil, it identifies

the defined static data entities and builds up the database from them.

Static Stack Analysis

The purpose of the static stack analysis is to find out the static receiver types of virtual

method calls. In the CLI, code is executed by a stack-based execution system. When

performing calls to instance methods, the stack always holds a reference to the object re-

ceiving the call followed by the method arguments (in bottom-top-order, i.e. the receiver

object reference is the first item on the stack)[Int06, Partition I, Section 12.4.1.4]. By calcu-

lating the state of the stack for each instruction, the static stack analysis exploits this fact

to determine static receiver types.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation API is one of the two components making up the runtime analy-

sis. It provides an interface to manipulate existing assemblies on a bytecode level. The

runtime analysis uses the instrumentation API to inject new instructions to the tested
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project’s assemblies so that some callback method is invoked each time that an observed

instruction executes.

Data Collection

The data collection API is responsible for collecting and logging the data that is generated

during the runtime analysis. The previously mentioned callback methods to which the

instrumentation API injects calls are implemented in it. So each time that an event like a

method call or a type instantiation is about to occur, the data collection API gets notified

about it. In order to log data about this event into the database, it is designed as a client-

server architecture. The tested project takes the role of the client and the analysis software

acts as a server to it. On the invocation of a data collection callback method, the client

generates a corresponding notification message and transmits it to the server. The server

can then create a data entity for this event and insert it into the database. Additionally,

the client can query the server to get information about which types and methods already

exist in the database. The typical use for this is to obtain the id for an existing type so

that the client does not have to communicate the whole type string each time this type is

referenced.

As the callback methods execute in the same process as the project code, they can also

perform additional processing to gain information that is only available at runtime (like

determining the receiver type or method). This information can then be appended to the

messages sent to the server.

Query Tool

The output of an analysis consists of an XML document that has to be evaluated somehow.

For this purpose, a tool was developed that allows to query the database using regular C#

code including LINQ. It first loads the specified XML file and deserializes the contained

data into its object representation. Then a C#-script generating a report from the data

can be written or loaded. By means of in-memory compilation this script is evaluated.

Per default, its result is finally formatted as CSV but other output formats also can be

possible.

When run from the command line, the query tool saves this CSV to an output file.

When in GUI mode, the resulting CSV can be saved or be handed over to some other

executable for further processing.
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Front Ends

To use the analysis functionality, there is a GUI and a console front end. The GUI front

end supports all of the implemented functionality. It can run the static and the runtime

analysis, but it is especially made to assist in creating and managing project files. On the

other hand, the console front end is mainly intended to support automating the analy-

sis. Thus, it is only capable of loading project files, running the analyses and saving the

results.

Logging API

All components have access to a simple API that is capable of logging messages with

different severities to the console, files or other outputs.

3.2.3 Assemblies and Namespaces

To get a better overview of the code structure, this section lists the assemblies and names-

paces that form the analysis software.

Figure 3.1.: Assembly overview with dependencies
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APIUsage.dll

This is the main assembly containing most of the analysis functionality, the database

implementation and the project management.

Namespace Contents

APIUsage.Analysis static assembly analysis

helper classes for the runtime analysis

APIUsage.Analysis.Stack static stack analysis

APIUsage.Analysis.CodeGeneration instrumentation API

APIUsage.Data tools for working with the data entities

APIUsage.Data.DataEntities implementation of the metadata model

APIUsage.Data.DataServer server side of the data collection API

APIUsage.Projects project management API

APIUsage.DataCollection.dll

The data collection assembly contains the client-side code of the runtime analysis.

Namespace Contents

APIUsage.Data.DataCollection client code for the data collection

tools to determine receiver methods

APIUsage.Common.dll

This assembly is referenced by all other assemblies.

Namespace Contents

APIUsage.Common logging API

various functions and interfaces that all components need access to

APIUsage.QueryGUI.exe

This is the querying application.
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Namespace Contents

APIUsage.QueryGUI the GUI and compilation of C# scripts

APIUsage.QueryGUI.Console the console interface to the query application

APIUsage.QueryGUI.Data classes for encapsulating results from scripts

APIUsage.QueryGUI.DataOutputs interfaces and a CSV implementation for the output

of script results

APIUsage.MainGUI.exe and APIUsage.Console.exe

The two front ends are implemented in these assemblies.

Namespace Contents

APIUsage.MainGUI the GUI application

APIUsage.Console the console application

APIUsage.Console.CommandLine command line argument parsing

3.2.4 Toolchain

All the previously explained components can now be integrated into a toolchain that will

be used to examine the usage of APIs in some software project. The workflow consists of

six steps.

1. Create Project

Using the APIUsage.MainGUI application, a project file is created. This file defines:

• the name of the project

• a list of assemblies to include in the analysis

• the file to start for the runtime analysis and its arguments

• optionally a key file that the assemblies will be signed with after instrumentation

• if the digital signatures should be removed

• if the instruction analysis should be skipped
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• arbitrary additional key-value pairs (this is used to store the .NET framework ver-

sion of a project, for example)

The file can be saved for later processing or for use with the console interface.

2. Static Analysis

The static analysis has to be run before the dynamic analysis. It builds up the database

whose entities are referenced by the runtime analysis. This step can be performed using

the GUI or the console runner (the console runner always performs a static analysis when

run on a project).

3. Runtime Analysis (Instrumentation)

Next, the project’s assemblies have to be prepared for the runtime analysis by modifying

their bytecode instructions as explained before. This is optional in both the GUI and

the console application in case the assemblies were already instrumented. Note: if the

original assemblies were changed, the instrumentation must be run again to reflect the

modifications in the instrumented assemblies.

4. Runtime Analysis (Data Collection)

The GUI and the console interface both contain the option to start the runtime analy-

sis. This puts the data collection server to listen state and starts the specified executable

(which is a test suite in all the projects that were analyzed in this work). Every time

the started process executes an observed instruction, a message is produced that will be

logged in the database. The communication between client and server can be monitored

by looking at the number of messages processed that is shown in both front ends.

When the analysis finishes, the database will be included in the project file upon saving.

The GUI front end also allows storing it in a separate file.

5. Query Database

The resulting XML database can be used in the query tool to generate CSV reports from

the obtained data. Using predefined query-scripts and the console interface to the query

tool, multiple reports can be created at once.
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6. Visualize Data

Finally, the CSV reports can be processed in any other tool. In this work, diagrams were

created using matplotlib9 for python.

3.3 third party apis

The software that was developed in this work heavily relies on Mono.Cecil that is in-

troduced in the following section 3.3.1. Apart from that, it only uses the AvalonEdit10

component from the SharpDevelop11 project. AvalonEdit is a text-editor control for WPF

that supports syntax highlighting. It is used to enhance the usability of the query script

editor in APIUsage.QueryGUI.

3.3.1 Mono.Cecil

Mono.Cecil12 is an open source library that can be used to inspect and modify existing as-

semblies. Its assembly inspection capabilities are similar to those of the System.Reflection

API but proved to be more powerful. System.Reflection always loads assemblies into an

AppDomain which effectively means, that they cannot be unloaded unless the entire Ap-

pDomain is unloaded. This is particularly annoying when dealing with assemblies from

the .NET framework: Today, there are two major versions of the CLR. The CLR version 2

and the CLR version 4 (the old 1.x versions are actually hardly used today). Both CLRs

come with a framework for their specific version which means that there are two versions

of each standard type that exists in both versions (but the types are backwards compati-

ble).

Example
When using String in a CLR4 application, it refers to the type:

System.String, mscorlib, Version=4.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089

In a CLR2 application, the type

9http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/
10http://wiki.sharpdevelop.net/AvalonEdit.ashx
11http://www.sharpdevelop.net/opensource/sd/
12http://www.mono-project.com/Cecil
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System.String, mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089

will be loaded.

The .NET framework was released in the versions 2.0, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.013, but not every

version included a new runtime. The versions 2.0, 3.0 and 3.5 all share the same runtime

(CLR2) whereas .NET 4.0 introduces a completely new runtime (CLR4). The APIUsage

analysis software targets the CLR4, so when analyzing a project for the CLR2, all core

.NET types that it references would be loaded from .NET 4.0 instead of the 2.0 versions.

Using Mono.Cecil prevents this behavior. It allows loading the same assembly in dif-

ferent versions even if they are .NET framework core types or not strong name signed.

Loaded assemblies are also not loaded into an AppDomain so that they can simply be

garbage collected if not used any longer.

System.Reflection has weak support for reading CIL instructions. It can only return

the raw bytes of the code inside of a method which makes instructions difficult to handle.

The Mono.Cecil.Cil namespace provides full parsing of all instructions and it also takes

care of resolving the metadata references used in them. System.Reflection does not even

distinguish between references to and definitions of metadata entities. For example there

is only the System.Type class to represent types in the reflection API, no matter whether

they are used in a definition or in a reference context. In Mono.Cecil, however, there is

a Mono.Cecil.TypeDefinition class to deal with type definitions and a Mono.Cecil.'

TypeReference class when types are referenced. A TypeReference can be resolved to a

TypeDefinition to access all information about the type (the type reference only contains

its name, module and assembly). This is closer to how the CLI metadata is structured.

The major advantage of Mono.Cecil over the .NET reflection API are probably its ca-

pabilities to modify existing assemblies. First of all, it can be used to directly work on

bytecode instructions. For this purpose, it implements the Mono.Cecil.Cil.ILProces-

sor class that supports creating new and replacing or removing existing instructions. In

addition, it also allows the manipulation and creation of all CLI metadata that defines

assemblies, modules, types, fields and methods. For example, this makes it possible to

inject new methods into existing types or new types into existing modules.

Anyway, some interoperability between Mono.Cecil and System.Reflection is needed.

The static analysis uses Mono.Cecil to crawl assemblies and builds up a database from

them. Later on, the runtime analysis needs to gain information about the runtime receiver

types and methods. Mono.Cecil can only read assemblies in their compiled form, but it

has no means of accessing metadata during their execution (reflection). This is possible

13.NET 1.0 and 1.1 are ignored here since they are not relevant.
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in System.Reflection, though. We can roughly say that the server side of the runtime

analysis is based on Mono.Cecil whereas the client side is based on System.Reflection.

Both sides communicate with each other using strings to uniquely identify types and

methods. For types, they use the assembly qualified name. This is the full name of

a type with the full name of the assembly that it belongs to appended. This allows

the server to send a type name to the client from which it can obtain the correspond-

ing System.Type reflection object. For methods there are two helpers that generate the

same signature for two objects from different libraries that represent the same method

(type MethodInfo in System.Reflection, type MethodDefinition in Mono.Cecil). They are

implemented in APIUsage.Common.MethodSignatureToolsReflection and APIUsage.'

Data.MethodSignatureToolsCecil. Again, this signature string can be used to find the

corresponding method object.

This mechanism is especially needed when the client has to determine the receiver

method for a receiver type. The algorithm used for this purpose requires the System.'

Reflection.MethodInfo object of the base method of the virtual call. So it has to request

information about the call from the server (using the call id) and then find the MethodInfo

based on the response. Listing 3.1 demonstrates this process. More information about the

communication implementation is presented in 3.6.2.

1 void OnVirtualMethodCall(uint callId, Type receiverType)

2 {

3 var callInfo = server.GetCallInformation(callId);

4 // callInfo contains the string representation of

5 // the signature and the owner of the called method

6 MethodInfo baseMethod =

7 GetMethodInfoFromSignature(callInfo.MethodOwnerName, callInfo.

MethodSignature);

8 MethodInfo receiverMethod = FindReceiverMethod(receiverType, baseMethod)

;

9

10 uint receiverTypeId = server.GetTypeId(receiverType);

11 uint receiverMethodId = server.GetMethodId(receiverMethod);

12 server.NotifyVirtualCall(callId, receiverTypeId, receiverMethodId);

13 }

Listing 3.1: Processing virtual calls on the client side
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3.4 metadata model

The metadata model is mainly implemented as described in the UML diagrams in chapter

2. One difference is, that the class diagrams do not show all members. Most hidden

members represent convenience methods or properties and are as such not important for

the data model. For example the APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.TypeDescription-class

contains a long list of properties to access type attributes. The type attributes are only

stored in an unsigned integer that is interpreted as a bitmask from which the different

attribute flags can be extracted.

Also, the class diagrams do not show the full inheritance hierarchy. Some additional

classes were added into the hierarchy to provide better inheritance of common members,

but again, these classes do not change anything on the structure of the data. An exam-

ple for this situation is the class APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.OperationWithOperand

which derives from APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.Operand. All operations that have an

operand are derived from it (in fact all of the operations that are analyzed in this work

have operands).

Every entity class implements the interface APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.IAnalysisEn-

tity. It defines two members that are required for serialization. The first member is a

Figure 3.2.: IAnalysisEntity and IAnalysisEntityResolver interfaces.

unique id of type unsigned integer and the second is the method ToXml() by which enti-

ties can be serialized to their XML representation.

The ids are generated and assigned by the root entity of the database. It is repre-

sented by the APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.AnalysisDatabase class that implements

the APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.IAnalysisEntityResolver interface. Besides the id

generation functionality, the interface provides retrieving entity objects by their id. This

is used in two scenarios:

1. The runtime analysis uses ids in the communication between client and server.

When data collection messages reference entities, they always do this by incorpo-
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rating the entity ids. For example the client can notify the server of an instruction

execution by sending a corresponding message that contains just one id. As only

the server side has access to the database it can also look up entity information for

the client by means of the ids.

2. When deserializing a database it is possible that an entity references some other

entity that is not created yet. For instance a type that is being deserialized declares

a base type by the base type’s id, but the base type object does not exist at that

time. This issue is solved by lazily resolving the entity object corresponding to an

id using an APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.AnalysisEntityRef. The AnalysisEnti-

tyRef can be initialized with an entity id and an IAnalysisEntityResolver. When

accessing the object behind the AnalysisEntityRef for the first time, the entity ob-

ject is then resolved using the previously specified resolver instance.

Serialization is controlled by the data entities themselves by implementing ToXml()

of the IAnalysisEntity interface. This method is expected to return a System.Xml.'

XmlElement belonging to the specified owner document that represents the entity and all

its children, if there are any. Thus, calling ToXml() on the database’s root causes all other

child nodes to be created.

Deserialization, on the other hand, is mostly carried out by the static methods in the

APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.EntityXmlFactory class. It implements a factory method

taking an XmlElement and an IAnalysisEntityResolver for each of the data classes. Only

the AnalysisDatabase class implements a custom deserialization method called FromXml().

The EntityXmlFactory class is declared as internal to restrict using the deserialization

only via AnalysisDatabase.FromXml(). Single nodes are typically not loaded anyway, so

this simplifies the work with XML database files.

Another noteworthy interface is APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.ITypeDescription. It

was introduced to commonly handle types and generic parameters. In several cases, a

type can be a concrete type or a generic parameter type. One example are the constraints

on a generic parameter. They can be expressed as both a concrete type and a generic

parameter type. Another example is the static receiver type. Methods or properties can

also be accessed on generic parameter types in static code (by using type constraints).

Example

1 class GenericClass<TBase, TDerived>

2 where TDerived : TBase
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3 where TBase : Exception

4 {

5 public void Method(TDerived arg)

6 {

7 var msg = arg.Message;

8 }

9 }

The generic parameter TDerived is constrained to another generic parameter type.

TBase is constrained to a concrete type.

The property Exception.Message is accessed on the generic parameter type

TDerived.

The two type classes TypeDescription and GenericParamTypeDescription both imple-

ment ITypeDescription. By typing generic constraints and static receiver types to this

interface, they can take the form of concrete types or generic parameter types. A disad-

vantage of this solution is that ITypeDescription defines only the Name and FullName

properties. So when access to other members is needed, objects have to be cast to their

specific type implementation.

3.5 static analysis

The static analysis uses Mono.Cecil to iterate over a project’s assemblies and their con-

tents to identify the different code artifacts that we are looking for. In addition to the

data found using Mono.Cecil, the static receiver type will be determined for callvirt-

instructions.

3.5.1 Scanning Assemblies

The static analysis is mainly implemented in the APIUsage.Analysis.StaticAnalyzer

class and it is initiated by passing a list of assembly files to its AnalyzeAssemblies method.

It then iterates over each assembly, module, type and method to identify the data entities.

In most cases the entities are created using factory methods on the database. This allows

the database to prevent duplicate entities for the same metadata, to keep track of their

ids and to correctly assign new objects to their parent if required.
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Assemblies are processed in two passes:

1. Add only assemblies and their modules to the database.

2. Iterate over all assemblies again, this time also process the types contained in the

modules.

The algorithm by which types are identified as external makes these two steps necessary.

Types are represented by the TypeDescription class and per default, every new type

is assumed to be external. When creating a new TypeDescription using the Analysis-

Database.GetTypeDescription() factory method, it checks whether the module that the

type belongs to is contained within the database. If this is true, the type has to be a project

type. It is then assigned to its module and its IsExternal property is set accordingly. Else

the type just stays external. This check would not be possible if all project assemblies and

modules were not identified in advance.

1 void ProcessType(TypeDefinition type)

2 {

3 AddTypeToDatabase(type);

4 foreach (var method in type.Methods)

5 {

6 AddMethodToType(type, method);

7 foreach(var instruction in method)

8 if (IsInstructionRelevant(instruction))

9 AddInstructionToMethod(method, instruction);

10 }

11 foreach (var field in type.Fields)

12 AddFieldToType(type, field);

13 foreach (var nestedType in type.NestedTypes)

14 ProcessType(nestedType);

15 }

Listing 3.2: Static analysis of types

Listing 3.2 shows how step two processes the types found in modules. The IsInstruc-

tionRelevant() method determines if an instruction is to be included as an Operation

object by looking at its opcode. For example the opcodes Newobj and Newarr cause a Type-

Instantiation to be created. The Add* methods of this pseudo-code care for the creation

of a corresponding metadata entity.
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3.5.2 Static Stack Analysis

The static stack analysis determines the static receiver type of a virtual method call. This

is accomplished by simulating the operation of the runtime’s virtual machine so that it

finally knows the types of the objects on the stack for each instruction. Basically, this

is done by stepping through each instruction of a method and checking which types it

pushes or pops from the stack or whether it causes control flow branches. We already

stated that the evaluation stack holds a reference to the receiver object when calling in-

stance methods. So by looking into the types on the stack just before a virtual method

call, the type of the receiver can be found out.

It was built by modifying some classes from Cecil.Decompiler14. Cecil.Decompiler is a

library that provides the generation ASTs or even C# or other high level language code

from compiled assemblies. It includes a control flow analysis that does exactly what

is needed for the stack analysis. This control flow analysis is implemented in the Ce-

cil.Decompiler.Cil.ControlFlowGraphBuilder class that was customized and renamed

to APIUsage.Analysis.Stack.StackAnalysisBuilder. Every time it visits an instruction

(every instruction is only visited once), instead of building up a control flow graph, the

stack transition of the virtual machine is simulated. This is done by the APIUsage.Analy-

sis.Stack.StackPushPopHelper class that implements the APIUsage.Analysis.Stack'

.IInstructionVisitor interface. It defines a callback method for every instruction of the

CIL. [Int06, Partition III] describes the stack transitions for all instructions, so that they

can easily be implemented.

Some more efforts were necessary to deal with arithmetic and conversion operations.

Although there are many different data types in the CLI, its evaluation stack internally

only works on a small set of simple types: user-defined value types, int32, int64, na-

tive int, F, O and (managed) pointers [Int06, Partition III, Section 1.1]. All arithmetic

and conversion operations operate on these types. The object reference type O and the

pointer types do not store any information about the types that they reference. Values

smaller than int32 are extended to 32 bits and float values, be it float32 or float64, are

stored in the internal float format F that is implementation dependent. So concrete type

information gets lost when storing only the type of the internal stack representation. To

work around this issue, every value that the static stack analysis pushes on its stack is

represented by an object of type APIUsage.Analysis.Stack.StackValue. A StackValue

contains a property that describes its StackType on the CLI’s evaluation stack. To pre-

serve type information there is a APIUsage.Analysis.Stack.TypedStackValue class that

14https://github.com/mono/cecil/tree/master/decompiler
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derives from StackValue, extending it with a property of type TypeReference. Stack-

Value objects are created using the StackValue.Create() factory method that automat-

ically determines the correct CLI stack type of the specified TypeReference. With this

extra information, the different stack transitions for the arithmetic and conversion oper-

ations can be implemented based on the CLI stack type as shown in the tables in [Int06,

Partition III, Section 1.5 ff.]. The real type that is normally visible to the user is then still

available in the TypedStackValue.Type property.

An APIUsage.Analysis.Stack.StackState that consists of a frozen clone of the stack at

that point is assigned to each instruction before visiting it. So the stack analysis eventually

produces a stack state for each bytecode line in a method. This is valid, as for every

instruction the CLI stack is guaranteed to be in the same state for every possible control

flow path [Int06, Partition I, Section 12.3.2.1, par. 1]. After building up the stack states for

every instruction, they can be used to look into the stack just before a virtual method call

to find out which type statically receives the call.

Figure 3.3.: Class diagram of the static stack analysis
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3.6 runtime analysis

The runtime analysis is based on code instrumentation that modifies instructions using

Mono.Cecil so that they generate data before being executed. This instrumentation de-

pends on the static analysis as it references static entities in the newly created bytecode

instructions. So in both front ends it is not possible to run a runtime analysis without a

previous static analysis.

After an assembly has been instrumented in memory, it has to be saved to disk so that

the tested application uses the instrumented files. The same assembly can possibly be

used multiple times in a project. So at first, each assembly is stored in a directory called

ModifiedAssemblies that is created in the project directory. The file names for the instru-

mented versions are generated by using the assemblies’ display names and appending

a .modified extension. The modified assemblies directory provides a common reposi-

tory of instrumented assemblies that can then be used to copy the assembly files to the

locations where the application expects them. Before copying a modified assembly to

such a location using its original file name, a backup of the original file is created by

appending an .unmodified extension to it. When unchecking an assembly on the list of

modified assemblies in APIUsage.MainGUI, a possible instrumented version is deleted,

and the .unmodified file is reverted to its original name. In addition to copying the

modified project assemblies, the two APIUsage assemblies APIUsage.DataCollection'

.dll and APIUsage.Common.dll have to be copied to each modified assembly’s directory

as the code added by the instrumentation references them.

Example
The assembly

log4net, Version=1.2.10.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=fb948ca9729'

b9b2e

is stored in the file

.\log4net.dll

The instrumentation creates the following directory structure:

.\ModifiedAssemblies\log4net_Version_1.2.10.0_Culture__PublicKeyToken_

fb948ca9729b9b2e.modified (1)

.\log4net.dll.unmodified (2)

.\log4net.dll (3)

.\APIUsage.DataCollection.dll (4)

.\APIUsage.Common.dll (4)
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Explanation:

(1) An instrumented version of the assembly in the ModifiedAssemblies directory.

(2) A backup of the original assembly file.

(3) A copy of the instrumented version in the location of the original file.

(4) A copy of every required APIUsage assembly.

Afterwards, each modified assembly is checked using the PEVerify tool15 from the

.NET framework SDK. It verifies the correctness of assemblies in terms of certain crite-

ria like type-safety, stack over- and underflows and metadata integrity. If it discovers any

problems, something in the instrumentation could have gone wrong and the resulting as-

sembly will likely cause the runtime to crash. Its messages are redirected to the logging

API.

To complete the instrumentation, the modified assemblies are optionally re-signed.

Digitally signed assemblies will become invalid once they are modified. One option to

circumvent this issue is to remove their signatures. But this again might cause problems

if other (unmodified) assemblies reference these (now unsigned) assemblies. Using the

Strong Name Tool16 (also available with the .NET framework SDK), the digital signature

of assemblies can be renewed if the private key is available.

After the instrumentation, the runtime analysis can be started. The data that is cre-

ated by the new instructions is transmitted to the analysis software by using client-server

communication over named pipes.

The APIUsage.Projects.Project class manages the different assembly files and helps

in starting the instrumentation and the data collection.

3.6.1 Instrumentation

The APIUsage.Analysis.DynamicAnalyzer is the core class of the runtime analysis and

works similar to the StaticAnalyzer in that it iterates over all the modules and types of

an assembly. But instead of analyzing the code structure, it runs an APIUsage.Analysis'

.CodeGeneration.ICodeGenerator on every method of a type.

The only method of this interface, ICodeGenerator.Instrument(), is expected to mod-

ify the CIL instructions of a method using the specified APIUsage.Analysis.CodeGen-

eration.CodeGeneratorContext. The CodeGeneratorContext contains references to a

15http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/62bwd2yd%28v=VS.100%29.aspx
16http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/k5b5tt23%28v=VS.100%29.aspx
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APIUsage.Analysis.CodeGeneration.MethodContext and a APIUsage.Analysis.CodeGen-

eration.TypeContext. These last two context classes are basically wrappers around

Mono.Cecil’s MethodDefinition and TypeDefinition classes to support tracking of chan-

ges and to provide helper methods for common tasks. Keeping track of the changes

is essential when applying multiple code generators to the same method. Not knowing

which instructions were added by the instrumentation would result in instrumenting our

own instructions which is not desired. The two approaches Method Substitutes and Stack
Unwinding also make use of adding new methods to types and creating new local vari-

ables in methods. Without monitoring these actions, we would possibly end up creating

many duplicates of methods or types that can be reused. More on this topic is discussed

in the two sections mentioned before.

Direct access to the CIL instructions is provided by Mono.Cecil.Cil.MethodBody ob-

jects that can be obtained from a Mono.Cecil.MethodDefinition. Similar to wrapping

the method and type classes, there is a wrapper around the Mono.Cecil.Cil.ILProces-

sor class called APIUsage.Analysis.CodeGeneration.ILModifier. It must be used to in-

sert and remove instructions and it implements some other helpers. For instance it can be

used to redirect all branch instructions from one (removed) instruction to a new instruc-

tion. This is necessary to prevent invalid branch targets when removing instructions.

The different contexts are managed by the DynamicAnalyzer that cares for passing them

correctly to the ICodeGenerators.

So using the different contexts, an ICodeGenerator has direct access to the method with

its instructions. It is therefore responsible for iterating over the instructions and picking

out those, that it wants to modify (and it has to pay attention to instructions that were

previously created by other code generators).

ICodeGenerators use the types from Mono.Cecil for bytecode modifications. The static

analysis, however, creates its own versions for many of these types to be able to reference

objects using a persistent id and other reasons that were explained before. For instance,

instructions are represented by the Mono.Cecil.Cil.Instruction class in Mono.Cecil

and by APIUsage.Data.DataEntities.Operation in the APIUsage software. If a code

generator wants to emit code that notifies of the execution of some instruction, it can sim-

ply emit code that references this instruction by its id. Thus, a mechanism is needed to

get from a Mono.Cecil object to its corresponding APIUsage object.

During the static analysis, every newly created data entity is associated with the Mono.-

Cecil object that it was created from so that the code generators of the runtime analysis

can request the APIUsage id of every Mono.Cecil object. This is also another reason

why the runtime analysis requires a preceding static analysis. The association between
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Figure 3.4.: Class diagram of the instrumentation API

Mono.Cecil and APIUsage objects is only known if the static analysis loaded the assem-

blies and generated its data entities from them. When only deserializing a database, the

Mono.Cecil objects do not exist in memory and thus there cannot be any relation to the

APIUsage objects.

Most implementations of ICodeGenerator simply perform the instrumentation that

was just introduced. They emit CIL code that notifies that an instruction is about to

execute or has executed. This applies to FieldAccessCodeGenerator, NewobjCodeGener-

ator and NonVirtualCallCodeGenerator. This is sufficient since the execution of these

instructions does not imply any extra information that is not available on a static basis.

The mentioned three code generators therefore have a common base class, the IdCollec-

tionCodeGenerator. Its functionality is presented in listing 3.3.

1 foreach(Mono.Cecil.Cil.Instruction instruction in GetRelevantInstructions())

2 {

3 if (IsSelfGenerated(instruction))

4 continue;
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5

6 uint id = Database.GetId(instruction);

7 Mono.Cecil.Cil.Instruction ldId = CreateInstruction(OpCodes.Ldc_I4, id);

8 Mono.Cecil.MethodReference collectionMethodRef = GetCollectionMethodRef

();

9 Mono.Cecil.Cil.Instruction callInstr = CreateInstruction(OpCodes.Call,

collectionMethodRef);

10

11 InsertBefore(instruction, ldId);

12 InsertBefore(instruction, callInstr);

13 RedirectBranches(instruction, ldId);

14 }

Listing 3.3: Instrumentation in IdCollectionCodeGenerator

It first iterates over all instructions that it wants to instrument. The relevant instructions

depend on the subtype of IdCollectionGenerator. In line three it checks if this instruc-

tion was generated by the instrumentation, so that our own instructions are skipped.

Line six then obtains the id of the APIUsage object that was created for the Mono.Cecil

Instruction object (the APIUsage object is an Operation). Then it creates an Ldc_I4

instruction that loads an integer constant to the stack, which is the id of the executed op-

eration in this case. Lines eight and nine get a reference to the data collection method to

be called and create a call instruction for it. Data collection methods that simply regis-

ter executions are static and take only one unsigned integer parameter for the operation

id. Both new instructions can then be inserted before the old instruction. Finally, all

branches that led to the old instruction now have to point to the new ldId instruction.

This is needed to enforce execution of the first new instruction for all cases where the old

instruction was a direct branch target.

1 public static void OnSomeOperation(uint operationId)

Listing 3.4: General signature of id collection methods

The following example demonstrates the modifications for a field access on the bytecode

level.
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Example
Before instrumentation, a load field instruction of SomeField on the class DemoAppli-

cation.ClassA looked like this:

1 ldfld int32 DemoApplication.ClassA::SomeField

Then the new data collection instructions were inserted. 0x21 is the id of the opera-

tion entity. It is loaded to the stack, then the call to OnFieldAccess directly consumes

it. The ldfld instruction itself remains untouched.

1 ldc.i4 0x21

2 call void [APIUsage.DataCollection]APIUsage.Data.DataCollection.

DataCollection::OnFieldAccess(uint32)

3 ldfld int32 DemoApplication.ClassA::SomeField

In contrast to the IdCollectionCodeGenerators, there is much more effort required for

instrumenting virtual calls. In their case, it is not enough to simply log the execution of an

operation. Instead, the runtime receiver type and method have to be determined on each

execution of a virtual call. We already saw that the runtime’s evaluation stack contains a

reference to the receiver object followed by the method arguments just before a method is

called. So the simplest solution would be to move the stack pointer down to the receiver

object and determine its type. But unfortunately, this is not possible as the “evaluation

stack is not addressable” [Int06, Partition I, Section 12.3.2]. The two approaches that were

implemented to come up to this challenge are discussed in the following two subsections.

Method Substitutes

The CLI implicitly defines a this-parameter for all non-static methods [Int06, Partition

I, Section 8.11.1]. This parameter contains a reference to the object that receives the call

and it is always the first parameter of such a method. The programmer never sees this

parameter in the method’s signature, but it is usually available using a keyword like

this in C#. It is also accessible from CIL by using one of the instructions for loading an

argument to the evaluation stack (like ldarg.* and ldarga.*).

The method substitutes approach takes advantage of the this parameter. As soon as

the execution is inside of the called method, the receiving object is accessible by the this

parameter and so its type can be determined. This requires stepping into the code of the

called method. We want to know the receiver type at the call site, however. Otherwise,

all externally referenced APIs would have to be instrumented, too.
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This is where the method substitutes come into play. Every time that project code

calls an external method using callvirt, the call instruction is replaced by a call to a

new method. This new method, called the substitute method, takes the position of the

original method and receives its arguments. Thus, it can pass the this reference to a data

collection callback. Then it calls the original method and returns.

We will further explain this process with the help of a longer example.

Example
Consider the following method call in C#:

1 class SomeClass

2 {

3 void Method()

4 {

5 StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();

6 sb.Append("DEMO");

7 }

8 }

The method SomeClass::Method() calls the external method StringBuilder::Ap-

pend(String).

Note: In the example it looks like the compiler could emit a call instruction, since the

receiving type is statically known and the Append() method is not even virtual. But it

performs the call by using callvirt, because the CLI allows the this pointer to be null

[Int06, Partition II, Section 15.2]. The call instruction does not check the this argument

so that it is possible to call an instance method with a this argument of null which

is likely to cause unexpected exceptions. The callvirt instruction, on the other hand,

throws a System.NullReferenceExecption if the this argument is null. This is why C#

mostly uses callvirt to call instance methods, even though the method might not be

virtual [see Gun08].

Example (continued)
In CIL the call code is:

1 newobj instance void [mscorlib]System.Text.StringBuilder::.ctor()

2 stloc.0

3 ldloc.0
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4 ldstr "DEMO"

5 callvirt instance class [mscorlib]System.Text.StringBuilder [mscorlib

]System.Text.StringBuilder::Append(string)

Lines two and three first store the new object in the local variable sb and then load it

to the stack again. Just before the call, the stack has the following contents:

String {"DEMO"}

StringBuilder

The substitute methods are created in new nested classes of the class that the call origi-

nates from. These nested classes are declared as private static and act as containers for

the substitute methods. They are named by the pattern __SubstituteMethods_Instance-

TypeName where InstanceTypeName is the full name of the type of the this parameter.

Example (continued)
For all calls to methods of StringBuilder the following substitute container class

would be created:

1 class SomeClass

2 {

3 private static class __SubstituteMethods_System.Text.StringBuilder

4 {

5 }

6 }

The substitute methods themselves are also declared as static. In addition to the pa-

rameters of the method that they replace, they define an instance parameter that is of

the type of the this parameter and a callId parameter of type uint that expects the id of

originally executing callvirt instruction. The instance parameter is the first parameter

of these methods. As they are static and do not receive a this pointer, the new instance

parameter therefore receives the value that was originally intended for the this pointer

of the originally called instance method.

Example (continued)
In the corresponding container class, a substitute method for the method Append('

String) is created.
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1 private static class __SubstituteMethods_System.Text.StringBuilder

2 {

3 internal static StringBuilder Append(StringBuilder instance, string

value, uint callId);

4 }

For comparison, the original method signature:

public StringBuilder Append(string value)

When looking at the stack again,

String {"DEMO"}

StringBuilder

we can see, that the values on it almost match the substitute method’s requirements.

We only need to push the additional callId value.

These newly created substitute methods and their container types are reused whenever

possible. The TypeContext is responsible for creating and managing them.

At the call site, the original callvirt is then replaced by a call to the new method.

The value for the callId parameter is pushed to the stack before.

Example (continued)
After the modifications the call site looks like this in C#:

1 StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();

2 __SubstituteMethods_System.Text.StringBuilder.Append(sb, "DEMO", 15);

15 is the id of the virtual call that was replaced. The same code in CIL:

1 newobj instance void [mscorlib]System.Text.StringBuilder::.ctor()

2 stloc.0

3 ldloc.0

4 ldstr "DEMO"

5 ldc.i4 0xe

6 call class [mscorlib]System.Text.StringBuilder DemoApplication.

ClassA/DemoApplication.__SubstituteMethods_System.Text.StringBuilder

::Append(class [mscorlib]System.Text.StringBuilder, string, uint32)
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Line five loads the new uint value to the stack. The stack has the following contents:

UInt32 {15}

String {"DEMO"}

StringBuilder

The substitute methods then have full access to the receiving object in their body so

that they can pass it as a reference to the data collection. The data collection can find out

its type and use it to determine the receiver method. Finally, the substitute method calls

the original method by passing all parameters to it. If the original method has a return

value, it is also returned by the substitute method.

Example (continued)
The final code for the substitute method:

1 internal static StringBuilder Append(StringBuilder instance, string

value, uint callId)

2 {

3 APIUsage.Data.DataCollection.DataCollection.OnVirtualMethodCall(

instance, callId);

4 return instance.Append(value);

5 }

This substitute method approach also handles method calls on generic types and generic

methods. For generic types, the nested container class is created with the same generic

parameters as the type that declares the method. The container class cannot be instan-

tiated as it is static. Thus, its generic parameters are not bound to an instance, but can

be declared for each call that is made on the class. This guarantees the reusability of the

container class for all generic parameter types. Generic methods are handled similarly in

that the substitute methods replicate each of their generic parameters.

Example
For a method call on the generic type List<T>,

1 List<int> list = new List<int>();

2 list.Add(5);
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the virtual call instrumentation creates the new container class:

1 private static class __SubstituteMethods_System.Collections.Generic.List

<T0>

2 {

3 internal static void Add(List<T0> instance, T0 item, uint callId);

4 }

Tn is the naming scheme for generic type parameters here where n is the number

of generic parameters. Generic method parameters are named MTn. The call site

is then modified to call the new substitute method by inserting the correct generic

arguments.

1 List<int> list = new List<int>();

2 __SubstituteMethods_System.Collections.Generic.List<int>.Add(list, 5,

27);

Inside of the substitute method’s body, the original call is adjusted to its new generic

context. That means, that all generic parameter types are used from the container type or

the generic substitute method. Otherwise it is possible that generic parameter types that

are used in the original call are not available in the substitute method’s context.

Example
A generic method instantiates a list of elements using its generic parameter type.

1 public void SomeMethod<T>()

2 {

3 List<T> list = new List<T>();

4 list.Add(default(T));

5 }

The call instruction for Add in CIL (!0 references the first generic parameter type):

1 callvirt instance void class [mscorlib]System.Collections.Generic.List

`1<!!T>::Add(!0)

This call is replaced by a call to

1 __SubstituteMethods_System.Collections.Generic.List<T0>::Add(List<T0>

instance, T0 item, uint callId)
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In this substitute method’s body, the generic parameter T that belongs to SomeMethod

is not available. But its type is handed over using the generic parameter T0. Thus,

the parameter T is replaced by T0 in the call instruction. The substitute method then

calls the original method like this:

1 callvirt instance void class [mscorlib]System.Collections.Generic.List

`1<!T0>::Add(!0)

The method substitute instrumentation does not manipulate much of the original byte-

code instructions. It mostly replaces them and adds new types and methods. This makes

the resulting code rather clear so that problems can easier be detected. But it turned out

that there are some cases in which it is very difficult to implement.

One case is when callvirt instructions are prefixed by constrained. The constrained.

prefix allows common handling of reference and value types when doing virtual calls.

Virtual calls on value types are normally not allowed. But when dealing with generic

types, the type is not known at compile time and so the compiler cannot decide whether

to emit a call or a callvirt. The constrained. prefix solves this issue by performing

this check at runtime and proceeding accordingly [Int06, Partition III, Section 2.1]. Using

this prefix requires a managed pointer to the object receiving the call, however. So the

object passed as the instance parameter would have to be referenced by a pointer in the

substitute method before invoking the original method. While this would be necessary

when the call is prefixed by constrained., the method could as well be called without

constrained. The substitute method would have to distinguish between being called

with or without this prefix which increases its complexity.

Another problem shows up with protectedmethods. When calling a protectedmethod

that is declared on a base class, it is not accessible on objects that are typed to this base

class.

Example
A class Derived derives from Base and calls an inherited protected method.

1 class Base

2 {

3 protected virtual void ProtectedMethod() { }

4 }

5

6 class Derived : Base

7 {
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8 public void OneMoreMethod() { ProtectedMethod(); }

9 }

The substitute instrumentation implements a nested class and replaces the call to the

protected method.

1 class Derived : Base

2 {

3 private static class __SubstituteMethods_Base

4 {

5 internal static void ProtectedMethod(Base instance)

6 {

7 instance.ProtectedMethod(); // <- does not compile

8 }

9 }

10

11 public void OneMoreMethod()

12 {

13 __SubstituteMethods_Base.ProtectedMethod(this);

14 }

15 }

The call in line seven does not compile, since the protected method is not accessible

on objects of type Base. Casting the instance to Derived is also not a reliable solution

as it raises various other difficulties with generic types.

To work around these issues, a second instrumentation technique for virtual method

calls was implemented that is presented in the next subsection.

Stack Unwinding

We already said that the stack pointer cannot be moved. So another idea to get down

the stack to the instance that receives the call is to simply pop all call arguments from

the stack until reaching it. Then the instance pointer is read and passed to some data

collection method. Finally the popped arguments will be pushed back so that the method

can be called normally.

In order to push the arguments back after popping them, they are stored in new local

variables of the method that the call originates from. These variables are created and

managed by the MethodContext. The MethodContext tries to reuse its variables as much
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as possible over different calls. After taking all arguments for the virtual call from the

stack, the pointer or reference to the instance that receives the call resides on top of it.

The CIL instruction dup can be used to duplicate it. Then, all that is left is to push the

callId parameter that describes the executing call instruction and to call the data collec-

tion method that will consume the duplicated instance and the callId. Afterwards, the

popped arguments can be pushed in the same order in that they were taken from the

stack again. From the perspective of the original call, nothing will have changed.

Example
The following CIL code calls the method Base::ProtectedMethod(string) with the

argument string “DEMO”. This code shall be executing in a class called Derived

which is derived from Base. ldarg.0 loads the this pointer in instance methods.

1 ldarg.0

2 ldstr "DEMO"

3 callvirt instance void DemoApplication.Base::ProtectedMethod(string)

Then the stack unwind instrumentation does its work.

1 ldarg.0

2 ldstr "DEMO"

3 stloc.0

4 dup

5 box DemoApplication.Base

6 ldc.i4 0x28

7 call void [APIUsage.DataCollection]APIUsage.Data.DataCollection.

DataCollection::OnVirtualMethodCall(object, uint32)

8 ldloc.0

9 callvirt instance void DemoApplication.Base::ProtectedMethod(string)

The first two lines stay identical. They put the arguments for the call onto the stack:

String {"DEMO}

DemoApplication.Derived

Then line three pops the String and stores it into the local variable at index 0 that

was created by the stack unwind instrumentation. Next, the remaining top of stack

is duplicated and the resulting copy is boxed. The data collection method requires

an Object reference, so this is always done in case the receiver object is a value type
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or generic parameter. The box instruction does nothing on reference types. Line six

pushes the call id to the stack.

UInt32 {0x28}

DemoApplication.Derived

DemoApplication.Derived

Now the data collection method can execute. Its call takes the Uint32 and the DemoAp-

plication.Derived reference from the stack. The instrumentation then only needs

to put the arguments, in this case only the String in local variable 0, back to the stack

so that the original call can be performed.

3.6.2 Client-Server-Communication

As described before, the APIUsage analysis software acts as a server from that the ana-

lyzed process (the client) can request information about entities and to that it can send

data that it collects. The server code is located in the APIUsage.Data.DataServer names-

pace with its main class being DataServer. It implements a server loop that relies on

an APIUsage.Data.DataServer.IServerTransport object for the listen and transmission

functionality. A delegate to a method that creates such an IServerTransport for each

client is required when starting the server. The IServerTransport extends APIUsage'

.Common.IDataTransport which defines the basic contract for communication between

two end points. Once a client connected, it is handled by a APIUsage.Data.DataServer'

.ConnectedClient object that spawns a new thread in which it listens for requests. A

ConnectedClient thus represents a client on the server side.

There are two implementations of IServerTransport: PipeServerTransport and Sock-

etServerTransport. The former uses named pipes as the communication channel whereas

the latter builds on TCP/IP networking. The PipeServerTransport turned out to be

much faster so it was used in all analyses. Although .NET has support for named pipes

in the System.IO.Pipes namespace17, the pipe communication was implemented using

the Windows API. The reason for this is that the pipe support in .NET is only available in

.NET 3.5 and above, but the client assembly APIUsage.DataCollection targets .NET 2.0

so that it can be referenced from projects that are built against .NET 2.0.

17http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.io.pipes.aspx
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The client code in the namespace APIUsage.Data.DataCollection contains two imple-

mentations of the IDataTransport interface: PipeClientTransport and SocketClient-

Transport. They represent the client classes corresponding to the server transport classes.

There are numerous structs for messages that can be transferred between server and

client, but the IDataTransport implementations work only on byte streams. Thus all

message types implement the APIUsage.Common.IMessage interface that provides serial-

ization and deserialization methods (see figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5.: The IMessage interface and some of its implementations

The messageType parameter in IMessage.Serialize() uses a byte value to describe the

type of the message so that the receiver side can recover the corresponding message ob-

ject. The different message types are defined in the Enums APIUsage.Common.ServerCom-

mandType and APIUsage.Common.ServerResponseType. Both Enums use byte as their un-

derlying type so that their values can directly be used with the IMessage.Serialize()

method. The message type is always supposed to be the first byte in the message stream.

Implementations of IMessage must comply with this requirement in the IMessage.Seri-

alize() method. When calling the IMessage.Deserialize() method, the IMessage shall

restore its state according to the data specified in the provided byte[] (i.e. it fills all its

fields with the data from this array).

The communication protocol uses a header of two bytes that contains the length of the

message as a short (16 bit signed integer). It is up to the type implementing IDataTrans-
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port to put the header into the stream when a message is sent using IDataTransport.'

WriteMessage().

Figure 3.6.: Class diagram of the communication API

Requests are received on the server side by the ConnectedClient objects. Since the Con-

nectedClients have a reference to the database, they can directly process the requests.

This is done by means of a command pattern. When a message is received as a byte[]

it is deserialized to the IMessage that is expected for the ServerCommandType that was

transmitted in the message type byte (the first byte of a message stream). Then an imple-

mentation of the abstract class Command that matches the ServerCommandType is created.

Finally the Command.Execute() method of this command performs the requested actions

and responds to the client if necessary.
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3.6.3 Data Collection

The data collection contains the methods to which calls are inserted by the instrumen-

tation. These calls occur each time that an instrumented instruction is executed which

gives them the character of events. To make them accessible from the instrumentation

without needing an object reference, they are implemented in the static class APIUsage'

.Data.DataCollection.DataCollection. This class then redirects the calls to an instance

of APIUsage.Data.DataCollection.DataCollectionHandler which does the main prepa-

ration of the data and communication with the server. When received on the server side,

the data is directly stored into the in-memory database.

There is a corresponding runtime entity for each static operation entity. For example

the execution of a static FieldAccess is represented by a RuntimeFieldAccess. When

a static operation is executed for the first time, the data collection requests such a run-

time entity to be created. If there is additional data associated with the execution, it is

appended to the runtime representation. All following executions of the same static op-

eration (with the same additional data, if any) will then use the same runtime entity, but

each of it will increase the execution counter (stored in RuntimeOperationExecution.'

ExecutionCount). Thus, there are mainly two types of data notifications that the server

processes:

1. Create a new runtime entity and set its execution counter to 1.

2. Increment the execution counter of an existing runtime entity.

This minimizes the transferred data volume by the fact that only the id of the runtime en-

tity (type uint) has to be sent for subsequent executions of an operation. The APIUsage'

.Data.DataCollection.DataCollectionHandler caches all runtime entity ids that were

created so that they can effectively be reused without having to communicate with the

server again.

For events that represent only the execution of an instruction and that do not gener-

ate any other additional runtime data, it is enough to transmit the id of the executing

operation. Field accesses, type instantiations and non-virtual method calls belong to this

category.

1 public void OnVirtualMethodCall(object receiverObject, uint callId)

Listing 3.5: Signature of DataCollectionHandler.OnVirtualMethodCall()
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Some more processing is needed for virtual method calls. At first, the runtime receiver

type has to be determined. The instrumentation already figured out the receiver object

that is passed to the data collection (see the signature in listing 3.5). Normally, the type

can then be found out using the Object.GetType() method. There are two exceptions:

1. The receiver object is of type Nullable<T>.

The instrumentation boxes all value types so that value and reference types can be

handled equally when passing them to the data collection. Boxing a Nullable<T>

that does not contain a value results in the null value which naturally does not have

type. It is, however, possible to call methods like ToString() or access properties

on Nullable<T> objects without a value.

2. The receiver object is a transparent proxy.

The .NET remoting API allows using objects across process or AppDomain bound-

aries. Objects are encapsulated in transparent proxy objects that look like real ob-

jects to the user, but calls to them are redirected over some communication channel

to the real object. The client side using the remote object lacks full information

about the real type so that Object.GetType() does not work for these objects.

Objects that match one of these two exceptional cases are handled by defining APIUsage'

.Common.NullCallDummyType or APIUsage.Common.RemotingDummyType as their receiver

type. This way, calls on them can be processed anyway and their usage is logged so that

their relevance can be observed. Also, these types can thereby be handled appropriately

in situations where more work with the receiver type is required.

The receiver type is particularly needed to determine which method will finally be ex-

ecuted. This can be a method on the receiver type itself or an inherited method from one

of its base types. The only information that is available in the data collection at runtime

is the receiver type and the id of the executed static call. So at first, the data collection

requests information about the static call site from the server. This information includes

the signature of the method and, as virtual calls are always declared using the type that

first declares the called method, the name of this base type. This data, together with

the receiver type, is processed by the APIUsage.Data.DataCollection.ResolveHelper-

Reflection. It first finds the System.Reflection.MethodInfo object that corresponds to

specified base type and signature. Then, starting with the receiver type, it walks up the

hierarchy until it reaches System.Object and checks each type for an implementation or

an override of the base method.
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1 Type current = receiverType;

2 while (current != null)

3 {

4 MethodInfo m = ImplementsOrOverrides(current, calledBaseMethod);

5 if (m != null)

6 return m;

7

8 current = current.BaseType;

9 }

10 return null;

Listing 3.6: Finding the implementation or override of a method in the type hierarchy

The implementation of the method ImplementsOrOverrides() in listing 3.6 depends

on the type.

For interface types this is done by obtaining an interface mapping using System.'

Type.GetInterfaceMap() and checking if any of the interface methods that the currently

processed type implements is the base method that we are looking for (listing 3.7).

1 InterfaceMapping interfaceMap = type.GetInterfaceMap(methodToFind.

DeclaringType);

2

3 for (int i = 0; i < interfaceMap.InterfaceMethods.Length; i++)

4 {

5 // InterfaceMethods contains the methods that are declared on the

interface

6 if (interfaceMap.InterfaceMethods[i] == methodToFind)

7 {

8 // The indices of InterfaceMethods match those of TargetMethods.

9 // TargetMethods contains the implementations of the methods on the

type.

10 return interfaceMap.TargetMethods[i];

11 }

12 }

13 return null;

Listing 3.7: ImplementsOrOverrides() for interface types
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For class and value types it iterates over all the type’s methods and get the base defini-

tion of each method using System.Reflection.MethodInfo.GetBaseDefinition(). Then

it compares this base definition to the method that was used in the virtual call. If they

match, an override or the base method itself is found (listing 3.8).

1 foreach (MethodInfo declaredMethod in type.GetMethods())

2 {

3 // Gets the first declaration of the method in the class hierarchy.

4 MethodInfo baseMethod = declaredMethod.GetBaseDefinition();

5 // methodToFind also represents a ’baseMethod’

6 if (baseMethod == methodToFind)

7 {

8 return declaredMethod;

9 }

10 }

11 return null;

Listing 3.8: ImplementsOrOverrides() for non-interface types

Some additional work is necessary for generic types. A generic runtime receiver type

is always a closed generic type, that is, all its generic parameters have been replaced by

real types. In contrast, the base type, that the method we are looking for is declared on, is

always an open generic type, since we removed all generic arguments in the static anal-

ysis. A closed generic type does not inherit from its open type, however. So by crawling

through the inheritance hierarchy we would never find the method’s implementation.

Example
The static analysis somewhere registered a virtual call to

List`1.Add().

Now assume there is a type CustomList that derives from List<String>. When exe-

cuting the code line above on an object of this type, the inherited method Add would

never be found since CustomList’s inheritance hierarchy looks like this:
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CustomList does not inherit List`1, but List<String>.

As a solution, ResolveHelperReflection looks for the closed type that matches the

open generic type of the base method definition in the type’s hierarchy. Once this type is

found, the base method is also adjusted to be defined on this closed type.

Example (continued)
For the example above, the base method definition that was used in the call is

changed from

List`1.Add()

to

List<String>.Add().

Then the method can be found when looking through the inheritance hierarchy of

CustomList.

At this point, the runtime receiver type and method have been determined. The data

collection can then request the creation of a corresponding runtime entity that includes

these two values. As all communication concerning data entities is performed using ids,

it first requests the ids of the runtime receiver type and method. If these do not yet

exist in the database, the server creates them. For this purpose, the data collection has

to send additional information about types and methods like their full name, signature,

attributes, etc. But once the id for a type or method is known in the client process, it is

cached so that it can be reused. As with the simple data messages that contain only an

instruction id, the runtime entities for virtual calls are also cached. One virtual call code

line can be used with different receiver types, though, so there can be several different

runtime calls for one static call.
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3.7 tools

Most of the functionality that was described up to now is implemented in libraries. Two

front ends were implemented to interact with these libraries. For the evaluation of the

resulting data, a tool was developed that executes LINQ queries on the database and

outputs the results in CSV or other formats. During the analyses, various messages con-

taining progress information, warnings or errors can be produced. These are handled by

a simple logging API that is shortly introduced here.

3.7.1 Front Ends

APIUsage.MainGUI

APIUsage.MainGUI consists of three main components:

1. Menu Bar

The file entry of the menu bar contains commands to load and save project and

database files. The tools menu provides options to manually control the data server.

This can be useful when starting the analyzed process manually. In its top right, the

menu bar informs about the current state of the data collection by displaying the

number of connected clients and the processed messages.

2. Project Tab

This tab is used to setup an analysis project. Besides the named option fields, it can

be used to store arbitrary other data as key value pairs into the project file.

3. Control Tab

Using the control tab, both the static and the dynamic analysis can be started. It

also informs of the analysis progress or errors in a log panel. This panel outputs

messages that are generated using the logging API.

The connection info component was implemented using a wrapper around IServer-

Transport objects. The wrapper itself implements IServerTransport and redirects all

interface calls to the wrapped object. Thus, it can observe the number of bytes or mes-

sages that pass the connection and provide these values to the GUI.
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Figure 3.7.: Screenshot of APIUsage.MainGUI

APIUsage.Console

Like section 3.2 already said, the console front end was mainly developed to support

automating the analyses since GUI applications are not easily scriptable. Its purpose is

to run analyses and store their results to the project file. It can be controlled by several

command line options that are explained when starting the tool without any parameters.

Similar to the GUI front end, it can print log messages and the connection state to the

console. In addition it can write log messages to text files for later revision.

3.7.2 Queries and Report-Generation

The query tool integrates the ICSharpCode.AvalonEdit.TextEditor component to pro-

vide a text editor with syntax highlighting support for C#. The code that is composed

in here will be compiled to a method at runtime by means of the Microsoft.CSharp.'

CSharpCodeProvider class. This class cannot compile a single method though.

Therefore, an uncompiled class file that is embedded as a resource into APIUsage'

.QueryGUI serves as a template into which the composed script code will be inserted.

The class contained in this resource file is called APIUsage.QueryGUI.DynamicCode and

it defines a method Execute() into which the query code will be inserted. Listing 3.9
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shows the comment string /*$CODE_INSERTION$*/ that will be replaced with it. The Dy-

namicCode class stores a reference to the projects so that their data can be accessed in the

Execute() method. Furthermore, it implements several utility functions for use in the

scripts.

1 public DataReport Execute()

2 {

3 /*$CODE_INSERTION$*/

4 }

Listing 3.9: The Execute() method of the DynamicCode template class

Similar to the inserted Execute() code there is a /*$CLASS_CODE$*/ declaration that

can be used to add new members to the DynamicCode class using query scripts.

The scripts are expected to return an APIUsage.QueryGUI.Data.DataReport object. DataRe-

port is a container for APIUsage.QueryGUI.Data.NamedSerializableData objects that

form the output of the query. Each NamedSerializableData wraps a serializable Object,

it stores a name for that Object and it supports expressing this Object as a String. This

restricts the return values from query scripts to serializable objects.

The reason for this design is that the code that is created at runtime is always compiled

to a new in-memory assembly. .NET assemblies cannot be unloaded, unless the complete

AppDomain that they were loaded into is unloaded.

So when loading the new assembly into the default AppDomain of the process, it can-

not be unloaded although it will never be used again after executing the DynamicCode'

.Execute() method. This finally results in memory leaks for each new query that is

processed.

In an attempt to work around this problem, the temporary assemblies were loaded

into new AppDomains that could be unloaded afterwards. Objects that reside in another

AppDomain can only be accessed using remoting or serialization, however. So all objects

that were created as results in the query scripts had to be remotable or serializable to

pass the boundary to the main AppDomain. Then they could be displayed on the GUI,

be saved somewhere or be processed otherwise.

The downside of this procedure is that all other data that was loaded for processing in

the scripts is unloaded, too. This especially applies to the project files. When the Dynamic-

Code class was initialized, it loaded all projects including their database. When working

with many or large projects, this takes some time. Then the script would perform its

queries, return some data and the AppDomain it ran in would be unloaded. The project
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databases were loaded into this AppDomain and so they were also removed from mem-

ory. When the next query executed, it had to load all the databases again which resulted

in very long waiting times, even for simple queries. Loading the databases only once

from the APIUsage.QueryGUI main AppDomain and then passing them to the scripts

looked like a good solution. But for this to work, the databases had to be remotable,

which effectively means that every object used in them had to be derived from System.'

MarshalByRefObject, or they had to be serializable. The remoting solution showed up as

being complicated to integrate into the existing class model. The serialization approach

was tested and turned out to be as slow as or even slower than reloading the databases

from XML for each query.

Finally, the decision was made to load the temporary assemblies into the default Ap-

pDomain in spite of the occurring memory leaks. Thus, the databases only have to be

loaded once and a reference can be passed to the DynamicCode class. The garbage Ap-

pDomains that accumulate with each query only make up very little memory anyway.

Tests revealed that even after 100 executions of a short query only about 1 megabyte of

memory was wasted.

Since the whole structure using DataReports and NamedSerializableData objects was

already built up, it was kept, even if serialization is practically not required anymore in

the latest implementation.

When using APIUsage.QueryGUI from the command line, this workaround it not an

issue anyway. In the command line mode, it always performs only one query and then

quits.

A special subclass of NamedSerializableData is the SerializableEnumeration. It can

be used to output collections of anonymous types. Anonymous types define only named

properties and can be declared in C# with the new keyword. They are also often used in

combination with LINQ select statements.

Since anonymous types are not declared as serializable, the SerializableEnumeration

creates an internal representation of their objects that can be serialized. For the output, it

later creates a CSV string of these objects.

Example
The following LINQ expression selects the signature and the owner name of all pub-

lic methods in a project. A new anonymous type is created that stores these two

properties.

1 var types = from method in db.GetMethodEnumerator()
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2 where method.IsPublic

3 select new

4 {

5 Signature = method.Signature,

6 OwnerType = method.Owner.FullName

7 };

types is an IEnumerable`1 of the anonymous type. This type is not serializable and

cannot be moved through AppDomain boundaries. Thus it is wrapped in a Serial-

izableEnumeration.

1 var sEnum = new SerializableEnumeration(types, "Public Methods");

Calling SerializableEnumeration.GetDataString() outputs the contents of the

enumeration in the following CSV-format:

Signature;OwnerType

public void PublicMethod(String s);Project.SomeClass

public void AnotherPublicMethod();Project.AnotherClass

...

For easier usage of NamedSerializableData and its subclasses, the DataReport creates

them automatically when using the DataReport.Add() method with any Object and spec-

ifying a name for it. Of course this only works if the specified Object is serializable or

if it is an IEnumerable of serializable objects. As it is often required to output only one

collection, there is an extension method that creates a DataReport from an IEnumerable.

Example (continued)
If we wanted to return the resulting list from the previous example, we could skip

creating an SerializableEnumeration that would again have to be put into a DataRe-

port by simply writing:

1 return types.ToReport("Public Methods");

The resulting DataReport is passed to an implementation of APIUsage.QueryGUI.'

DataOutputs.IDataOutput. An IDataOutput is responsible for saving the data to disk

and can also display it to the user before. Currently, there are two implementations of

IDataOutput: TextCsv and TextCsvGui. The former is used when running APIUsage.-

QueryGUI with command line arguments whereas the latter is used in GUI mode to

display the output as a string in a text window. The result can be saved from this window.

Furthermore, the GUI output window has an option to temporarily store the results to
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disk and pass this temporary file as a command line argument to an external program.

This helps in directly generating diagrams from the CSV data. The path to the external

program can be entered on the GUI or be defined manually in the first line of a query

script using the following syntax:

//#..\Path\To\External\Program.exe [opts:-additional -commandLineArgs]

3.7.3 Logging

The logging API consists of the APIUsage.Common.Log class and the APIUsage.Common.'

ILogOutput interface. ILogOutputs are activated using the Log.AddLogOutput() method.

All messages passed to Log.Write() will then be forwarded to the registered ILogOut-

puts. Different severities can be specified using the LogLevel enumeration, but output

objects can also ignore certain LogLevels. There are different implementations of ILo-

gOutput that write messages to GUI components, files or IDataTransport connections.
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By means of presenting several metrics, this chapter intends to introduce the APIs that

were identified in the analysis. The first analysis results showed, that projects mostly

make use of the functionality delivered with the .NET framework. They do indeed refer-

ence non-standard APIs, but then again, these are not commonly used across the corpus.

This does not present a good basis for analyzing how or to what extent an API was used.

The outcome of this is, that this work focuses on the analysis of the usage of the .NET

framework. The metrics shown here and the following results therefore refer to the .NET

framework components.

The metrics in this chapter were obtained by applying the methods and tools of the

static analysis that are described in the chapters 2 and 3. That is, an APIUsage project

was prepared for the .NET framework 4.0 for which a static analysis was run. Then, the

resulting database could be queried to generate the different reports. Assemblies that

belong to the .NET framework were gathered from a standard installation of the full

framework. A file called frameworklist.xml ships with its installation that contains a list

of all these assemblies.

Diagrams and tables in this and the following chapter can be annotated by an annota-

tion box to get a precise overview of the data that it presents.

Annotation Box Explanation:
Data Source(s) Describes which data was consulted to create the diagram or table

and how it was obtained.

Source Filter Specifies a general filter that is applied to all data from the source

before further evaluation. If additional filters were used to generate

different subsets of the generally filtered data, they are described in

the accompanying text.

Example: Source Filter be “external types”; the resulting set of exter-

nal types might then be separated into class types and interface types

that will be displayed on a chart.

Sorted By The sorting order of the data. Can consist of several attributes.
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4.1 motivation

If we want to analyze the usage of the .NET framework as an external API, it is helpful

to first have a look at what kind of or what amounts of usage can be expected. Since we

are talking about the usage of APIs by other code, we are only interested in the public

interface that an API provides. By establishing some metrics about this public interface,

we can already point out interesting parts or components of the API that are likely to be

used by code referencing it. Thus, the metrics bring up some perspective to the usage of

the API. The expectations made here will be verified by comparing them to the results

gained from the API usage analysis of different software projects in chapter 5.

Usage can be seen in terms of what parts of an API are covered and in how far object-

oriented concepts are applied. To get an overview over the complete external function-

ality that is provided by the .NET framework, we start off by showing the size of the

different APIs in it. Since the .NET APIs in common are labeled as a framework, we can

also expect that it acts as a base for new types. These new types will extend the existing

types with new functionality and make use of inheritance and polymorphism. Accord-

ingly, some metrics that look promising to provide interesting observations about the

potential for this kind of usage are presented in the fourth section of this chapter.

Some of the analyses investigate the usage of the framework’s APIs by the framework

itself. Its individual components are closely tied together and are expected to make use

of their own or other features of the framework in the way they were intended to be

used. Thus, these usage observations can also help in making predictions about how

other external code will use these features.

4.2 api classification

The decision to identify APIs by namespaces was already explained in section 2.1. Look-

ing at the complete .NET framework reveals, that the number of namespaces in the .NET

framework is much too high to allow practical work with them when dealing with tables

or diagrams, though. Many APIs that implement specialized functionality or subcom-

ponents have one general namespace and additionally spread over multiple subnames-

paces of it. But anyway, the one general or parent namespace together with all its sub-

namespaces can be seen as one API. So we group namespaces into their common parent

namespace for easier handling of these APIs.
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Among all public namespaces in the .NET framework, the XamlGeneratedNamespace

is excluded from all metrics and results. This namespace is used to store types that are

created internally for use with workflow designer tool.

Example
The XML API is covered by the namespaces

• System.Xml

• System.Xml.Schema

• System.Xml.Serialization

• System.Xml.Linq

• ... (and more)

All these namespaces were united to be represented as

• System.Xml.*

This practice is, however, not applicable to all nested namespaces. Some of them share

a common parent namespace, but they should be seen as an API on their own. Further-

more, there are namespaces whose types represent a common API, but should not be

grouped anyway as they implement customized functionality that is likely to be very

widely-used. Not grouping them allows more fine grained analysis of their usage. An ex-

ample for this category is the collections API with the namespaces System.Collections,

System.Collections.Generic, System.Collections.Concurrent, etc. To find out how

grouping could be done, all namespaces were manually checked for the functionality

contained in them using their descriptions in the MSDN library1.

The resulting list of APIs, described by namespaces, is first presented in 4.3. Table C.1.1

in the appendix shows the complete list of all identified namespaces and how they were

assigned to common parent namespaces.

1http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms229335.aspx
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4.3 api size

Table 4.1 shows the number of types in the identified .NET framework APIs using grouped

namespaces. In addition to the total number of types, it contains the number of classes,

interfaces and value types among them. The full table C.1.2, containing all namespaces

separately, can be found in the appendix.

Table 4.1.: Number of types in grouped .NET framework namespaces
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.Web.* 2242 1852 148 242

System.Windows.* 1880 1537 66 277

System.ServiceModel.* 1097 935 87 75

System.Windows.Forms.* 961 647 24 290

System.Data.* 716 564 41 111

System.Activities.* 480 433 23 24

System.ComponentModel.* 434 327 74 33

System.Workflow.* 396 341 28 27

Microsoft.Build.* 361 301 32 28

System.Xml.* 353 257 18 78

System.Net.* 283 217 8 58

System.DirectoryServices.* 265 203 0 62

System 252 182 15 55

System.Security.Cryptography.* 241 194 3 44

System.Runtime.InteropServices.* 239 73 77 89

Microsoft.VisualBasic.* 233 167 19 47

Microsoft.JScript.* 204 156 36 12

System.Drawing.* 189 115 5 69

System.Diagnostics.* 181 135 11 35

System.Configuration.* 178 146 17 15

System.Runtime.Remoting.* 173 115 49 9

System.IO.* 144 102 2 40

System.Reflection.* 113 72 2 39

System.CodeDom.* 105 95 3 7

System.EnterpriseServices.* 104 63 19 22

System.Speech.* 104 64 1 39

System.IdentityModel.* 101 95 2 4

System.Management.* 93 79 2 12

System.Printing.* 86 53 0 33

System.Threading.* 78 61 0 17

System.Security.Permissions 75 54 1 20

System.Runtime.Serialization.* 73 53 14 6

System.Security.AccessControl 71 50 0 21

System.Runtime.CompilerServices 69 63 2 4

System.Linq.* 61 48 8 5

System.AddIn.* 60 18 27 15

System.Xaml.* 60 43 13 4

System.Windows.Xps.* 54 36 8 10

System.Messaging.* 52 31 1 20

Microsoft.Win32.* 48 38 0 10

System.Security.Policy 41 35 3 3

System.Globalization 41 30 0 11

Microsoft.VisualC.* 38 21 17 0

System.Transactions.* 38 25 6 7

System.Security 35 22 5 8

Microsoft.Windows.Themes 32 27 0 5

System.Runtime.DurableInstancing 30 26 0 4

System.Collections.Generic 26 17 8 1

System.Collections 25 13 11 1

System.Text 25 24 0 1

System.Deployment.* 25 24 0 1
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Table 4.1.: Number of types in grouped .NET framework namespaces (continued)
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.Runtime.Caching.* 24 18 3 3

System.ServiceProcess.* 21 12 0 9

System.Dynamic 20 18 2 0

System.Security.Principal 18 10 2 6

Microsoft.SqlServer.Server 18 13 1 4

System.Resources.* 17 14 2 1

System.Collections.Specialized 16 12 2 2

System.Security.Authentication.* 16 9 0 7

System.Device.Location 13 8 2 3

System.Security.RightsManagement 13 9 0 4

System.Text.RegularExpressions 12 11 0 1

Accessibility 10 1 6 3

System.Collections.Concurrent 9 8 1 0

System.Runtime.Versioning 8 6 0 2

Microsoft.CSharp.* 7 5 0 2

System.Runtime.ConstrainedExecution 5 3 0 2

System.Collections.ObjectModel 5 5 0 0

System.Runtime 5 4 0 1

System.Timers 4 4 0 0

System.Media 3 3 0 0

System.Runtime.Hosting 2 2 0 0

System.Runtime.ExceptionServices 2 2 0 0

System.Numerics 2 0 0 2

UIAutomationClientsideProviders 1 1 0 0

System.Web.* appears as the largest API here. It actually consists of several subcompo-

nents of the ASP.NET API that could have been seen as APIs on their own. But since the

corpus does not contain many projects that are based on ASP.NET, they were all grouped

together. Thus, despite its size, System.Web.* is not that significant for the analysis done

in this work. The same applies to System.Windows.* (in which most of the Windows Pre-

sentation Foundation (WPF) is implemented) and System.Windows.Forms.*. There are

only few GUI applications in the corpus so that these two namespaces won’t presumably

play a big role.

Generally, there are many APIs with a large number of public types. About one third of

the APIs consist of at least 100 types that provide commonly needed functionality. Thus,

good usage statistics can be expected from the corpus projects.

4.4 inheritance related metrics

4.4.1 Sealed Types

Figure 4.1 visualizes the percentage of sealed types in the .NET framework APIs. Besides

the percentage value, it also displays the absolute numbers of sealed types compared to

the total number of types (SealedTypes/TotalTypes).
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Annotations to figure 4.1:
Data Source(s) types of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter public class types; no interfaces, no value types

Sorted By namespace size (defined by the number of types in a namespace)

Sealed types do not allow inheriting from them. Thus, their number can point out a

tendency to how an API will be used. APIs with mainly or only sealed types do not allow

much customization or extensions of their classes as one would expect from frameworks.

Instead, they intend their functionality to be used as-is in a library-like fashion. The

usage of APIs with high rates of sealed types is therefore expected to be more method call

oriented. Reasons for sealing classes could be that other classes heavily depend on them

or that they have complex implementation internals. The intention behind analyzing the

amount of sealed types is therefore to find out whether the .NET framework contains

any APIs that are not suited at all for subtyping or if APIs with less sealed types are more

extended.

Most of the APIs show a relatively high percentage of sealed types, but considering

the high total number of types in each API, there is still enough potential for extensions.

Only three APIs can be found that consist exclusively of sealed types, but these again

contain only few types so that they are possibly not that important. In total, 41.07% of

the class types are sealed (4295 of 10457 identified types).
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Figure 4.1.: Sealed types in the .NET framework
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4.4.2 Abstractness

With the number of abstract types AbstractTypes and the number of concrete types Con-
creteTypes, the abstractness of an API is here defined as:

Abstractness =

0, if (ConcreteTypes + AbstractTypes) == 0

AbstractTypes
ConcreteTypes + AbstractTypes , else

Concrete types are all non-abstract classes. Abstract types are all non-sealed abstract

types, including interfaces (abstract sealed types are allowed, they are called static

types in C#).

Table 4.2.: Abstractness of .NET framework APIs
Namespace ConcreteTypes AbstractTypes Abstractness

Accessibility 1 6 0.86

System.Dynamic 4 16 0.80

System.AddIn.* 14 27 0.66

System.Collections 9 14 0.61

System.Runtime.InteropServices.* 68 80 0.54

Microsoft.VisualC.* 21 17 0.45

System.Collections.Generic 14 11 0.44

System.Collections.Concurrent 5 3 0.38

System.Security.AccessControl 33 17 0.34

System.Runtime.Remoting.* 108 54 0.33

System.Runtime.Caching.* 14 7 0.33

System.Runtime.ConstrainedExecution 2 1 0.33

System.Xaml.* 37 16 0.30

System.Text 17 7 0.29

System.ComponentModel.* 280 114 0.29

System.Runtime.Serialization.* 46 18 0.28

System.Security 19 7 0.27

Microsoft.JScript.* 140 51 0.27

System.Linq.* 39 14 0.26

System.IdentityModel.* 67 23 0.26

System.Windows.Xps.* 33 11 0.25

System.Security.Principal 9 3 0.25

System.EnterpriseServices.* 62 20 0.24

System.Collections.Specialized 11 3 0.21

System.Xml.* 213 56 0.21

System.Transactions.* 23 6 0.21

System.Data.* 462 119 0.20

System.Device.Location 8 2 0.20

System.Collections.ObjectModel 4 1 0.20

System.ServiceModel.* 814 201 0.20

Microsoft.Win32.* 29 7 0.19

System.Runtime.DurableInstancing 21 5 0.19

System.Security.Cryptography.* 158 36 0.19

System.Activities.* 358 81 0.18

System.Text.RegularExpressions 9 2 0.18

System.Configuration.* 133 28 0.17

Microsoft.Build.* 267 56 0.17

System.Workflow.* 303 61 0.17

System.Reflection.* 62 12 0.16

System.Windows.* 1280 244 0.16

System.Web.* 1666 311 0.16

System 161 27 0.14

System.Net.* 188 31 0.14

System.Security.Policy 32 5 0.14

System.Resources.* 13 2 0.13
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Table 4.2.: Abstractness of .NET framework APIs (continued)
Namespace ConcreteTypes AbstractTypes Abstractness

System.IO.* 86 13 0.13

Microsoft.VisualBasic.* 162 22 0.12

System.Management.* 71 9 0.11

System.Security.Authentication.* 8 1 0.11

System.Security.Permissions 49 6 0.11

System.Diagnostics.* 126 15 0.11

System.Runtime.CompilerServices 43 5 0.10

System.Windows.Forms.* 611 57 0.09

System.Drawing.* 110 10 0.08

System.Speech.* 59 5 0.08

System.Printing.* 49 4 0.08

System.CodeDom.* 90 7 0.07

Microsoft.SqlServer.Server 13 1 0.07

System.Globalization 27 2 0.07

System.DirectoryServices.* 192 11 0.05

System.Threading.* 52 2 0.04

System.Messaging.* 31 1 0.03

Microsoft.CSharp.* 4 0 0.00

System.Runtime.Hosting 2 0 0.00

System.Deployment.* 22 0 0.00

System.Runtime.ExceptionServices 2 0 0.00

System.Runtime 3 0 0.00

System.Runtime.Versioning 5 0 0.00

Microsoft.Windows.Themes 23 0 0.00

System.ServiceProcess.* 12 0 0.00

System.Media 3 0 0.00

System.Timers 4 0 0.00

UIAutomationClientsideProviders 0 0 0.00

System.Security.RightsManagement 9 0 0.00

Annotations to table 4.2:
Data Source(s) types of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter public types; no value types

Sorted By abstractness; number of abstract types

The abstractness of an API is a good indicator for its “frameworkiness”. It implies that

the API designers intended its types to be customized or implemented by the users of the

API. Additionally, it can mean that the types that will be derived from the abstract types

will possibly integrate well into the existing framework.

Having a look at table 4.2, especially the collection APIs look promising for being

extended by external code. They contain rather high abstractness values and provide

functionality that is essential to most software development. Furthermore, the System'

.AddIn.* API naturally contains a lot of abstract types. This is obvious, as it intends to

provide a basis for developing dynamically loaded plug-ins. These plug-ins will have to

derive from predefined types so that they can be integrated into the plug-in loading mech-

anism. The Accessibility and System.Runtime.InteropServices.* APIs also show up

with high numbers of abstract types, but most of these types are interfaces for COM

interoperability so that this is not an indicator for framework-like usage of these APIs.

The System.Dynamic API is probably a good candidate to investigate the usage of object-
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oriented programming, but it was newly released with the .NET 4.0 framework and is

not likely to be used in the corpus projects, yet. Looking at the other APIs, it can be said,

that most of them provide a fair amount of abstract base classes or interfaces. The aver-

age for the complete framework is an abstractness value of 0.18 (2004 abstract types, 9125

concrete class types).

4.4.3 Unimplemented Abstract Types

Unimplemented abstract types are defined as public types, that are abstract and not

sealed (no static types) and for which the API that they belong to does not contain a

subtype (in case of an abstract class) or a type that implements them (in case of an inter-

face). All the APIs missing in figure 4.2 do not contain any unimplemented abstracts.

Annotations to figure 4.2:
Data Source(s) types of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter none (all types, also internals, are needed to analyze subtyping)

Sorted By number of unimplemented abstract types

Abstract types without an implementation in their API are ideal candidates for being

used by external code. Providing their interface but no default implementation even

expects them to be implemented by the user. Most of the unimplemented types are inter-

faces (292 interfaces, 131 abstract classes).
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Figure 4.2.: Unimplemented abstract types in the .NET framework APIs
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4.4.4 Implemented Interfaces

Figure 4.3 shows how often an interface of the .NET framework was implemented by the

complete framework itself. Only public interfaces are taken into account. Since the total

number of public interfaces is much too high to be displayed here (the .NET framework

contains 957 public interfaces), we only present the top 30 of them.

Annotations to figure 4.3:
Data Source(s) types of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter none (all types, also internals, are needed to analyze interface imple-

mentation)

Sorted By number of interface implementations

The idea behind this metric is to see which interfaces the .NET framework itself fre-

quently uses. These interfaces are likely to be used by external code, too.

The IDisposable interface is very common in .NET programming for its usage in the

“dipose pattern”2. It is used for controlling the disposal of unmanaged resources. The

.NET framework has support for finalizer methods, but they are called nondeterministi-

cally by the garbage collector. Using the dispose pattern, one can explicitly call a method

to free unmanaged resources. The IDisposable interface is therefore expected to be often

implemented by the corpus projects. Most other commonly used interfaces are from the

collection APIs. There are already many collection implementations of these interfaces so

that it is possible, that, when needing custom collection functionality, most project code

uses the predefined classes and extends them instead of implementing new classes based

on the interfaces.

2http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fs2xkftw.aspx
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Figure 4.3.: The 30 most implemented interfaces in the .NET framework

4.4.5 Number of Subtypes per Type

The number of subtypes of a type t can be interpreted in two different ways:

1. Direct Subtypes: includes all types whose next base type is t.

2. Indirect Subtypes: includes all types that inherit from t in any inheritance depth.

The number of direct subtypes per public .NET framework type is shown in figure 4.4,

whereas the number of indirect subtypes is shown in figure 4.5. Again, these charts only

show the 30 most extended types due to the high total number of types.

There are some types that must implicitly be declared as base types. Examples are Sys-

tem.Object, that every class and value type has to inherit from or System.ValueType that

is the obligatory base type for value types. These types are not counted here as subtyp-

ing them does not represent API usage. The full list of excluded types is presented in

appendix C.3. Other predefined base types are System.Attribute which is the required
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base type for custom attributes and System.Exception from which exception types have

to derive. In contrast to types like System.Object, these two types can be extended with

new members and override virtual methods, however. Also, subtyping them is declared

by the programmer, whereas the types that derive from the excluded types in C.3 are

implicitly derived by the compiler. Thus, the inheritance metrics take System.Attribute

and System.Exception into account.

Annotations to figure 4.4 and 4.5:
Data Source(s) types of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter none (all types, also internals, are needed to analyze inheritance rela-

tionships)

Sorted By number of subtypes

Similar to the number of interface implementations, the number of subtypes per type

can be an indicator for types that will be extended by code using the API.

In the direct base types, System.Attribute is the most important one. If a project

makes much use of custom attributes, this will probably be confirmed. Then, System'

.EventArgs shows a very high number of subtypes. Although it plays a central role in

the commonly used eventing mechanisms in .NET, deriving it to pass event arguments is

only recommended, but not required. So it can possibly be used much for subtyping, but

projects can also use their own event argument classes. From the other heavily used base

types, System.Exception is expected to play a big role because it must be used as the base

class for custom exception classes. We already said that projects will likely derive from

collection classes instead of implementing the collection interfaces. System.Collection-

Base comes up here with 74 types deriving from it. Thus, it could be such a candidate

for custom collection classes. The high number of subtypes of System.MarshalByRefOb-

ject can be explained by its central role in the remoting API. As many types as possible

should be usable with remoting which is achieved by deriving from System.Marshal-

ByRefObject. It is not expected that users of the framework put much importance into

remoting compatibility. Many other indirect or overall base types belong to GUI APIs

(mainly WPF in the System.Windows namespace) that are not expected to be used much

due to the nature of the corpus.
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Figure 4.4.: The top 30 directly extended types in the .NET framework
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Figure 4.5.: The top 30 base types in the .NET framework
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4.4.6 Overridable Methods

The percentage of overridable virtual methods in each .NET API is presented in figure

4.6. The ratio is based on the total number of non-abstract instance methods on non-

sealed types that are reachable from external code. Abstract methods are excluded as

their overriding is enforced, instead of having the choice for an override. All methods of

this base line that are virtual but not sealed are seen as overridable (like types, methods

can be declared as sealed or final so that deriving classes cannot override them). The

APIs that are missing in the figure below do not define any virtual methods.

Annotations to figure 4.6:
Data Source(s) methods of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter declaring type has to be: public, not sealed

only public, protected or protected internal3methods

no static methods, no abstract methods

Sorted By number of instance methods; percentage of virtual methods

A high amount of virtual methods might indicate that an APIs supports polymorphism.

Especially System.Globalization and System.Text that deal with character encoding

and application globalization stand out with most of their methods being overridable.

The reason for this is possibly that they want to provide the option to implement new en-

codings or cultures. Also, the System.Collections API again presents itself as being well

extensible. Figure 4.6 shows up some more interesting APIs in terms of method overrid-

ing, but some of the APIs with high ratios of virtual methods are not expected to be used

in this manner. For example, the System.Reflection API is typically not extended. Its

high amount of overridable methods probably originates from its internal design. Over-

all, 31.89% of the .NET framework’s non-abstract instance methods on extensible types

are overridable (24227 of 75976 methods). Thus, there is some potential for overriding.

3The protected internal modifier causes a member to be accessible from derived classes
and all internal classes.
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Figure 4.6.: Percentage of overridable methods in the .NET framework
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4.4.7 Depth of Inheritance

Generally, the depth of inheritance describes the number of base types of a type until

the root of the inheritance hierarchy is reached. But here, we only count the number of

types in the internal hierarchy of an API. Once a base type is reached that does not belong

to the same API as the analyzed type, the depth of inheritance is not increased further.

Additionally, subtyping the types in appendix C.3 is also not counted. The values shown

in figure 4.7 are averaged over all types of an API.

Example
ExternalBaseClass be an external base class.

1 class SomeClass : ExternalBaseClass { }

2 class DerivedClass : SomeClass { }

SomeClass has inheritance depth 0, because it extends an external class. The inheri-

tance depth of DerivedClass is 1.

The limitation to only base types of the same API aims at being able to say something

about the expected increase in coverage when measuring the usage of polymorphism.

For instance, if a virtual method call to a type of System.Windows.* is specified, there is a

high probability that one of its subtypes will receive this call at runtime. If the receiving

method is an override, the runtime analysis might be able to measure higher coverage

values than only a static analysis.

Besides expecting APIs with high inheritance depths being used with virtual calls, we

can also make assumptions about the usage of types that have small or even no inher-

itance hierarchies. They should mainly be used with direct calls to the method imple-

mentations instead of using polymorphism so that there will not be any benefits from a

runtime analysis.

Annotations to figure 4.7:
Data Source(s) types of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter only public class types; no static classes

Sorted By average depth of inheritance; namespace name
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Figure 4.7.: Average depth of inheritance in the .NET framework
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4.4.8 Method Overrides

This metric intends to answer the question “how many methods of an API are over-

rides?”. The ratio shown in figure 4.8 is based on the number of externally visible in-

stance methods in an API. Overrides are defined as methods that override a method on

a type of their own API.

Annotations to figure 4.8:
Data Source(s) methods of the .NET framework as determined by a static analysis

Source Filter declaring type has to be public

only public, protected or protected internal methods

no static methods, no abstract methods, no constructors

Sorted By percentage of overrides

The background of this metric is similar to that of the last one. If the types of an API

override many of their base types’ methods, they are assumed to be well suited for poly-

morphic programming. The number gained from this metric can therefore be used to

estimate how much more method coverage we can possibly gain when measuring the

runtime behavior of project code.

In the subsection Overridable Methods we found out, that System.Globalization and

System.Text provide high rates of overridable methods. It is shown here, that they also

override many of these methods themselves. So for example, in System.Globalization

43.41% of its methods might be called using polymorphism.

For APIs that do not show any overrides here, the runtime analysis will not be able to

produce any additional results concerning coverage.
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Figure 4.8.: Percentage of overrides in methods from the .NET framework APIs





5 A P I U S A G E

The following chapter presents the usage results that were produced from the data that

was gained using the collection methods described before. Most data originates from the

external code usage of the projects in the corpus as gathered by means of the software

implementation described in chapter 3. But sometimes also other data than that acquired

from the APIUsage database was consulted to complete the resulting diagrams. If this is

the case, these other sources will be specified in the accompanying text.

5.1 overview

To get a general overview of the APIs that the projects in the corpus make use of, table 5.1

presents the reference relationships between the projects and the APIs of the .NET frame-

work. Again, the appendix contains a table that also includes other APIs not belonging

to the .NET framework (table C.2.1). A checkmark (X) means, that the project references

at least one type of the namespace, an empty cell stands for no usage of it and the minus

sign (−) denotes, that this namespace is entirely not available in the .NET version that the

projects targets.

One thing to notice is, that there are many other namespaces that are not available in

every framework version, but they are not visible here due to the namespace grouping

that was done to reduce the number of namespaces. In the development of the .NET

framework, many namespaces were augmented by additional functionality that is imple-

mented in subnamespaces of already existing ones. For example, the System.IO names-

pace exists since .NET 1.0. With each new release of the framework, new namespaces

were added below it like System.IO.Ports in .NET 2.0 and System.IO.Pipes in .NET 3.5.

Since we are presenting general usage statistics, these differences cannot be pointed out

here and are up to further investigation.

The usage of a namespace is here defined as a reference to at least one type in it. This

includes:

• member accesses on types

91
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• usage as method parameters

• usage as generic parameters

• attribute type usage

• exception type catches

• type instantiations

• derivation / implementation

Since the static usage analysis done in this work relies on the analysis of only a selected

set of bytecode instructions, some of the above usage cases are not covered by it. But

an assembly stores references to all used external types in a metadata table. Therefore,

the type references were read directly from the assemblies’ metadata instead of using the

APIUsage database.

Table 5.1.: .NET APIs referenced by projects
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System.Collections.Generic X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Diagnostics.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Globalization X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Runtime.InteropServices.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Text.RegularExpressions X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.ComponentModel.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Security X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Collections.ObjectModel X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Configuration.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Security.Permissions X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Resources.* X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Xml.* X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Collections.Specialized X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Linq.* − − − X X X X X − X X X − X X X −

System.Runtime.Remoting.* X X X X X X X X X X X

System.CodeDom.* X X X X X X X X

System.Data.* X X X X X X X

System.Net.* X X X X X X

System.Runtime.Versioning X X X X X X

System.Web.* X X X X X X

System.Security.Policy X X X X X

Microsoft.Win32.* X X X X

System.Security.Principal X X X X
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Table 5.1.: .NET APIs referenced by projects (continued)
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Microsoft.CSharp.* X X X

System.Drawing.* X X X

System.Security.Cryptography.* X X X

System.Transactions.* X X X

Microsoft.Build.* X X

Microsoft.VisualBasic.* X X

System.Timers X X

System.Windows.Forms.* X X

System.EnterpriseServices.* X

System.Messaging.* X

System.ServiceModel.* − − − X − − −

System.ServiceProcess.* X

System.Windows.* − − − X − − −

Annotations to table 5.1:
Data Source(s) type references in the TypeRef table of assembly metadata

Source Filter external types; only types of .NET framework assemblies

Sorted By namespaces: number of projects using it; name

projects: number of referenced namespaces

From the 74 .NET APIs that were discovered before, the projects in the corpus use 44

APIs. The table shows up a certain basis of APIs that are generally used by every project.

They mostly implement basic functionality that is commonly needed in software develop-

ment. Examples are the System namespace that defines all standard types, System.IO.*
for file in- and output, System.Text for string manipulation or System.Threading.*.

Finding the System.Collections.* API on top was also pretty much expected. Except

for SharpZipLib, every project also uses the generic collection classes. The reason for

not using the generic collections API is possibly backwards compatibility to older .NET

versions (they were introduced with .NET 2.0).

A closer look at the usage of System.Reflection.* reveals, that it defines some at-

tributes that are used to describe the title, description, version and other information

about assemblies that is typically provided by every .NET assembly. But other than that,

all projects except SharpZipLib also make use of enhanced capabilities of the reflection

API like dynamically invoking methods.

The high usage of System.CompilerServices.* originates from the many attributes

declared in its namespaces that can be applied to modify the behavior of the CLR. These

attributes are not always applied by the programmer, but instead by the compiler. For ex-

ample when writing anonymous methods, the compiler annotates the generated classes

or methods with the System.CompilerServices.CompilerGeneratedAttribute.
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Figure 5.1 presents the number of APIs that a project references to get an additional

overview of the size of the projects in terms of external API usage.
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Figure 5.1.: Number of referenced .NET APIs per project

5.2 type inheritance

The first subsection refers to the metric Unimplemented Abstract Types by showing which

of the abstract types that were identified as unimplemented in the scope of their API are

now implemented by the corpus. The following two subsections present the results of an

interface implementation and class inheritance analysis.
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5.2.1 Previously Unimplemented Abstract Types

In figure 4.2 the number of types for which there is no implementation in their API was

presented. Figure 5.2 below augments this chart with the number of types that are imple-

mented by projects in the corpus. It is obvious, that not many of the previously unimple-

mented types have an implementation in the corpus.

The unimplemented interfaces of System.Runtime.InteropServices.* are not used by

the corpus at all although it provides the highest number of them. This namespace is gen-

erally used for interoperability between managed code and unmanaged code or COM

and it is normally very common in .NET programming. A look at its unimplemented

interfaces shows, that many of them expose members of reflection types to external code

which is a rather uncommon task and probably mainly used by the System.Reflection.*
APIs. Others of the unused interfaces define COM interfaces in managed code. So appar-

ently, projects do not make much use of COM interoperability.

As expected, the previously unimplemented abstract types of the collection APIs (Sys-

tem.Collections.*, System.Collections.Specialized and System.Collections.Object-

Model) have better implementation rates. We will further deal with implementing their

interfaces in 5.2.2 and subtyping their classes in 5.2.3.

Table 5.2 again lists the names of all implemented abstracts that are unimplemented by

their API.

Annotations to figure 5.2:
Data Source(s) interfaces and abstract types implemented by project types

unimplemented abstract types in the .NET framework APIs as de-

scribed in 4.4.3

Source Filter none

Sorted By total number of unimplemented abstract types per API
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Figure 5.2.: Number of types without implementation in their API that are implemented
by project types
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Table 5.2.: Types without implementation in their API that are implemented by project
types

Namespace Implemented Types Number of Implementation

System System.IServiceProvider 18

System.IAsyncResult 1

System.Collections System.Collections.DictionaryBase 2

System.Collections.CollectionBase 38

System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase 1

System.Collections.ObjectModel System.Collections.ObjectModel.KeyedCollection‘2 4

System.Collections.Specialized System.Collections.Specialized.INotifyCollectionChanged 5

System.ComponentModel.* System.ComponentModel.IEditableObject 5

System.ComponentModel.IRevertibleChangeTracking 5

System.ComponentModel.INotifyPropertyChanging 4

System.ComponentModel.IDataErrorInfo 4

System.ComponentModel.ITypedList 1

System.ComponentModel.Composition.IPartImportsSatisfiedNotification 1

System.Configuration.* System.Configuration.ApplicationSettingsBase 1

System.Runtime.Serialization.* System.Runtime.Serialization.IDeserializationCallback 16

System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationBinder 1

System.Runtime.Serialization.ISafeSerializationData 1

System.Xml.* System.Xml.Xsl.XsltContext 1

System.Xml.Xsl.IXsltContextFunction 1

System.Xml.Xsl.IXsltContextVariable 1

5.2.2 Implemented Interfaces

Figure 5.3 shows the interfaces that were mostly implemented by types in the corpus

projects. Note that if an interface “extends” some other interface, it forces the implement-

ing class to also implement this other interface. Extending an interface is also counted

as a usage of the extended interface here, although it is not an implementation, but an

extension.

Example
The System.Collections namespace declares the IList interface:

public interface IList : ICollection, IEnumerable

A class implementing IList will also have to implement ICollection and IEnumer-

able and will thus be counted as implementing them. If IList was a project type,

it would also be included in the usage results for its extension of ICollection and

IEnumerable.

Arrays implicitly implement the following interfaces: ICloneable, IIList, ICollec-

tion, IEnumerable, IList`1, ICollection`1 and IEnumerable`1. Though they are de-

clared in the project assemblies, they should not be seen as user-defined types and are

thus excluded from the analysis.
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Figure 5.3.: The top 30 of implemented .NET framework interfaces

Annotations to figure 5.3:
Data Source(s) interfaces implemented by project types

Source Filter no interfaces on array types

only .NET framework interfaces

Sorted By number of interface implementations

It is interesting to see that the distribution of the interface implementations here is

almost equal to that of the interface implementations inside the framework itself (see

4.4.4). The most used interface is still System.IDisposable followed by several interfaces

of the collection classes.

Inspecting some of the classes that implement the collection interfaces reveals, that

many of these classes are generated by the compiler. C# provides the yield keyword

that can be used for the implementation of iterators. A yield return call in a method
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returns the specified value as the next item in an iteration. The control flow returns to the

iteration after the return value has been processed so that the next item can be generated.

Its internal state is handled by a class that is generated behind the scenes by the compiler.

Example
A simple number generator in the form of an IEnumerable`1 can be generated with

the following code:

1 IEnumerable<int> GetSomeNumbers(int num)

2 {

3 Random r = new Random();

4 for (int i = 0; i < num; i++)

5 {

6 yield return r.Next();

7 }

8 }

The iterator logic is then implemented in a compiler generated nested class which

might be called <GetSomeNumbers>d__3.

The compiler generated iterator classes implement the interfaces IDisposable, IEnumer-

ator and IEnumerator`1. Additionally they implement IEnumerable and IEnumerable`1

if the iterator method’s return value is an IEnumerable or IEnumerable`1. These compiler

generated classes were excluded from figure 5.4.

The collection interfaces now still make up a big part of the implemented interfaces,

but their numbers are much lower. Thus, we can state that the language, which is C# for

all projects examined here, supports the infrastructure of the framework.
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Figure 5.4.: The top 30 of implemented .NET framework interfaces (without compiler-
generated classes)

The high usage of IDisposable originates from its role in cleaning up unmanaged re-

sources. Implementing it is the recommended solution for dealing with such issues since

the finalizer methods are executed nondeterministically by the garbage collector. Further-

more, C# has the using statement that causes the specified object to be disposed once its

scope is left. This statement only works on types that implement IDisposable. Thus, the

language might push the usage of an interface of the framework, again.

Example Consider the following code that applies the using statement:

1 using(Stream file = new FileStream("file.txt", FileMode.Open))
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2 {

3 // Instructions that read from the file.

4 }

The code will be translated by the C# compiler to:

1 Stream file = new FileStream("file.txt", FileMode.Open);

2 try

3 {

4 // Instructions that read from the file.

5 }

6 finally

7 {

8 if (file != null)

9 file.Dispose();

10 }

Finally, the high implementation count of non-generic interfaces for which there is a

generic version is a little surprising. IEnumerable is extended by IEnumerable`1, so an

implementation of IEnumerable`1 counts as an implementation of IEnumerable, too. But

IEnumerable has almost twice as much implementations as IEnumerable`1 when disre-

garding compiler generated classes so there also must be implementations of it alone.

Generics exist in .NET since version 2.0 and should be a better choice for software design

in most cases. A reason to stick to non-generic types might be backwards compatibility

to the 1.x series of the .NET framework.

5.2.3 Extended Classes

To get an overview, we first present the number of types that derive from .NET frame-

work APIs in figure 5.5. As before, the analyses done in this subsection exclude the types

defined in appendix C.3 for the reasons explained in 4.4.5. The data that this figure is

based on includes all types that directly inherit from .NET framework types.
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Annotations to figures 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8:
Data Source(s) all project types

Source Filter types that directly/indirectly derive from .NET framework types (ex-

cluding the types declared in C.3)

Sorted By number of subtypes
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Figure 5.5.: Subtypes of .NET framework API types

From the 71 APIs with extensible types (there are 74 APIs in total, three of them con-

sist exclusively of sealed types), only 19 APIs were used in terms of type inheritance. In

chapter 4 the APIs were analyzed by their ratio of abstract types. Figure 5.6 visualizes

the number of derived project types from the last figure combined with the abstractness

of the APIs (in parentheses). It shows, that a correlation between a high amount of ab-

stractness and a high number of subtypes cannot be observed from the API usage of the
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corpus. APIs with lower abstractness values are used as much or even more than APIs

with high abstractness values here.
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Figure 5.6.: Number of subtypes in projects with abstractness of APIs

Annotations to figure 5.6:
Data Source(s) all project types

abstractness of the .NET framework APIs as described in 4.4.2

Source Filter types that directly derive from .NET framework types (excluding the

types declared in C.3)

Sorted By abstractness

Comparing the number of subtypes to the percentage of sealed types in the APIs brings

up similar results. Most of the heavily extended APIs like System, System.Windows'

.Forms.*, System.Web.* or System.ComponentModel have average sealed type rates of
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about 40%. Only the collection APIs have less sealed types with System.Collections

having 23.08% or System.Collection.ObjectModel having even no sealed types. Thus,

the number of sealed types does not seem to have much influence on the usage of an API

in the sense of subtyping.

The following figures 5.7 and 5.8 go into detail about what concrete types were ex-

tended. They show the 30 most directly and indirectly extended types of the .NET frame-

work.
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Figure 5.7.: The top 30 directly extended types of the .NET framework
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Figure 5.8.: The top 30 indirectly extended types of the .NET framework

Comparing the distribution of the direct and the indirect subtype numbers, they ap-

pear similar. The main difference is, that the numbers of indirect subtypes are higher

than the direct subtypes counts. Apparently, projects derive one general type from an ex-

ternal .NET framework type and then use this type for further extensions. One type that

stands out with a much higher number of indirect subtypes is System.Configuration.'

ConfigurationElement. Most of its subtypes originate from the Unity project. It has one

abstract class DeserializableConfigurationElement that defines methods for serializa-

tion and deserialization. Other configuration elements then derive from it so that their

serialization can be handled commonly.

Generally, the numbers presented here pretty much resemble those of the usage in the

framework itself. Projects apparently make much use of custom attributes. A closer look

at the projects extending System.Attribute shows, that 16 out of the 18 projects in the cor-

pus use it. Also, custom exception classes are very common among the corpus. Although

there are already many exception classes in the .NET framework, developers often need
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to propagate additional information that is specific to the context of the application that

they are thrown in.

The many subtypes of System.MarshalByRefObject were not expected. It shows that

API developers put importance into inter-process or inter-AppDomain communication.

The projects we are dealing with here are widely-used and by deriving classes from Sys-

tem.MarshalByRefObject they appear even more versatile for use in different scenarios.

Further investigation of the usage of System.Collection.CollectionBase shows, that

30 out of the 38 implementations belong to NAnt (from the other projects MonoRail has

three and NUnit five implementations). So there is mainly only one project actively using

this base class. Comparing the number of subtypes of collection classes to the imple-

mentation of the collection interfaces, it seems that developers tend to implementing an

interface instead of subtyping existing classes.

As it was expected from the metrics, the System.EventArgs class also has some sub-

types in the projects. Even though the number of subtypes is much lower than what the

.NET metrics showed, projects make use of it to append additional arguments to events.

They could have used other custom types for this purpose, but since all projects stand for

good code quality, they follow such development guidelines.

5.3 method calls

The method calls section only deals with the usage of instance methods. It applies the

concept of a base, static and runtime receiver-based method usage analysis that was al-

ready introduced in 2.2. Each of the subsections will first clarify the intention behind the

use of the corresponding receiver type before presenting its results.

The upper bound (i.e. the number of accessible methods) for each ratio of method

usage was determined from the static analysis data of the .NET framework that was

collected to obtain the metrics in chapter 4.

5.3.1 Base Type-Based

Determining the base receiver method means to reduce a method to its first declaration

(if the method is abstract) or implementation (otherwise) in the inheritance hierarchy and

thereby effectively removing all overrides. The base receiver type is then defined as the

declaring type of the base receiver method. As a result, the possible usage of polymor-
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phism is virtually ignored. This simplification helps in gaining a general overview of the

called methods which can later be refined by adding method overrides.

Concerning method calls, all virtual calls already target the base method per definition

(this was explained in 2.2). But it is also possible to non-virtually call a virtual method.

The method will be called directly then, without any method dispatching by the runtime.

To cope with these cases, direct calls to virtual methods will also be treated as if going to

the base method instead of the method specified at the call site. The following example

shall clarify the base method identification.

Example
Consider the following class hierarchy with a Main method making some use of it:

1 interface SimpleInterface

2 {

3 void IfaceMethod();

4 }

5

6 class BaseClass : SimpleInterface

7 {

8 public virtual void Method() { }

9 public virtual void IfaceMethod() { }

10 }

11

12 class DerivedClass : BaseClass

13 {

14 public override void Method(){ }

15 public override void IfaceMethod() { }

16 }

17

18 class MoreDerivedClass : DerivedClass

19 {

20 public override void Method() { base.Method(); } //Call1

21 }

22

23 static void Main()

24 {
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25 DerivedClass d = new DerivedClass();

26 d.Method(); // Call2

27 d.IfaceMethod(); // Call3

28

29 SimpleInterface i = new DerivedClass();

30 i.IfaceMethod(); // Call4

31 }

Call1 in line 20 is a non-virtual call to a virtual method. This would normally call

DerivedClass::Method() directly. But in the base receiver view, this call is counted

as if calling BaseClass::Method().

In line 26 Call2 is a virtual call. In the base receiver view it is treated as a call to

BaseClass::Method(), even though there is an override in DerivedClass.

The next Call3 is also a virtual call. It is based to BaseClass::IfaceMethod() since

BaseClass has the first implementation of the interface method in the hierarchy.

Finally, Call4 is a call to an abstract interface method. There is no information about

an implementation of it at the call site, so the base receiver analysis logs it as a call to

SimpleInterface::IfaceMethod()

Ratio of API Methods

In figure 5.9 the total amount of distinct methods that the projects call is partitioned into

API methods and project methods. API methods are defined as all externally visible

methods of types that belong to the .NET framework whereas project methods are all

methods of the project, including only internally visible methods. Thus, some called

methods, namely those that belong to types of external non-.NET framework types, are

excluded from this chart. In other words, the base line (i.e. 100% of the distinct methods

called) is formed by only project and .NET framework methods.

Annotations to figure 5.9:
Data Source(s) method calls made in projects (static analysis); all methods reduced

to base methods

Source Filter no calls to static methods; no calls to constructors

Sorted By ratio of API methods

On average, 23.84% of all method calls target .NET framework methods which is a

good rate of usage. The unit testing library xUnit stands out with a remarkable high

percentage of external code usage. A closer look at the external methods that it refer-
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ences shows many methods from System.Windows.Forms.*. This can also be observed

for NUnit that also has a high percentage of called API methods here. Indeed, these two

projects are the only ones that include a GUI tool. GUI programming heavily depends

on extending or composing existing classes so this is where the high external code us-

age emerges from. The high number of external methods called in Moq results from its

intense use of the System.Linq.Expressions API.
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Figure 5.9.: Ratio of called API methods using base receivers

API Coverage

The coverage analysis sums up the number of distinct methods that the corpus calls on

types of .NET framework APIs. This sum is then used to determine the percentage of

methods that are used of an API. The base for this relation is defined by the number of

methods, or rather base methods here, that are declared in the .NET framework.
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Annotations to figure 5.10:
Data Source(s) method calls made in projects (static analysis); methods are reduced

to base methods

total number of base methods defined in the .NET framework names-

paces

Source Filter no calls to static methods; no calls to constructors

only calls to methods on .NET framework types

Sorted By percentage of coverage
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Figure 5.10.: API method coverage using base receivers

The top four used APIs that can be seen in figure 5.10 are collection APIs. This is mainly

for their methods implementing important functionality that the collection types are de-

fined by and not adding too much additional helper or convenience methods. When
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using a list, one basically always has to use methods like Add, Remove, Clear, GetCount

etc. This applies to most other classes in the collection namespaces like Stack, Dictio-

nary or Queue. These data structures are fundamental to software development and their

methods are mostly standardized. Therefore, the number of methods they contain is not

too high. For example, the total number of methods provided by System.Collections

is 226 and 122 of these methods are used. But there are methods for additional tasks on

collections like filtering, searching or sorting them in the .NET framework. They are built

around the IEnumerable`1 interface and can be found in the System.Linq.* API. This API

also has a better coverage in this analysis. We have to note, however, that the extension

methods providing this functionality are static so that they do not show up here. The

methods that the coverage in 5.10 originates from mostly belong to the System.Linq.'

Expressions namespace. It contains types that help creating expression trees of queries

made on enumerable objects which can be better analyzed then. NHibernate, for instance,

makes heavy use of this since it implements object relational mapping that has to deal

with these issues when working with queries on databases.

The System namespace shows up with a high coverage again. This is obvious since

it contains all the standard types, but also some additional, often needed types like

System.DateTime, System.TimeSpan, System.Random, System.AppDomain or System.Type.

The latter is among the most used types in it besides the standard primitives.

System.Timers is another namespace whose high coverage originates from its small

amount of total methods. It contains 23 callable methods from which 7 are used.

Except for SharpZipLib, all projects make decent use of System.Reflection.*. A closer

look at the parts used of it reveals, that all different kinds of its functionality are applied:

gathering information about types and its members, dynamically creating assemblies and

working with custom attributes. The usage of methods dealing with custom attributes

especially matches the observations made in 5.2.3. Note that the System.Type class does

not belong to System.Reflection.*, but System.

5.3.2 Static Receiver-Based

The base analysis is now extended by making use of the statically determined receiver

type. The static receiver type is defined as the type on which the call is made in source

code. Note, however, that it depends entirely on the call site, not on the scope in the

code. The static receiver method is then defined as the method that would eventually be

invoked at runtime if this type received the call. Also, a static receiver type is naturally
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only defined for virtual calls. All non-virtual calls target exactly the method that they

were defined to call.

From the static receiver point of view, every visible method is callable, including all

overrides and abstracts. For instance when the code specifies a call to some method on a

subtype that has an override of this method, the override will become the static receiver

method. But the original method can still be accessed with a direct call (in C# using the

base-keyword). The set of possible receiver methods is therefore increased by adding

all override methods. The results of this analysis basically represent the design that the

programmers of the code created.

Ratio of API Methods

The distribution between called distinct API methods and project methods that is shown

in figure 5.11 did not change much in comparison to the ratio using base receivers. But

by using the static receivers we gain additional information about call sites that virtually

invoke a method override. The black bar in the mentioned figure visualizes the number

of called methods that are declared in project code, but override a method of a .NET

framework type. Unfortunately, the static analysis approach lacks the ability to observe

the usage of interface method implementations here.

Example
A project type ProjectType shall implement the external interface IExternal with a

method IExternal::Method(). The call

1 ProjectType t = new ProjectType();

2 t.Method();

is translated to a call to ProjectType::Method(). Thus, it is not counted as an ex-

ternal method call in figure 5.11, although it executes a method that represents an

implementation of an external interface. On the other hand, the call

1 IExternal i = new ProjectType();

2 i.Method();

results in a call to IExternal::Method(), as we explained before. So it is counted as

being an API call here.

Other than that, the same annotations as made to figure 5.9 in the base receiver section

apply here (except for the called methods not being replaced by their base, but by the
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static receiver method, if any). The following list again sums up the classifications for a

called method being API, overridden API or project:

• API Method: The receiver method is declared on an API type.

• Overridden API Method: The receiver method is declared on a project type and its

base is declared on an API type.

• Project Method: Both the receiver method and its base are declared on a project

type.
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Figure 5.11.: Ratio of called API methods using static receivers

The number of called overridden API methods is quite low. Most of the overrides

called here are of the methods belonging to System.Object (ToString(), GetHashCode()

and Equals()). Then follow some methods of classes in System.IO.*. Especially SharpZi-
pLib can be highlighted here for its heavy use of the System.IO.Stream class and some

use of classes and interfaces in the System.Security.Cryptography API. Lucene.Net has
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a rather high number of overridden methods due to its many overrides of System.'

Object::Equals() and System.Object::GetHashCode(). Additionally, it overrides some

methods of System.Collections.Hashtable. Compared to the total number of API calls,

the called in-project overridden methods do not carry much weight, though.

API Coverage

In figure 5.12 the called methods are determined by their static receiver for virtual calls.

The base line is defined by the total number of externally visible instance methods in

each API. The number in parentheses behind each percentage value shows the difference

to the base receiver coverage. Apart from that, the coverage is measured using the same

data as described for base receivers.

Generally, we have to note that this subsection only deals with the usage of subtyping

and overriding methods to apply polymorphism. Other than that, polymorphic behavior

can still be achieved with interfaces. However, the degree of polymorphic interface usage

cannot be measured statically.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Percentage of Methods Called

System.ServiceModel.*
System.Windows.*

System.Security.Policy
Microsoft.Build.*

System.Security.Cryptography.*
System.Web.*

System.Runtime.Remoting.*
System.Data.*
System.Net.*

System.Security
System.ComponentModel.*

System.Windows.Forms.*
System.Drawing.*

System.Configuration.*
System.EnterpriseServices.*

System.Runtime.Serialization.*
System.Diagnostics.*

System.Runtime.CompilerServices
System.CodeDom.*
System.Messaging.*
System.Resources.*

System.ServiceProcess.*
Microsoft.Win32.*

System.Threading.*
System.Globalization

System.Security.Principal
System.Xml.*

System.IO.*
System.Text

System.Transactions.*
System.Linq.*

System.Reflection.*
System.Text.RegularExpressions

System.Timers
System

System.Collections.Specialized
System.Collections.ObjectModel

System.Collections.Generic
System.Collections

0.03 (0.00)
0.24 (-0.07)
0.60 (-0.22)
0.91 (-0.05)
0.95 (-0.63)

2.22 (-0.51)
2.36 (-0.21)
2.42 (-0.69)

3.32 (-0.49)
3.87 (-0.61)
3.91 (-0.75)
4.15 (-0.64)
4.22 (-0.46)
4.31 (-0.76)

5.07 (-0.09)
5.73 (-0.68)
6.25 (-0.70)
6.35 (-0.32)
6.68 (+0.14)

7.24 (-0.06)
7.53 (-0.25)
7.56 (-0.26)

9.03 (-1.29)
10.28 (0.00)
10.50 (-7.11)

11.11 (-2.22)
12.44 (-1.25)

14.04 (+0.80)
15.96 (-12.07)

18.82 (-0.69)
21.61 (-5.66)

23.64 (-9.50)
28.89 (+1.92)

30.43 (0.00)
34.33 (-0.72)

35.42 (0.00)
40.00 (-6.81)

42.91 (-0.62)
53.98 (0.00)

Figure 5.12.: API method coverage using static receivers
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Although we present the difference to the base receiver coverage, we cannot definitely

explain these changes here. As defined in the introduction to this subsection, the base

line of the static coverage analysis was increased. Thus, the two values from the base and

the static analysis cannot directly be compared. After all, there are numerous possibilities

for a variation in the coverage values and which of them applies in each particular case

is not obvious. For example, assume that the number of available methods increases,

but so does the number of called methods so that the ratio between called and available

methods remains the same. This would not be distinguishable from the case in which no

change happened. As a result, we will only try to work out some assumptions about the

reasons for differences between the two analyses. Detailed discussion about the handling

of these issues is up to future work.

When comparing the coverage values shown here to those obtained using base re-

ceivers, we can distinguish between three cases:

1. The static receiver coverage is lower.

A lower coverage might imply that there are more methods available (overrides)

to which calls are not specified in source code. Instead, these methods would be

expected to be invoked at runtime through dynamic dispatching.

2. The static receiver coverage is equal.

This could be a sign for the usage of classes that do not provide overridden meth-

ods. If the total number of available methods did not change, the number of called

methods could not change either which would result in the same relation between

called and available methods. These classes might still provide good extensibility

to other code, though.

3. The static receiver coverage is higher.

One option for this case to occur is when projects specify calls to overridden meth-

ods by directly calling them on the overriding subtype instead of making use of

polymorphism.

The coverage of most APIs can be classified into category 1, even if the differences are

often only marginal. Assuming the above stated scenario with more non-called methods

showing up in the set of available methods, this category represents the prerequisite for a

polymorphic usage of the API’s types with subtyping. The methods that are not covered

here could show up in the runtime coverage analysis if they were called on different types

than those specified at the static call sites. The most notable APIs here are System.Col-

lection.ObjectModel, System.Reflection.*, System.Text, System.Linq and System.'
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Globalization. In the metrics chapter, all of these APIs presented high percentages of

overridden methods.

APIs having the same amount of coverage are System.Collections, System.Timers

and System.Threading.*, for example. For System.Collections and System.Timers the

depth of inheritance metric in figure 4.7 clearly shows, that they do not contain any in-

ternal inheritance hierarchy. Thus, there cannot be any additional override methods that

would change the coverage. In contrast, System.Threading.* shows that some of its

types derive from other of its types. But the overrides metric in figure 4.8 shows, that

none of the derived types overrides any method so a change in coverage from the base

to the static receiver analysis is impossible.

Finally, three APIs can be identified where the static receiver method coverage is higher

than before: System.IO.*, System.TextRegularExpressions and System.CodeDom.*. This

might indicate that the programmers used specialized types of the API when they could

have used base types.

Example

1 FileStream s = new FileStream("test.txt", FileMode.Create);

2 s.Write(content, 0, content.Length);

Instead of typing the variable s to FileStream, it could have been declared as Stream.

At runtime, the correct override in FileStream would than have been found.

5.3.3 Runtime Receiver-Based

By identifying the types on which methods were called at runtime, we can add concrete

information about the eventually called methods to the analyses. Besides showing the

ratio of API calls and the API method coverage on a runtime basis, a comparison between

this runtime receiver-based analysis and the static approach can point out the amount of

polymorphism used in the corpus as we will see to the end of this subsection. From

this runtime perspective, abstract methods are not callable so that they are now excluded

from the total number of callable methods.

One thing we have to keep in mind when dealing with the runtime analysis approach

is that the data was only gained from the execution of test suites. These test suites do not

necessarily execute all of the code lines of a project. Also, they do not represent real world

usage of the code. As a result, the receivers for calls that were not executed at runtime are

taken from the static receiver analysis. But this only applies if the static receiver method
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is non-abstract since we said that abstract methods are not callable in a runtime analysis.

Abstract methods that were not called at runtime are not counted here.

In order to have an overview of the amount of measured receiver methods by which

the runtime analysis can refine the data, table 5.3 shows the number different methods

that were executed at static call sites (only for call sites that reference .NET framework

methods). For example, each of the 3459 call sites in line three of the table caused 2 - 10

different methods to be executed at runtime where different means “different from the

static receiver type” here. The percentage is based on the total number of statically deter-

mined virtual method calls. Having no runtime receiver methods at a call site means that

it was not executed or that it was executed with exactly the statically specified method.

The data shows that about 26.85% of all virtual method calls are finally received by other

methods than those specified at their call site which is quite a good basis for further run-

time based analyses.

Table 5.3.: Measured receiver methods at call sites

Number of Runtime Receiver Methods Call Sites

0 41967 (73.15%)

1 10825 (18.87%)

2 - 10 3459 (6.03%)

11 - 20 526 (0.92%)

21 - 30 102 (0.18%)

31 - 40 142 (0.25%)

41 - 50 74 (0.13%)

51 - 60 96 (0.17%)

61 - 70 133 (0.23%)

71 - 80 31 (0.05%)

81 - 90 3 (0.01%)

91 - 100 1 (0.00%)

> 100 13 (0.02%)

Annotations to table 5.3:
Data Source(s) statically determined method calls

method calls measured at runtime

Source Filter no calls to static methods; no calls to constructors; only virtual calls

Sorted By number of receiver methods

Ratio of API Methods

The ratio of API methods using runtime receivers in figure 5.13 now shows much a higher

number of called API overrides. The reason for this is that some methods that were

registered as belonging to an external API before are now counted as “overridden API”

when the actually executed method is declared on a project type.
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Example
We revisit the last example and assume having a custom stream class in the project

code that overrides Stream::Write().

1 Stream s = new CustomStream("test.txt", FileMode.Create);

2 s.Write(content, 0, content.Length);

The call to Stream::Write() would have been seen as an API call in the static anal-

ysis. But in the runtime analysis, the correct receiver type can be determined so

that the invoked method is CustomStream::Write() now. Thus, the called method is

counted as "overridden API" in the ratio of API methods.

Furthermore, the runtime receiver-based analysis also sees called methods that are in-

terface implementations as “overridden API” methods if the call site was statically typed

to an interface type: A static code line that calls a method on an external interface was

seen as an API method call before. If such an interface method is called on a project type

at runtime, the previous API method becomes an “overridden API” method here.

Example

1 public void AddToList(IList l, string item)

2 {

3 l.Add(item);

4 }

IList is an interface of the .NET framework. Statically, the call in line 3 is registered

as IList::Add() and therefore it represents a call to an external API method. At

runtime, an object of type CustomList (which is a project type) shall be passed to

the method. The referenced method is then identified as CustomList::Add(). So the

call no more references an API method, but a project method which is counted as an

override of an API method.

Annotations to figure 5.13:
Data Source(s) statically determined method calls

method calls measured at runtime

Source Filter no calls to static methods; no calls to constructors

Sorted By ratio of API methods
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Figure 5.13.: Ratio of called API methods using runtime receivers

Basically, the results of this analysis add to the observations that were made when

analyzing the implementation of external interfaces or subtyping external types.

The usage of project overrides that is shown here originates primarily from interface

methods with the corresponding interfaces being mainly the collection interfaces or Sys-

tem.IDisposable. This proves, that developers not only implement these interfaces, but

also actively use them to take advantage of polymorphism. Again, many uses of these

interface methods here are caused by compiler generated code, as we explained in 5.2.2.

Other methods appearing as “overridden API” here are mostly overrides of System.'

Object. This was already found out in the static receiver analysis, but here it shows, that

the projects also use these overrides on many different types.

Considering SharpZipLib, the static receiver analysis noted that it makes heavy use of

the System.IO.Stream class. The is confirmed here. It mostly works on the base class in

source code, where as at runtime, the calls are made on several of its subclasses.
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One of the projects making a huge leap here is Unity. The inheritance analysis found

out, that it has many subtypes of System.Configuration.ConfigurationElement. In-

deed, static calls targeting this base class are effectively used with the subtypes that Unity
implements. Other than that, its high difference to the static analysis is explainable by the

usage of collection interfaces as mentioned above.

The polymorphic usage of the collection interfaces is also the main reason for xUnit to

have such a high increase in used overridden API methods. In this project, this usage

is almost entirely attributable to compiler generated code. Besides, it shows that some

overrides of System.Exception and implemented methods of System.Collections.'

Generic.IEqualityComparer`1 and System.Collections.Generic.IComparer`1 are called

using dynamic dispatching.

API Coverage

Figure 5.14 presents the coverage of the individual .NET APIs that was determined from

the methods that were called at runtime. The base line to the percentage of coverage is

defined by the total number of non-abstract, externally visible instance methods in each

API. The numbers in parentheses show the difference to the static receiver coverage.

Annotations to figure 5.14:
Data Source(s) statically determined method calls

method calls measured at runtime

total number of non-abstract methods defined in the .NET frame-

work namespaces

Source Filter no calls to static methods; no calls to constructors

only calls to methods on .NET framework types

Sorted By percentage of coverage
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Percentage of Methods Called

System.ServiceModel.*
Microsoft.VisualBasic.*

System.Windows.*
Microsoft.Build.*

System.Security.Policy
System.Runtime.Remoting.*

System.Security.Cryptography.*
System.Web.*
System.Data.*

System.ComponentModel.*
System.Security

System.Windows.Forms.*
System.Net.*

System.Configuration.*
System.Drawing.*

System.EnterpriseServices.*
System.Runtime.Serialization.*

System.Diagnostics.*
System.CodeDom.*

System.Runtime.CompilerServices
System.Messaging.*

System.ServiceProcess.*
System.Resources.*

System.Security.Principal
System.Threading.*

Microsoft.Win32.*
System.Globalization

System.Xml.*
System.IO.*
System.Text

System.Reflection.*
System.Transactions.*

System.Linq.*
System.Text.RegularExpressions

System.Timers
Microsoft.CSharp.*

System
System.Collections.Specialized

System.Collections.ObjectModel
System.Collections.Generic

System.Collections

0.01 (-0.01)
0.05 (+0.05)
0.23 (0.00)

0.81 (-0.10)
0.92 (+0.33)
0.95 (-1.41)
1.33 (+0.39)

2.01 (-0.21)
2.78 (+0.36)

3.41 (-0.50)
3.70 (-0.17)
3.86 (-0.29)
3.87 (+0.55)
4.19 (-0.12)
4.64 (+0.42)

6.05 (+0.98)
6.42 (+0.68)
6.92 (+0.67)
7.05 (+0.38)
7.27 (+0.92)
7.28 (+0.04)
7.56 (0.00)

8.14 (+0.61)
9.84 (-1.28)
10.34 (+0.07)
10.64 (+1.61)
10.77 (+0.27)

12.94 (+0.50)
15.80 (+1.77)

17.76 (+1.80)
20.61 (-3.03)

22.22 (+3.40)
23.37 (+1.76)

30.23 (+1.34)
30.43 (0.00)

40.00 (+40.00)
40.00 (+5.67)

49.64 (+14.22)
51.85 (+11.85)
52.07 (+9.16)

59.14 (+5.16)

Figure 5.14.: API method coverage using runtime receivers

The number of used methods that is detected here now includes every called override

and also implementations of interface methods. But similar to what we explained for

the static receiver coverage, the difference value that is presented here has to be treated

carefully. A higher value here does not necessarily mean a better usage of virtual methods

through polymorphism as the base lines for the both coverages differ completely. In the

static analysis we had all abstract methods included whereas they are taken out here.

So higher runtime coverage values can appear even if the same methods were called

as before (this is the case if the statically called methods did not include any abstract

methods at all, for example). Instead, the runtime coverage can be seen separately to

get an impression of the coverage of method implementations like they are used in a

situation that is close to the “real world usage” of the APIs.

Generally, the numbers presented here are quite similar to those of the static receiver-

based analysis. The major APIs that have great differences here are collection APIs and

System again. This can be explained with the high usage of their interfaces. We already
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saw, that they contain the most implemented interfaces. On the one hand, the decrease of

the base line by removing abstracts already rises the percentage. On the other hand, static

calls that referenced one of these interface methods now have to target an implementation

so that the number of referenced methods increases.

We can even find APIs that did not occur at all in the static coverage: Microsoft'

.CSharp.* and Microsoft.VisualBasic.*. Both of them contain implementations of

abstract types in System.CodeDom.Compiler. NAnt instantiates some of the specialized

classes but then types them to the abstract base classes to work with code generation

independently of the programming language. Thus, in the static analysis only System'

.CodeDom.* appeared whereas the runtime analysis reveals the usage of deriving APIs.

Aside from these observations, most APIs only show a small difference, however. Con-

cerning coverage, we can thus say that a static analysis already provides fairly good

results.

Usage of Polymorphism

In order to analyze the usage of polymorphism, we analyze the number of runtime re-

ceiver methods that are different from the statically determined receiver methods. Table

5.4 presents the number of static receivers as well as the number of measured runtime

receivers per API. It reads like “493 distinct methods are statically called on System and

506 additional distinct methods are called at runtime.” The percentage values give de-

tailed information about the distribution of the runtime receiver methods. The first of

the three columns describes how many of the runtime receiver methods belong to the

public interface of the .NET framework. The second column tells us about the amount of

methods that are implemented in the .NET framework, but are not publicly visible (they

are declared on internal or private types). And the third column gives information about

the receiver methods that are implemented in project code. Again, all other external non-

.NET receivers are excluded here.

Annotations to table 5.4:
Data Source(s) statically determined method calls

method calls measured at runtime

Source Filter no calls to static methods; no calls to constructors

only calls to methods that are based on .NET framework types

Sorted By number of runtime receiver methods; number of static receiver meth-

ods
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Table 5.4.: Runtime receiver methods
Static Data Additional Runtime Data

Namespace Receiver Methods Receiver Methods % Public API % Internal API % Project

System 493 506 24.90 18.38 56.72

System.Collections 130 488 22.75 32.17 45.08

System.Collections.Generic 105 327 10.70 18.65 70.64

System.Reflection.* 233 111 0.90 99.10 0.00

System.Data.* 123 97 77.32 0.00 22.68

System.Xml.* 354 82 45.12 54.88 0.00

System.IO.* 203 51 45.10 17.65 37.25

System.ComponentModel.* 79 25 8.00 8.00 84.00

System.Linq.* 55 16 37.50 50.00 12.50

System.Runtime.Remoting.* 18 12 0.00 100.00 0.00

System.CodeDom.* 47 9 66.67 33.33 0.00

System.Text 44 9 77.78 22.22 0.00

System.Configuration.* 31 8 25.00 12.50 62.50

System.Net.* 71 7 100.00 0.00 0.00

System.Windows.Forms.* 446 3 0.00 100.00 0.00

System.Web.* 382 3 66.67 33.33 0.00

System.Security.Principal 8 3 100.00 0.00 0.00

System.Windows.* 34 2 0.00 0.00 100.00

System.Runtime.Serialization.* 25 2 50.00 0.00 50.00

System.Security.Cryptography.* 16 2 0.00 0.00 100.00

System.Collections.Specialized 48 1 0.00 0.00 100.00

System.Resources.* 9 1 0.00 100.00 0.00

System.Diagnostics.* 66 0 - - -

System.Globalization 62 0 - - -

System.Threading.* 47 0 - - -

System.Messaging.* 37 0 - - -

Microsoft.Build.* 34 0 - - -

System.Drawing.* 28 0 - - -

System.Text.RegularExpressions 24 0 - - -

System.Collections.ObjectModel 19 0 - - -

System.EnterpriseServices.* 15 0 - - -

System.Transactions.* 14 0 - - -

Microsoft.Win32.* 13 0 - - -

System.ServiceProcess.* 9 0 - - -

System.Timers 7 0 - - -

System.Security 6 0 - - -

System.Runtime.CompilerServices 4 0 - - -

System.ServiceModel.* 2 0 - - -

System.Security.Policy 2 0 - - -

Observing many new methods in the runtime analysis means, that statically typed call

sites were used with different subtypes that override their base type’s methods or with

implementations of interfaces. For some of the numbers that can be seen here, the ex-

planations were already made earlier: System’s high polymorphic usage originates from

implementations of System.IDisposable as well as overrides of System.Object’s meth-

ods. This not only applies to the project implementations, but also to public and internal

implementations in the .NET framework. One type that additionally rises the number

of called internal overrides is System.RuntimeType. The return value of Object::Get-

Type() is of the abstract type System.Type. When calling it a at runtime, users receive

a System.RuntimeType object. So all user code working with System.Type objects even-

tually uses System.RuntimeType objects which results in calling the overridden methods

of it. The situation is similar with System.Reflection.* for which almost every runtime
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called override is internal. It also provides runtime versions of its classes to the user at

runtime. What we are dealing with here is hiding of internal types behind interfaces

and thus polymorphic usage that is forced by the framework itself and which the users

of the API cannot influence. This phenomenon can be found in several other APIs like

System.Collections.*, System.Xml.* and System.IO.*, for instance.

The high number of runtime called methods in the collection APIs refers again to the

high implementation rates of their interfaces whereas many of them are implemented by

the compiler as we said. Their called internal methods mostly belong to the LINQ exten-

sions or custom enumerators that are implemented by classes like System.Collections'

.Specialized.OrderedDictionary, System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary`2 or Sys-

tem.Xml.XmlElementListEnumerator. For example the latter is returned when calling

GetEnumerator() on an XmlNodeList of subtype XmlElementList (which is not externally

visible, though). LINQ implements an internal custom enumerable for each of its exten-

sion classes.

Example

1 List<object> l = new List<object>() { "s" };

2 IEnumerable<string> stringEnum = l.OfType<string>();

stringEnum is then of type System.Linq.Enumerable+<OfTypeIterator>d__a3<Sys-

tem.String> which is an internal type. The user only sees the IEnumerable<string>

interface, however.

Generally, most polymorphism shown here originates from interface usage with about

70% of all runtime receiver methods being interface implementations.
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Generally, the analyses done in this work are very uncommon for the .NET platform. In

terms of analyzing managed and bytecode-based software, Java dominates the scientific

world. However, doing such analyses for .NET can be of great value since is also rep-

resents a widely-used infrastructure that builds on similar fundamentals as Java. Also,

comparing the usage of APIs in both of them can be interesting.

6.1 instrumentation

The challenge to instrument the usage of system library code was solved here by instru-

menting all instructions at the project code side so that the original libraries of the .NET

framework could be left untouched. In [FSS04], the authors follow a different approach

by creating a second base framework hierarchy. This second hierarchy can then be in-

strumented and all project code is redirected to use its types. The instructions that are

inserted by the instrumentation still reference the original framework so that they do not

instrument themselves.

6.2 static analysis

Much work has already been done on the subject of code usage analysis but it is mostly

aimed at the usage of features in general instead of focusing on API features. Also, as we

said most research has been done for the Java platform.

For example, [CMS07] performs a bytecode-based static analysis on 1132 Java pro-

grams measuring general metrics like the number of classes per package, number of

methods per class, depth of inheritance etc. on the one hand, but also some API related

analyses that have been shown in here for .NET like the number of types that inherit from

external framework types or the most implemented external interfaces, on the other hand.

Furthermore, they also perform a method call analysis on a static basis, but in contrast
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to the present work, the static receiver set of virtual calls is defined by all methods that

can possibly be called. It is determined by analyzing the inheritance and implementation

hierarchy. The approach presented here determines only one static receiver and more

precisely tests for additional receivers at runtime, however.

Another static, bytecode-based analysis of real world Java software can be found in

[Bax+06]. Similar to this work, the authors created a corpus of primarily mature and

approved projects. Their analyses only reference the use of project code, however, and

ignore all external API features. From this basis, they form a set of general metrics that

describe sizes and references between types.

One work could be found that addresses the analysis of software for the .NET platform

([Lin+07]). It does not go beyond gathering simple source and bytecode-based metrics

like the lines of code, number of types or member information for a very small set of

sample applications, though.

There are some works that deal with inheritance and overriding in particular. [TNM08]

defines a long suite of inheritance related metrics. Again, these metrics are not focused

on the extension of API types, but include it. Their results indicate that programmers

extend user-defined types more often than external library or framework types. Based

on this work, there is another paper ([TCN10]) that specializes on the analysis of over-

riding in Java software. Again, the authors present a set of metrics to measure the use

of overriding. Both of them are based on static analysis only and utilize a corpus of well

chosen applications.

The use of overloading in Java, which is not covered at all in the present work, is

statically investigated in [GL10].

6.3 combined static and dynamic analysis

In [AB05] the authors also perform a combined static and dynamic program analysis, but

their intentions differ from those presented here. Their works abstracts both approaches

such that the same generic analysis algorithms can be applied statically or dynamically

with the notion of improving fault detection: the static analysis looks for faults that can

be verified with test cases at runtime using the same algorithms.

The work in [CT07] deals with the dynamic measurement of polymorphism in Java.

They apply instrumentation at runtime using the JVM Tool Interface and also determine

the runtime receiver types using the virtual machine’s stack similar do we did here. Al-
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though they also distinguish between internal calls (which we call project calls here) and

external calls, they incorporate only a small corpus with the intention of comparing the

polymorphism use of similar applications. Interestingly, one of the projects is Lucene, the

original Java version of Lucene.Net that was tested in the studies presented here.

The call relationships between methods in the form of call chains are statically and

dynamically analyzed in [RKG04]. The work statically builds a tree of call chains that

includes receiver type information on its call edges. After that, runtime analysis is used

to track the execution of these call chains to determine test case coverage, for example.

6.4 api usage analysis for learning and docu-
mentation

Concerning the analysis of only API usage, some works concentrate on utilizing API

usage by existing software to help in understanding or learning how APIs should be

integrated.

For example, [Zho+09] collects usages of APIs in source code from open-source repos-

itories. From the collected source code, the work generates patterns of API usage that

are presented to the developer as code snippets that show the recommended usage of an

API.

The research done in [HC07] even goes a step further by using dynamic analysis infor-

mation for this purpose. The approach presented by the authors aims at finding out how

certain features that APIs provide are implemented by observing the execution of soft-

ware that is already making use of these features at runtime. The process requires some

manual selection of the software to analyze and the features of interest. It finally results

in what they call “implementation recipes” showing what instructions are involved in

implementing a framework feature.

In [PG09] instrumentation is used to dynamically generate specifications for the correct

usage of an API. This is done by recording method call traces from software that already

make use of some API and then deriving usage patterns thereof.

The study in [NM10] also uses unit tests as API usage samples. But their approach and

intentions are completely different from those presented here in that the authors inter-

viewed developers that had to perform tasks with only the unit tests as a documentation

of an API. Based on these tests, they intended to find out if unit tests can be used for

learning how to use an API.
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Another “offline” study that consulted developers can be found in [SC07]. In that work,

the authors tried to determine the usability of .NET APIs in terms of constructors with or

without required parameters and found out that parameterless constructors and objects

with settable properties are preferred.

6.5 api usage

A work that directly assesses how much an API is used can be found in [HW07]. For this

purpose features usages like method calls, type instantiations, etc. are extracted from the

source code to evaluate how often each of them is used. This measurement is then used

to determine the popularity of an API. However, the work only analyzes the Eclipse API

and runtime behavior is not involved.

Research of API popularity in Java is also presented in [MDZ10]. In that work, the

authors focus on changes in usage of APIs over time and they also try to predict the

future usage of APIs to state usage recommendations. Their data is based on a relatively

large corpus of 200 Apache and Sourceforge projects. Their analysis only takes the use of

import statements into account, however. The same authors also did a similar study in

[Mil+09] that is more version oriented.

Similar to the analysis of the .NET framework usage in this work, the usage of the Java

Standard API is analyzed in [MAT06]. The approach is source code-based and applied to

a larger corpus of open source software. Its focus is on determining the general usage

and coverage of the framework on the whole whereas we mainly give information about

the usage of separate APIs of the framework due to the smaller corpus here. Also, we

include runtime information which is not present in [MAT06].

API usage is analyzed for migration between two languages (Java and C#) in [Zho+10].

The work maps API features of the Java Standard API to the corresponding features in

the .NET API by comparing their usage in projects that were ported from Java to .NET

(the projects used by them also include Lucene and Hibernate).

Finally, previous work by the Software Languages Team at the University of Koblenz

has to be mentioned. In [LPS11] a similar study was performed on a large corpus of Java

projects. It demonstrates an AST-based approach with the aim of determining general

API feature references as well as an analysis of coverage and framework-like usage of

APIs.



7 F U T U R E W O R K

As it was already indicated in the last chapter, the comparison between API usage in .NET

and Java is an interesting topic. Such research is also supported by the corpus of this work

since it contains many projects that originate from Java and were ported to .NET (log4net,
Lucene.Net, NAnt, NHibernate, NUnit and Spring.Net). Besides opposing the usage of the

base framework types and interfaces on both platforms, it should especially be worth

investigating how features that are not available on the target platform were migrated

or if developers make use of advanced features of the target platform. In this context

we cannot only analyze these points when migrating projects from Java to .NET, but also

when upgrading to newer .NET framework versions. The corpus that is presented here

already contains projects that target all common versions of .NET, but the extent of this

work did not allow more investigation into the usage of features that were introduced

with newer versions.

Also, this work presents a very general overview of API usage in .NET. There is still

much work left for performing specialized analyses, for example of GUI or web APIs

which would then also need an adjusted corpus. The namespaces which were grouped

very coarsely here could then also be refined. On such specialized corpora other APIs

than the .NET framework could also be included into the analyses as there should be

more of them when forming a corpus for a certain domain. Other topics for analyses

that are not covered here but might be based on the data that was already gathered are

instantiation usage, method overload usage or targeting different sets of methods like

constructors, static methods or properties (getters and setters).

The potential of the approach to structure a method coverage analysis into three dif-

ferent levels of receivers has not fully been figured out yet. As chapter 5 indicated, there

are some difficulties towards a comparison between the different values. Thus, a more

elaborate discussion about how to reasonably put this data into relation is needed.

Since we found out that there are cases in which the compiler generates API usage

without the developer directly taking notice of it, it might be worth investigating how

other languages for .NET behave in this context. The CLI is explicitly designed for multi-

ple languages and so there could be some of them that provide constructs to ease the use

of API features like C# does with the yield keyword, for example.
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Concerning the technical improvements, the instrumentation could be advanced to

only instrument instructions of interest since it now simply modifies all instructions that

perform the selected operations. Other than that, the runtime event mechanism is only

focused on method calls, field accesses and type instantiations and could be generalized

to support future extensions like measuring parameter or exception type usages better.

This would also imply an extension of the metadata model. One important extension of

the metadata model would be to include attribute usage. For example, the information if

a type is annotated with the CompilerGeneratedAttribute is not available in the current

version. This is only determined by the generated name of the type for now (which

follows a certain pattern).

The runtime analysis also tells us exactly how often a method was called, a type was

instantiated or a field was accessed. As the results presented here focus on coverage and

polymorphism usage, this information was not taken into account, but could be used to

detect “hot spots” of API usage.



8 C O N C L U S I O N

To study the usage of APIs in real-world applications, the thesis applied both a bytecode-

based static and an instrumentation-based runtime analysis approach to a selected corpus

of .NET open-source projects. Both approaches were carried out successfully and yielded

sufficient results. Also their combination by means of a common metadata model turned

out to be simple and effective in its application.

Concerning type usage, the corpus mostly shows a tendency towards interface imple-

mentations over the use of subclassing. Most class subtyping emerges from special sub-

types that are required as base types when making use of certain fundamental features.

In the context of interface implementations, the results showed that compiler features

often automatically make use of framework features which is not directly obvious in the

source code. It was also shown that high abstractness values of APIs are not necessarily

associated with high implementations of their types.

The method usage analyses revealed that on average about 25% of all method calls

target API methods. A more precise distinction between calls to API methods and calls

to overrides or implementations of API methods was facilitated by the runtime data. It

showed that most of the called “overridden” API methods belong to interfaces which

matches the interface implementation observations. Further investigations into the poly-

morphism usage led to the conclusion that interfaces are also involved in most polymor-

phic invocations. Besides, the polymorphism analysis pointed out that APIs having the

appearance of being well extensible are not always externally used in this fashion. The

polymorphic behavior of the types that these APIs define originates from their internal

design and is hidden from the user. The analyses on method coverage could only add few

additional information by means of the runtime data. They mainly showed an increase

at call sites that target interface methods and added two APIs whose methods were only

executed at runtime.

Generally, quite a large number of different APIs is used by the small corpus that was

tested here whereas only few APIs with high coverage values could be identified, how-

ever.
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Table A.0.1.: Projects in the corpus
Name Version Project Type Website

Castle

ActiveRecord

2.1.2 Object-Relational Mapper http://www.castleproject.org/activerecord/index.html

Castle Core

Library

2.5.2 Core Library for the Castle

Framework

http://www.castleproject.org/castle/projects.html

Castle MonoRail 2.0 MVC Web Framework http://www.castleproject.org/monorail/index.html

Castle Windsor 2.5.2 Inversion of Control

Container

http://docs.castleproject.org/Windsor.MainPage.ashx

Json.NET 3.5 Release 8,

Revision 53591

JSON Framework http://json.codeplex.com/

log4net 1.2.1 Logging Framework http://logging.apache.org/log4net/download.html

Lucene.Net 2.9.2.1 Search Engine http://incubator.apache.org/lucene.net/

Managed

Extensibility

Framework

2.0, Preview 2 Framework for Extensible

Applications and Components

http://mef.codeplex.com/

Moq 4.0, Revision 751 Mocking Library http://code.google.com/p/moq/

NAnt 0.90 Build Tool http://nant.sourceforge.net/

NHibernate 3.0 Object-Relational Mapper http://nhforge.org/

NUnit 2.5.8.10295 Unit-Testing Framework http://www.nunit.org/

Patterns &

Practices - Prism

4.0, November 2010 Guidance and Library to

Build Flexible WPF and

Silverlight Applications

http://compositewpf.codeplex.com/

Patterns &

Practices - Unity

2.0 Dependency Injection

Container

http://unity.codeplex.com/

RhinoMocks 3.6, Revision

0f0f0557f8f383062327

Mocking Framework http://www.ayende.com/projects/rhino-mocks.aspx

SharpZipLib 0.86.0 Compression Library http://www.icsharpcode.net/OpenSource/SharpZipLib/Default.aspx

Spring.NET 1.3.0 Framework for Enterprise

Applications

http://www.springframework.net/

xUnit.net 1.6.1 Unit-Testing Framework http://xunit.codeplex.com/
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136 diagrams

Figure B.1.: Analysis metadata model



C TA B L E S A N D L I S T S

c.1 api metrics tables

Table C.1.1.: Grouped namespaces of the .NET framework
Grouped Namespace Contained Namespaces

Accessibility Accessibility

Microsoft.Build.* Microsoft.Build.BuildEngine

Microsoft.Build.Construction

Microsoft.Build.Conversion

Microsoft.Build.Debugging

Microsoft.Build.Evaluation

Microsoft.Build.Exceptions

Microsoft.Build.Execution

Microsoft.Build.Framework

Microsoft.Build.Framework.XamlTypes

Microsoft.Build.Logging

Microsoft.Build.Tasks

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Deployment.Bootstrapper

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Deployment.ManifestUtilities

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Hosting

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Windows

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Xaml

Microsoft.Build.Utilities

Microsoft.CSharp.* Microsoft.CSharp

Microsoft.CSharp.RuntimeBinder

Microsoft.JScript.* Microsoft.JScript

Microsoft.JScript.Vsa

Microsoft.SqlServer.Server Microsoft.SqlServer.Server

Microsoft.VisualBasic.* Microsoft.VisualBasic

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Activities

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Activities.XamlIntegration

Microsoft.VisualBasic.ApplicationServices

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility.VB6

Microsoft.VisualBasic.CompilerServices

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Devices

Microsoft.VisualBasic.FileIO

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Logging

Microsoft.VisualBasic.MyServices

Microsoft.VisualBasic.MyServices.Internal

Microsoft.VisualC.* Microsoft.VisualC.StlClr

Microsoft.VisualC.StlClr.Generic

Microsoft.Win32.* Microsoft.Win32

Microsoft.Win32.SafeHandles

Microsoft.Windows.Themes Microsoft.Windows.Themes

System System

System.Activities.* System.Activities

System.Activities.Core.Presentation

System.Activities.Core.Presentation.Factories

System.Activities.Core.Presentation.Themes

System.Activities.Debugger

System.Activities.DurableInstancing

System.Activities.ExpressionParser

System.Activities.Expressions
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Table C.1.1.: Grouped namespaces of the .NET framework (continued)
System.Activities.Hosting

System.Activities.Persistence

System.Activities.Presentation

System.Activities.Presentation.Converters

System.Activities.Presentation.Debug

System.Activities.Presentation.Hosting

System.Activities.Presentation.Metadata

System.Activities.Presentation.Model

System.Activities.Presentation.PropertyEditing

System.Activities.Presentation.Services

System.Activities.Presentation.Toolbox

System.Activities.Presentation.Validation

System.Activities.Presentation.View

System.Activities.Statements

System.Activities.Tracking

System.Activities.Validation

System.Activities.XamlIntegration

System.AddIn.* System.AddIn

System.AddIn.Contract

System.AddIn.Contract.Automation

System.AddIn.Contract.Collections

System.AddIn.Hosting

System.AddIn.Pipeline

System.CodeDom.* System.CodeDom

System.CodeDom.Compiler

System.Collections System.Collections

System.Collections.Concurrent System.Collections.Concurrent

System.Collections.Generic System.Collections.Generic

System.Collections.ObjectModel System.Collections.ObjectModel

System.Collections.Specialized System.Collections.Specialized

System.ComponentModel.* System.ComponentModel

System.ComponentModel.Composition

System.ComponentModel.Composition.Hosting

System.ComponentModel.Composition.Primitives

System.ComponentModel.Composition.ReflectionModel

System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations

System.ComponentModel.Design

System.ComponentModel.Design.Data

System.ComponentModel.Design.Serialization

System.Configuration.* System.Configuration

System.Configuration.Assemblies

System.Configuration.Install

System.Configuration.Internal

System.Configuration.Provider

System.Data.* System.Data

System.Data.Common

System.Data.Common.CommandTrees

System.Data.Design

System.Data.Entity.Design

System.Data.Entity.Design.AspNet

System.Data.Entity.Design.PluralizationServices

System.Data.EntityClient

System.Data.Linq

System.Data.Linq.Mapping

System.Data.Linq.SqlClient

System.Data.Linq.SqlClient.Implementation

System.Data.Mapping

System.Data.Metadata.Edm

System.Data.Objects

System.Data.Objects.DataClasses

System.Data.Objects.SqlClient

System.Data.Odbc

System.Data.OleDb

System.Data.OracleClient

System.Data.Services

System.Data.Services.BuildProvider

System.Data.Services.Client
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Table C.1.1.: Grouped namespaces of the .NET framework (continued)
System.Data.Services.Common

System.Data.Services.Design

System.Data.Services.Internal

System.Data.Services.Providers

System.Data.Sql

System.Data.SqlClient

System.Data.SqlTypes

System.Deployment.* System.Deployment.Application

System.Deployment.Internal

System.Device.Location System.Device.Location

System.Diagnostics.* System.Diagnostics

System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis

System.Diagnostics.Contracts

System.Diagnostics.Contracts.Internal

System.Diagnostics.Design

System.Diagnostics.Eventing

System.Diagnostics.Eventing.Reader

System.Diagnostics.PerformanceData

System.Diagnostics.SymbolStore

System.DirectoryServices.* System.DirectoryServices

System.DirectoryServices.AccountManagement

System.DirectoryServices.ActiveDirectory

System.DirectoryServices.Protocols

System.Drawing.* System.Drawing

System.Drawing.Design

System.Drawing.Drawing2D

System.Drawing.Imaging

System.Drawing.Printing

System.Drawing.Text

System.Dynamic System.Dynamic

System.EnterpriseServices.* System.EnterpriseServices

System.EnterpriseServices.CompensatingResourceManager

System.EnterpriseServices.Internal

System.Globalization System.Globalization

System.IdentityModel.* System.IdentityModel.Claims

System.IdentityModel.Policy

System.IdentityModel.Selectors

System.IdentityModel.Tokens

System.IO.* System.IO

System.IO.Compression

System.IO.IsolatedStorage

System.IO.Log

System.IO.MemoryMappedFiles

System.IO.Packaging

System.IO.Pipes

System.IO.Ports

System.Linq.* System.Linq

System.Linq.Expressions

System.Management.* System.Management

System.Management.Instrumentation

System.Media System.Media

System.Messaging.* System.Messaging

System.Messaging.Design

System.Net.* System.Net

System.Net.Cache

System.Net.Configuration

System.Net.Mail

System.Net.Mime

System.Net.NetworkInformation

System.Net.PeerToPeer

System.Net.PeerToPeer.Collaboration

System.Net.Security

System.Net.Sockets

System.Numerics System.Numerics

System.Printing.* System.Printing

System.Printing.IndexedProperties

System.Printing.Interop
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Table C.1.1.: Grouped namespaces of the .NET framework (continued)
System.Reflection.* System.Reflection

System.Reflection.Emit

System.Resources.* System.Resources

System.Resources.Tools

System.Runtime System.Runtime

System.Runtime.Caching.* System.Runtime.Caching

System.Runtime.Caching.Configuration

System.Runtime.Caching.Hosting

System.Runtime.CompilerServices System.Runtime.CompilerServices

System.Runtime.ConstrainedExecution System.Runtime.ConstrainedExecution

System.Runtime.DurableInstancing System.Runtime.DurableInstancing

System.Runtime.ExceptionServices System.Runtime.ExceptionServices

System.Runtime.Hosting System.Runtime.Hosting

System.Runtime.InteropServices.* System.Runtime.InteropServices

System.Runtime.InteropServices.ComTypes

System.Runtime.InteropServices.CustomMarshalers

System.Runtime.InteropServices.Expando

System.Runtime.Remoting.* System.Runtime.Remoting

System.Runtime.Remoting.Activation

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.Http

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.Ipc

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.Tcp

System.Runtime.Remoting.Contexts

System.Runtime.Remoting.Lifetime

System.Runtime.Remoting.Messaging

System.Runtime.Remoting.Metadata

System.Runtime.Remoting.Metadata.W3cXsd2001

System.Runtime.Remoting.MetadataServices

System.Runtime.Remoting.Proxies

System.Runtime.Remoting.Services

System.Runtime.Serialization.* System.Runtime.Serialization

System.Runtime.Serialization.Configuration

System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters

System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Binary

System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Soap

System.Runtime.Serialization.Json

System.Runtime.Versioning System.Runtime.Versioning

System.Security System.Security

System.Security.AccessControl System.Security.AccessControl

System.Security.Authentication.* System.Security.Authentication

System.Security.Authentication.ExtendedProtection

System.Security.Authentication.ExtendedProtection.Configuration

System.Security.Cryptography.* System.Security.Cryptography

System.Security.Cryptography.Pkcs

System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates

System.Security.Cryptography.Xml

System.Security.Permissions System.Security.Permissions

System.Security.Policy System.Security.Policy

System.Security.Principal System.Security.Principal

System.Security.RightsManagement System.Security.RightsManagement

System.ServiceModel.* System.ServiceModel

System.ServiceModel.Activation

System.ServiceModel.Activation.Configuration

System.ServiceModel.Activities

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Activation

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Configuration

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Description

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Presentation.Factories

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Tracking

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Tracking.Configuration

System.ServiceModel.Channels

System.ServiceModel.ComIntegration

System.ServiceModel.Configuration

System.ServiceModel.Description

System.ServiceModel.Diagnostics

System.ServiceModel.Discovery
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Table C.1.1.: Grouped namespaces of the .NET framework (continued)
System.ServiceModel.Discovery.Configuration

System.ServiceModel.Discovery.Version11

System.ServiceModel.Discovery.VersionApril2005

System.ServiceModel.Discovery.VersionCD1

System.ServiceModel.Dispatcher

System.ServiceModel.MsmqIntegration

System.ServiceModel.PeerResolvers

System.ServiceModel.Persistence

System.ServiceModel.Routing

System.ServiceModel.Routing.Configuration

System.ServiceModel.Security

System.ServiceModel.Security.Tokens

System.ServiceModel.Syndication

System.ServiceModel.Web

System.ServiceModel.XamlIntegration

System.ServiceProcess.* System.ServiceProcess

System.ServiceProcess.Design

System.Speech.* System.Speech.AudioFormat

System.Speech.Recognition

System.Speech.Recognition.SrgsGrammar

System.Speech.Synthesis

System.Speech.Synthesis.TtsEngine

System.Text System.Text

System.Text.RegularExpressions System.Text.RegularExpressions

System.Threading.* System.Threading

System.Threading.Tasks

System.Timers System.Timers

System.Transactions.* System.Transactions

System.Transactions.Configuration

System.Web.* System.Web

System.Web.ApplicationServices

System.Web.Caching

System.Web.ClientServices

System.Web.ClientServices.Providers

System.Web.Compilation

System.Web.Configuration

System.Web.Configuration.Internal

System.Web.DynamicData

System.Web.DynamicData.Design

System.Web.DynamicData.ModelProviders

System.Web.Handlers

System.Web.Hosting

System.Web.Mail

System.Web.Management

System.Web.Mobile

System.Web.Profile

System.Web.Query.Dynamic

System.Web.RegularExpressions

System.Web.Routing

System.Web.Script

System.Web.Script.Serialization

System.Web.Script.Services

System.Web.Security

System.Web.Services

System.Web.Services.Configuration

System.Web.Services.Description

System.Web.Services.Discovery

System.Web.Services.Protocols

System.Web.SessionState

System.Web.UI

System.Web.UI.Adapters

System.Web.UI.DataVisualization.Charting

System.Web.UI.Design

System.Web.UI.Design.MobileControls

System.Web.UI.Design.MobileControls.Converters

System.Web.UI.Design.WebControls

System.Web.UI.Design.WebControls.WebParts
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Table C.1.1.: Grouped namespaces of the .NET framework (continued)
System.Web.UI.HtmlControls

System.Web.UI.MobileControls

System.Web.UI.MobileControls.Adapters

System.Web.UI.MobileControls.Adapters.XhtmlAdapters

System.Web.UI.WebControls

System.Web.UI.WebControls.Adapters

System.Web.UI.WebControls.Expressions

System.Web.UI.WebControls.WebParts

System.Web.Util

System.Windows.* System.Windows

System.Windows.Annotations

System.Windows.Annotations.Storage

System.Windows.Automation

System.Windows.Automation.Peers

System.Windows.Automation.Provider

System.Windows.Automation.Text

System.Windows.Baml2006

System.Windows.Controls

System.Windows.Controls.Primitives

System.Windows.Converters

System.Windows.Data

System.Windows.Documents

System.Windows.Documents.DocumentStructures

System.Windows.Documents.Serialization

System.Windows.Ink

System.Windows.Input

System.Windows.Input.Manipulations

System.Windows.Input.StylusPlugIns

System.Windows.Interop

System.Windows.Markup

System.Windows.Markup.Localizer

System.Windows.Markup.Primitives

System.Windows.Media

System.Windows.Media.Animation

System.Windows.Media.Converters

System.Windows.Media.Effects

System.Windows.Media.Imaging

System.Windows.Media.Media3D

System.Windows.Media.Media3D.Converters

System.Windows.Media.TextFormatting

System.Windows.Navigation

System.Windows.Resources

System.Windows.Shapes

System.Windows.Shell

System.Windows.Threading

System.Windows.Forms.* System.Windows.Forms

System.Windows.Forms.ComponentModel.Com2Interop

System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting

System.Windows.Forms.Design

System.Windows.Forms.Design.Behavior

System.Windows.Forms.Integration

System.Windows.Forms.Layout

System.Windows.Forms.PropertyGridInternal

System.Windows.Forms.VisualStyles

System.Windows.Xps .* System.Windows.Xps

System.Windows.Xps.Packaging

System.Windows.Xps.Serialization

System.Workflow.* System.Workflow.Activities

System.Workflow.Activities.Configuration

System.Workflow.Activities.Rules

System.Workflow.Activities.Rules.Design

System.Workflow.ComponentModel

System.Workflow.ComponentModel.Compiler

System.Workflow.ComponentModel.Design

System.Workflow.ComponentModel.Serialization

System.Workflow.Runtime

System.Workflow.Runtime.Configuration

System.Workflow.Runtime.DebugEngine
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Table C.1.1.: Grouped namespaces of the .NET framework (continued)
System.Workflow.Runtime.Hosting

System.Workflow.Runtime.Tracking

System.Xaml.* System.Xaml

System.Xaml.Permissions

System.Xaml.Schema

System.Xml.* System.Xml

System.Xml.Linq

System.Xml.Resolvers

System.Xml.Schema

System.Xml.Serialization

System.Xml.Serialization.Advanced

System.Xml.Serialization.Configuration

System.Xml.XPath

System.Xml.Xsl

System.Xml.Xsl.Runtime

UIAutomationClientsideProviders UIAutomationClientsideProviders

XamlGeneratedNamespace XamlGeneratedNamespace

Table C.1.2.: Number of types in the .NET framework namespaces
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.Windows.Forms 709 508 17 184

System.Web.UI.WebControls 454 380 12 62

System.ServiceModel.Configuration 254 252 1 1

System 252 182 15 55

System.Windows 235 162 5 68

System.Windows.Media.Animation 231 217 4 10

System.Web.UI 223 161 37 25

System.Windows.Controls 212 169 0 43

System.ComponentModel 195 148 30 17

Microsoft.JScript 186 150 27 9

System.Runtime.InteropServices 177 69 55 53

System.ServiceModel 173 126 10 37

System.Windows.Input 163 132 4 27

System.Windows.Media 162 131 0 31

System.Web.Configuration 158 137 3 18

System.ServiceModel.Channels 153 112 32 9

System.Configuration 145 129 5 11

System.Web.UI.DataVisualization.Charting 140 79 3 58

System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting 138 82 1 55

System.Web.UI.Design 134 106 24 4

System.Security.Cryptography 130 107 2 21

System.Data 127 82 15 30

System.Activities 124 112 2 10

System.Web.UI.WebControls.WebParts 119 102 11 6

System.ComponentModel.Design 109 71 29 9

System.Web.UI.MobileControls 102 88 4 10

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility.VB6 101 68 18 15

System.Windows.Automation.Peers 100 95 1 4

System.Web.UI.Design.WebControls 99 99 0 0

System.DirectoryServices.Protocols 98 81 0 17

System.Diagnostics 97 76 1 20

System.DirectoryServices.ActiveDirectory 97 70 0 27

System.Web 95 78 6 11

System.Windows.Automation 94 77 0 17

System.Net 91 73 8 10

System.ServiceModel.Description 90 72 12 6

System.Xml.Schema 88 77 1 10

System.Workflow.ComponentModel.Design 87 64 12 11

System.CodeDom 86 81 0 5

System.Web.Services.Description 83 78 0 5

System.Xml 82 52 12 18

System.Reflection 76 52 2 22

System.Security.Permissions 75 54 1 20
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Table C.1.2.: Number of types in the .NET framework namespaces (continued)
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.Xml.Serialization 75 70 2 3

System.Windows.Documents 74 71 1 2

System.Windows.Markup 74 60 11 3

Microsoft.Build.Tasks 72 70 1 1

System.Security.AccessControl 71 50 0 21

System.EnterpriseServices 71 43 9 19

System.Workflow.Activities 70 68 1 1

System.Runtime.CompilerServices 69 63 2 4

System.Windows.Media.Media3D 68 61 0 7

System.Data.Common.CommandTrees 64 63 0 1

System.Printing 63 31 0 32

System.Activities.Statements 62 62 0 0

System.Threading 61 48 0 13

System.Windows.Controls.Primitives 61 47 3 11

System.Web.Services.Protocols 60 54 0 6

Microsoft.Build.Framework 59 41 15 3

System.Activities.Expressions 59 59 0 0

System.Runtime.InteropServices.ComTypes 57 0 21 36

System.IdentityModel.Tokens 57 54 0 3

System.ServiceModel.Dispatcher 57 40 17 0

System.Management 55 47 0 8

System.ServiceModel.Security 55 47 3 5

System.Web.UI.MobileControls.Adapters 55 54 0 1

System.Drawing 54 34 1 19

System.Data.Metadata.Edm 53 41 0 12

System.IO 52 40 0 12

System.Web.Security 50 45 0 5

System.Xaml 50 36 13 1

System.Runtime.Serialization 49 36 10 3

System.Data.SqlTypes 49 33 1 15

System.Xml.Xsl.Runtime 49 13 0 36

System.Messaging 49 28 1 20

System.Windows.Forms.VisualStyles 49 3 0 46

System.Web.DynamicData 47 37 8 2

System.Workflow.ComponentModel 46 37 5 4

System.Workflow.Runtime.Tracking 46 43 1 2

System.Net.NetworkInformation 45 35 0 10

System.Web.Management 45 40 2 3

System.DirectoryServices 44 31 0 13

System.Workflow.Activities.Rules 44 40 1 3

System.Data.Common 42 37 0 5

System.Security.Policy 41 35 3 3

System.Globalization 41 30 0 11

System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates 41 23 0 18

System.Security.Cryptography.Xml 41 39 1 1

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels 40 18 20 2

System.Linq.Expressions 40 37 0 3

Microsoft.VisualBasic 39 19 0 20

System.Windows.Media.Imaging 39 34 0 5

System.Activities.Presentation 39 31 8 0

System.Windows.Data 38 32 2 4

System.Management.Instrumentation 38 32 2 4

System.Web.Hosting 38 19 18 1

System.Reflection.Emit 37 20 0 17

System.ComponentModel.Design.Serialization 37 27 8 2

Microsoft.Build.BuildEngine 36 32 0 4

System.Windows.Media.TextFormatting 36 29 0 7

System.Data.SqlClient 36 31 0 5

System.Drawing.Drawing2D 36 14 0 22

System.Security 35 22 5 8

System.Speech.Recognition 35 29 0 6

System.Transactions 35 22 6 7

System.Web.Compilation 35 27 4 4

Microsoft.VisualBasic.CompilerServices 34 33 1 0
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Table C.1.2.: Number of types in the .NET framework namespaces (continued)
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

Microsoft.Win32 34 24 0 10

System.Diagnostics.Eventing.Reader 34 25 0 9

System.Net.PeerToPeer.Collaboration 34 28 0 6

System.ServiceModel.Syndication 34 33 0 1

System.Workflow.ComponentModel.Compiler 34 30 2 2

System.Windows.Forms.Design 33 28 3 2

System.Drawing.Imaging 33 17 0 16

System.IdentityModel.Selectors 33 32 0 1

System.ServiceModel.Activities 33 29 3 1

Microsoft.Build.Execution 32 26 1 5

System.Runtime.Remoting.Metadata.W3cXsd2001 32 31 1 0

Microsoft.Windows.Themes 32 27 0 5

System.Web.UI.HtmlControls 32 32 0 0

System.Data.Services.Client 31 27 0 4

System.ServiceModel.Discovery 31 30 0 1

System.Windows.Navigation 30 25 1 4

System.Data.OracleClient 30 21 0 9

System.Net.Configuration 30 30 0 0

System.Drawing.Design 30 25 4 1

System.Drawing.Printing 30 22 0 8

System.Runtime.DurableInstancing 30 26 0 4

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Tracking.Configuration 30 30 0 0

System.ServiceModel.Security.Tokens 30 24 3 3

System.Windows.Automation.Provider 30 1 27 2

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Deployment.ManifestUtilities 29 25 0 4

System.Data.Services 29 19 7 3

System.Security.Cryptography.Pkcs 29 25 0 4

System.IO.Packaging 28 22 0 6

System.Activities.Tracking 28 27 0 1

System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations 28 26 1 1

System.Net.Sockets 28 11 0 17

System.Windows.Ink 27 24 0 3

System.Windows.Xps.Packaging 27 14 8 5

System.Data.OleDb 27 25 0 2

System.Speech.Synthesis 27 16 0 11

System.Collections.Generic 26 17 8 1

System.Data.Linq 26 14 6 6

System.DirectoryServices.AccountManagement 26 21 0 5

System.Collections 25 13 11 1

System.Text 25 24 0 1

System.Data.Services.Internal 25 25 0 0

Microsoft.Build.Construction 24 24 0 0

System.Runtime.Remoting.Messaging 24 16 8 0

System.Windows.Interop 24 15 5 4

System.Data.Odbc 24 23 0 1

System.Data.Objects.DataClasses 24 18 5 1

System.Data.Linq.Mapping 24 22 0 2

System.EnterpriseServices.Internal 24 14 10 0

System.Diagnostics.SymbolStore 23 11 10 2

System.Data.Objects 23 19 1 3

System.Deployment.Application 23 22 0 1

System.Xml.Linq 23 19 0 4

Microsoft.Build.Framework.XamlTypes 22 21 1 0

System.Net.Mail 22 17 0 5

System.ServiceModel.Discovery.Configuration 22 22 0 0

System.Speech.Synthesis.TtsEngine 22 5 1 16

System.Web.UI.MobileControls.Adapters.XhtmlAdapters 22 20 0 2

System.Workflow.Runtime 22 19 2 1

Microsoft.VisualC.StlClr 21 13 8 0

System.Activities.Presentation.PropertyEditing 21 18 1 2

System.Activities.Presentation.Model 21 20 0 1

System.Linq 21 11 8 2

System.Printing.IndexedProperties 21 21 0 0

System.Web.Caching 21 17 1 3
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Table C.1.2.: Number of types in the .NET framework namespaces (continued)
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.Web.Services.Discovery 21 21 0 0

Microsoft.Build.Utilities 20 15 0 5

System.Runtime.Remoting 20 14 4 2

System.Windows.Xps.Serialization 20 16 0 4

System.Dynamic 20 18 2 0

System.IO.Log 20 13 1 6

System.Web.SessionState 20 10 7 3

System.Web.Profile 20 19 0 1

Microsoft.VisualBasic.ApplicationServices 19 16 0 3

System.Windows.Media.Effects 19 14 0 5

System.ComponentModel.Composition 19 16 2 1

System.CodeDom.Compiler 19 14 3 2

System.Windows.Threading 19 16 0 3

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Deployment.Bootstrapper 18 8 8 2

Microsoft.JScript.Vsa 18 6 9 3

System.Security.Principal 18 10 2 6

System.Activities.Presentation.View 18 13 2 3

Microsoft.SqlServer.Server 18 13 1 4

System.ServiceProcess 18 10 0 8

Microsoft.VisualC.StlClr.Generic 17 8 9 0

System.Threading.Tasks 17 13 0 4

System.Data.Services.Providers 17 9 5 3

System.ComponentModel.Design.Data 17 14 2 1

System.Runtime.Caching 17 14 0 3

System.Web.RegularExpressions 17 17 0 0

System.Web.Services.Configuration 17 15 0 2

System.Resources 16 13 2 1

System.Windows.Media.Converters 16 16 0 0

System.Windows.Annotations 16 14 1 1

System.ComponentModel.Composition.Hosting 16 15 1 0

System.Data.Entity.Design 16 13 0 3

System.Collections.Specialized 16 12 2 2

System.ServiceModel.PeerResolvers 16 12 1 3

System.Speech.Recognition.SrgsGrammar 16 13 0 3

System.Web.Routing 16 13 2 1

System.Workflow.ComponentModel.Serialization 16 16 0 0

System.Workflow.Runtime.Hosting 16 15 0 1

System.Runtime.Remoting.Contexts 15 5 10 0

System.Windows.Documents.DocumentStructures 15 15 0 0

System.Configuration.Internal 15 4 11 0

System.Windows.Forms.Design.Behavior 15 12 0 3

System.Web.UI.Design.WebControls.WebParts 15 15 0 0

System.ServiceModel.Web 15 13 0 2

System.Web.UI.WebControls.Expressions 15 13 0 2

System.Windows.Input.Manipulations 15 13 0 2

Microsoft.Win32.SafeHandles 14 14 0 0

System.Windows.Documents.Serialization 14 12 1 1

System.Activities.DurableInstancing 14 11 0 3

System.Net.PeerToPeer 14 12 0 2

System.ServiceModel.Routing.Configuration 14 13 0 1

System.Xml.XPath 14 7 1 6

System.AddIn.Contract.Collections 13 0 12 1

System.AddIn.Contract.Automation 13 0 7 6

System.IO.Pipes 13 9 0 4

System.Device.Location 13 8 2 3

System.IO.Ports 13 7 0 6

System.Security.RightsManagement 13 9 0 4

System.Activities.Validation 12 12 0 0

System.Activities.Presentation.Hosting 12 8 4 0

System.AddIn.Hosting 12 7 0 5

System.Configuration.Install 12 10 1 1

System.Text.RegularExpressions 12 11 0 1

System.ServiceModel.Activation 12 11 0 1

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Devices 11 11 0 0
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Table C.1.2.: Number of types in the .NET framework namespaces (continued)
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.Diagnostics.Contracts 11 10 0 1

System.Windows.Shell 11 9 0 2

System.Activities.XamlIntegration 11 10 1 0

System.AddIn.Contract 11 0 8 3

System.ComponentModel.Composition.Primitives 11 9 1 1

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Configuration 11 11 0 0

System.Xml.Xsl 11 9 2 0

Accessibility 10 1 6 3

Microsoft.Build.Evaluation 10 7 0 3

Microsoft.VisualBasic.FileIO 10 4 0 6

System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters 10 5 2 3

System.Windows.Markup.Localizer 10 9 0 1

System.AddIn.Pipeline 10 10 0 0

System.Web.ApplicationServices 10 10 0 0

System.Windows.Automation.Text 10 1 0 9

Microsoft.Build.Logging 9 9 0 0

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Xaml 9 8 0 1

System.Collections.Concurrent 9 8 1 0

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Windows 9 9 0 0

System.Windows.Media.Media3D.Converters 9 9 0 0

System.Activities.Debugger 9 8 1 0

System.Activities.Hosting 9 7 1 1

System.Net.Security 9 5 0 4

System.EnterpriseServices.CompensatingResourceManager 9 6 0 3

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Description 9 8 0 1

System.ServiceModel.Routing 9 5 4 0

System.Web.Util 9 6 2 1

System.Web.Mobile 9 9 0 0

System.Workflow.Runtime.DebugEngine 9 3 4 2

System.IO.IsolatedStorage 8 5 1 2

System.Runtime.Versioning 8 6 0 2

System.Data.EntityClient 8 8 0 0

System.Data.Services.Common 8 5 0 3

System.Runtime.Serialization.Configuration 8 8 0 0

System.Web.ClientServices.Providers 8 7 1 0

System.Xaml.Schema 8 5 0 3

System.Windows.Forms.Integration 8 8 0 0

System.Runtime.Remoting.Metadata 7 5 0 2

System.Windows.Shapes 7 7 0 0

System.Windows.Xps 7 6 0 1

System.Activities.Presentation.Metadata 7 6 1 0

System.IO.MemoryMappedFiles 7 4 0 3

System.Security.Authentication.ExtendedProtection 7 4 0 3

System.IdentityModel.Claims 7 7 0 0

System.Runtime.Remoting.MetadataServices 7 6 0 1

System.ServiceModel.MsmqIntegration 7 5 0 2

System.ServiceModel.Persistence 7 7 0 0

System.Xml.Serialization.Configuration 7 7 0 0

Microsoft.Build.Tasks.Hosting 6 0 6 0

Microsoft.CSharp.RuntimeBinder 6 4 0 2

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Logging 6 3 0 3

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Activities 6 6 0 0

System.Activities.Presentation.Converters 6 6 0 0

System.Activities.Presentation.Toolbox 6 6 0 0

System.Diagnostics.PerformanceData 6 4 0 2

System.Data.Linq.SqlClient 6 6 0 0

System.Data.Services.Design 6 4 0 2

System.Data.Design 6 5 0 1

System.Security.Authentication 6 2 0 4

System.Drawing.Text 6 3 0 3

System.ServiceModel.XamlIntegration 6 6 0 0

System.ServiceModel.Activation.Configuration 6 6 0 0

System.Web.Mail 6 3 0 3

System.Runtime.ConstrainedExecution 5 3 0 2
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Table C.1.2.: Number of types in the .NET framework namespaces (continued)
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.Collections.ObjectModel 5 5 0 0

System.Runtime 5 4 0 1

System.Runtime.Remoting.Activation 5 1 3 1

System.Runtime.Remoting.Lifetime 5 2 2 1

System.Runtime.Remoting.Services 5 4 1 0

System.Windows.Annotations.Storage 5 4 0 1

System.Activities.Core.Presentation 5 4 0 1

System.Net.Cache 5 2 0 3

System.Net.Mime 5 4 0 1

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.Http 5 5 0 0

System.ServiceModel.ComIntegration 5 4 1 0

System.Web.UI.WebControls.Adapters 5 5 0 0

System.Web.DynamicData.ModelProviders 5 4 0 1

System.Web.Script.Serialization 5 5 0 0

System.Web.Script.Services 5 4 0 1

System.Web.Services 5 4 0 1

System.Windows.Converters 5 5 0 0

System.Runtime.InteropServices.CustomMarshalers 4 4 0 0

Microsoft.Build.Exceptions 4 4 0 0

Microsoft.VisualBasic.MyServices 4 4 0 0

System.Windows.Input.StylusPlugIns 4 4 0 0

System.Activities.Presentation.Validation 4 2 1 1

System.Data.Entity.Design.AspNet 4 4 0 0

System.Data.Mapping 4 4 0 0

System.Diagnostics.Design 4 4 0 0

System.Timers 4 4 0 0

System.IdentityModel.Policy 4 2 2 0

System.Runtime.Caching.Configuration 4 4 0 0

System.Runtime.Serialization.Json 4 2 2 0

System.ServiceModel.Discovery.Version11 4 4 0 0

System.ServiceModel.Discovery.VersionApril2005 4 4 0 0

System.ServiceModel.Discovery.VersionCD1 4 4 0 0

System.Speech.AudioFormat 4 1 0 3

System.Web.Handlers 4 4 0 0

System.Web.DynamicData.Design 4 4 0 0

System.Configuration.Assemblies 3 0 0 3

System.Windows.Resources 3 3 0 0

System.Windows.Markup.Primitives 3 3 0 0

System.Activities.Core.Presentation.Factories 3 3 0 0

System.Activities.Presentation.Services 3 3 0 0

System.Activities.Presentation.Debug 3 1 1 1

System.Configuration.Provider 3 3 0 0

System.Diagnostics.Eventing 3 2 0 1

System.ServiceProcess.Design 3 2 0 1

System.Messaging.Design 3 3 0 0

System.IO.Compression 3 2 0 1

System.Media 3 3 0 0

System.Security.Authentication.ExtendedProtection.Configuration 3 3 0 0

System.Runtime.Caching.Hosting 3 0 3 0

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.Ipc 3 3 0 0

System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.Tcp 3 3 0 0

System.Transactions.Configuration 3 3 0 0

System.Web.ClientServices 3 3 0 0

System.Web.UI.Design.MobileControls 3 1 2 0

System.Windows.Forms.Layout 3 3 0 0

System.Windows.Forms.ComponentModel.Com2Interop 3 1 2 0

System.Windows.Forms.PropertyGridInternal 3 2 1 0

System.Workflow.Runtime.Configuration 3 3 0 0

System.Runtime.Hosting 2 2 0 0

System.Deployment.Internal 2 2 0 0

System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis 2 2 0 0

System.Runtime.ExceptionServices 2 2 0 0

System.Runtime.Remoting.Proxies 2 2 0 0

System.Printing.Interop 2 1 0 1
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Table C.1.2.: Number of types in the .NET framework namespaces (continued)
Namespace Public Types Classes Interfaces ValueTypes

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Presentation.Factories 2 2 0 0

Microsoft.VisualBasic.Activities.XamlIntegration 2 2 0 0

System.Activities.Persistence 2 2 0 0

System.ComponentModel.Composition.ReflectionModel 2 1 0 1

System.Data.Sql 2 2 0 0

System.Data.Entity.Design.PluralizationServices 2 1 1 0

System.Numerics 2 0 0 2

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Tracking 2 2 0 0

System.Web.UI.Adapters 2 2 0 0

System.Web.Query.Dynamic 2 2 0 0

System.Web.UI.Design.MobileControls.Converters 2 2 0 0

System.Workflow.Activities.Rules.Design 2 2 0 0

System.Xaml.Permissions 2 2 0 0

System.Xml.Serialization.Advanced 2 2 0 0

System.Xml.Resolvers 2 1 0 1

Microsoft.Build.Conversion 1 1 0 0

Microsoft.Build.Debugging 1 1 0 0

Microsoft.VisualBasic.MyServices.Internal 1 1 0 0

System.Runtime.InteropServices.Expando 1 0 1 0

System.Diagnostics.Contracts.Internal 1 1 0 0

System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Binary 1 1 0 0

System.Windows.Baml2006 1 1 0 0

System.Activities.Core.Presentation.Themes 1 1 0 0

System.Activities.ExpressionParser 1 1 0 0

System.AddIn 1 1 0 0

System.Data.Objects.SqlClient 1 1 0 0

System.Data.Linq.SqlClient.Implementation 1 1 0 0

System.Data.Services.BuildProvider 1 1 0 0

System.Resources.Tools 1 1 0 0

Microsoft.CSharp 1 1 0 0

System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Soap 1 1 0 0

System.ServiceModel.Activities.Activation 1 1 0 0

System.ServiceModel.Diagnostics 1 0 0 1

System.Web.Configuration.Internal 1 0 1 0

System.Web.Script 1 1 0 0

System.Workflow.Activities.Configuration 1 1 0 0

UIAutomationClientsideProviders 1 1 0 0

c.2 api usage tables

Table C.2.1.: Complete list of APIs referenced by projects
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System X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Collections X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.IO.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Reflection.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Runtime.CompilerServices X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Runtime.Serialization.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Text X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Threading.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Collections.Generic X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Diagnostics.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Globalization X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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Table C.2.1.: Complete list of APIs referenced by projects (continued)
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System.Runtime.InteropServices.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Text.RegularExpressions X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.ComponentModel.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Security X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Collections.ObjectModel X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Configuration.* X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Security.Permissions X X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Resources.* X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Xml.* X X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Collections.Specialized X X X X X X X X X X X

System.Linq.* − X − X X X − X X X − X X − X X −

System.Runtime.Remoting.* X X X X X X X X X X X

System.CodeDom.* X X X X X X X X

System.Data.* X X X X X X X

System.Net.* X X X X X X

System.Runtime.Versioning X X X X X X

System.Web.* X X X X X X

System.Security.Policy X X X X X

Microsoft.Win32.* X X X X

System.Security.Principal X X X X

Castle.Core.Configuration X X X

Castle.Core.Logging X X X

Castle.DynamicProxy X X X

Iesi.Collections X X X

Iesi.Collections.Generic X X X

Microsoft.CSharp.* X X X

NHibernate X X X

System.Drawing.* X X X

System.Security.Cryptography.* X X X

System.Transactions.* X X X

Castle.Components.Validator X X

Castle.Core X X

Castle.Core.Configuration.Xml X X

Castle.Core.Resource X X

Castle.DynamicProxy.Generators X X

Microsoft.Build.* X X

Microsoft.Practices.ServiceLocation X X

Microsoft.VisualBasic.* X X

NHibernate.Cfg X X

NHibernate.Connection X X

NHibernate.Criterion X X

NHibernate.Dialect X X

NHibernate.Driver X X

NHibernate.Engine X X

NHibernate.Event X X

NHibernate.Properties X X

NHibernate.Tool.hbm2ddl X X

NHibernate.Type X X

System.Timers X X

System.Windows.Forms.* X X

anrControls X

Antlr.Runtime X

Antlr.Runtime.Tree X

Apache.NMS X

Castle.ActiveRecord X

Castle.ActiveRecord.Framework X

Castle.ActiveRecord.Framework.Internal X

Castle.ActiveRecord.Framework.Scopes X
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Table C.2.1.: Complete list of APIs referenced by projects (continued)
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Castle.Components.Binder X

Castle.Components.Common.TemplateEngine.* X

Castle.Components.DictionaryAdapter X

Castle.Components.Pagination X

Castle.Core.Interceptor X

Castle.Core.Internal X

Castle.Core.Smtp X

Castle.DynamicProxy.Generators.Emitters X

Castle.MicroKernel X

Castle.MicroKernel.Facilities X

Castle.MicroKernel.Registration X

Castle.Windsor.* X

Common.Logging X

Commons.Collections X

fit X

ICSharpCode.SharpCvsLib.Exceptions X

ICSharpCode.SharpCvsLib.FileSystem X

ICSharpCode.SharpCvsLib.Misc X

ICSharpCode.SharpCvsLib.Util X

ICSharpCode.SharpZipLib.BZip2 X

ICSharpCode.SharpZipLib.GZip X

ICSharpCode.SharpZipLib.Tar X

ICSharpCode.SharpZipLib.Zip.* X

log4net X

log4net.Config X

Microsoft.Practices.ObjectBuilder2 X

Microsoft.Practices.Unity X

NDoc.Core X

Newtonsoft.Json X

NHibernate.Bytecode X

NHibernate.ByteCode.Castle X

NHibernate.Bytecode.Lightweight X

NHibernate.Classic X

NHibernate.Context X

NHibernate.Id X

NHibernate.Impl X

NHibernate.Linq X

NHibernate.Persister.Entity X

NHibernate.Proxy X

NHibernate.Proxy.Poco X

NHibernate.Search.Event X

NHibernate.SqlCommand X

NHibernate.Stat X

NHibernate.Transaction X

NHibernate.Transform X

NHibernate.UserTypes X

NUnit.Core X

NUnit.Framework X

NUnit.Runner X

NUnit.Util X

NVelocity X

NVelocity.App X

NVelocity.Context X

NVelocity.Exception X

NVelocity.Runtime X

NVelocity.Runtime.Log X

NVelocity.Runtime.Resource X

NVelocity.Runtime.Resource.Loader X
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Table C.2.1.: Complete list of APIs referenced by projects (continued)
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Quartz X

Quartz.Impl X

Quartz.Impl.AdoJobStore X

Quartz.Impl.AdoJobStore.Common X

Quartz.Simpl X

Quartz.Spi X

Quartz.Util X

Quartz.Xml X

Remotion.Data.Linq.* X

System.EnterpriseServices.* X

System.Messaging.* X

System.ServiceModel.* − − X − − − −

System.ServiceProcess.* X

System.Windows.* − − − X − − −

TestDriven.Framework X

c.3 analysis excluded types

Some analyses exclude the following types:

• System.Object

• System.Enum

• System.ValueType

• System.Array

• System.MulticastDelegate

• System.Delegate
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